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HAROLD WEISBRG, 
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Vv. : Civil Action Nos. 78-0322 

' and 78-0420 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION, : Consolidated 

Defendant : 

AFFIDAVIT 

My name is Harold Weisberg. I reside at 7627 Old Receiver Road, Frederick, 

Maryland. I am the plaintiff in these consolidated cases. MY prior professional 

experiences and my subject matter expertise are attested to in a number of my prior 

affidavits in this and in other litigation and hwve never been questioned. The FBI 

itself has stated that I know more about the assasiinatinn of President Kennedy and 

its investigations than allyone working for it. 

1. For purposes of this affidavit I state that my prior professional 

experiences include analysis and investigation of the functioning of government 

agencies. My work on the assassination of President Kennedy is a study of the 

functioning of our basic institutions in that time of great stress and thereafter. 

I know of no other person who has made any such study for as long a period of time 

or of its scope and magnitude. My published work on it is used in colleges throughout 

the country. My first book (of ie) on this subject, which dates to 1965, has gone 

through eight domestic printings and some abroad. It is still used as a basic text 

in colleges and universities. Its accuracy and that of all my other works, contrary 

to slurs employed by the FRI in substitution for fact - despite all that has since 

come to light (largely as a result of my efforts and FOIA litigation) and despite



official suppression, largely by the FBI ~ remains unquestioned. More than a third 

of a million pages of withheld records, disclosed after I published my last book, 

do confirm my work and do not refute it in any way. 

2. As T state in earlier affiduvits, the plaintiff in an FOTIA case, when 

faced with systematic untruthfulness, misrepresentation and deception by government 

agencies, is under extraordinary handicaps. First of all, the government does not 

prosecute itself for offenses for which, if I committed them, it could prosecute me. 

Because it enjoys immunity it indulges in unfaithful representations to court. If 

the plaintife égnores them, he loses his lawsuit. If he responds to them ~ and he 

does not dare do as the government does and merely make unsupported allegations = 

it takes considerable time and effort and is costly. It requires many words to 

refute a lie of a few words. Within my experience these government practices have 

become a means of stopping the studies for which the informatinn requests are made. 

This is to say that the government can convert the Freedom of Information Act, which 

is intended to require disclosure of nonexempt information, into an instrument for 

withholding, as it has in this litigation and as I alleged and documented throughout 

it. As I have attested, without even an effort at refutation, this defendant, 

beginning sixteen years ago, schemed to "stop" me and my writing by frivolous and 

spurious litigation. Its record with me since then is entirely consistent with this 

scheme and to a large degree it has succeeded. 

3. In this litigation, despite the length required by it, I have addressed 

each and every allegedly factual representation by the FBI and shown, without any 

real effort at refutaténn, that they are not faithful to fact and that they are 

untruthful, misrepresentative, deceptive and misleading. If my allegations are not 

truthful, the FBI is well equipped to at least contest them with fact and by 

competent affiants. Instead, save for a belated claim of its supervisor in this 
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case, SA John N. Phillips, it and its counsel have ignored my affidavits virtually 

completely. This is because they are accurate and cannot be refuted. With regard 

to Phillips' belated pretense at addressing all the evidence I filed in this 

litigation, he contented himself with claiming no more than that he had not been {A} 

truthful and knew of no other untruthfulness by the FBI. I responded with an 

affidavit which established the untruthfulness of his entirely unsupported and 

entirely self-serving and conclusory denial. He and the FBI have been silent on 

this since. 

4, While I know of no requirement that the FBI respond to evidence I 

produce that is contrary to what it wants believed, I also know of no licence it 

enjoys to ignore such evidence and then represent that it does not exist. This is 

its practice in this litigation and in its Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for 

Reconsideration (the Opposition). 

5, ‘he FBI's departure from factuality is not limited to its affiants. It 

includes its counsel, who also misrepresent, deceive, mislead and are not truthful. 

I have read every pleading and I state that they are characterized by unfactuality, 

evabiveness, misrepresentation and that they mislead. After readigg the Opposition 

IL add that trickery is also a fair description. It complains of delays, suggesting 

that they are deliberately contrived by my counsel and me, when in fact they are 

guaranteed by FBI counsel who ended its prior practice of mailing copies of all 

pleadings directly to me because of the distance between my connsel and me and 

refused to resume the practice, even when, as usual, I offered to pay the costs. 

This has added up to a week to the time required for pleadings to reach me. I have 

attested to the foregoing on several occasions, he has made no denial, and he 

persists in guaranteeing unnecessary delays for which he seeks to blame me. He also, 

aave for untruth, slurs and fabrication that I address below, ignores other



unavoidable factors which add to these delays. 

6. ‘There are representations of fact in this Opppsttion that are not in 

accord with the fact in the case record. Conspicuously, with regard to facet, there 

is no citation of any evidentiary support and my ignored evidence to the opposite 

is the only evidence in the case record pertaining to these matters. 

7. With regard to one of the factors contributing to these delays, while 

avoiding use of the word, the Opposition calls me a liar. It represents that I am 

not unwell ("...Mc. Weisberg's age and alleged ill-health." Emphasis added) and 

represents that I lied in stating the truth about my impaired health, witnews how, 

as FBI counsel put it, my "own actions over the past several months" have "undercut" 

my attestations. (Footnote 3 on unnumbered page 2) Mixed in with this is a 

complete fabrication and an absolute falsehood, "...that assertion (has) been 

refuted in defendant's earlier submissions..." The FBI has presented no evidence 

at all on this matter and, going back to 1977 - before my surgeries and their 
  

complications ~ it knew I was in seriously impaired health. It knew then ~ more 

than five years ago ~ that it had to park my counsel's car inside the J. Edgar 

Hoover Building for me even to be able to get there to confer with it. 

8. This alleged "undercutting" FBI counsel's word, is that "Mr. Weisberg 

himself has put before the Court six affidavits totally (sic) more than 230 pages 

(including attachments)." It then is conjactured that if I "had spent as much 

time" complying with discovery, I would have been able to comply with the discovery 

demand. This, too, is absolutely false. No support for it is offered or cited, 

akain because there is none and again, as usual, theee ie directly contrary evidence 

that he did not challenge or refute, so at the least FBI counsel had reason to 

believe his concoction was not truthful. 

9, Having not inconsiderable experience with untruths, distorttone, 
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misrepresentations and not uncommonly slandere by the FBI and its counsel, If 

decided to check/fbi) counsel'« above-quoted arithmetic. It is informative. 

10. The actual work for me represented in these six affidavits is in their 

texts. There Geeanct "more than 230 pages" of text but only 98,.@f0f these, 12 are 

far from full pages and several are blank save for a few lines of notarial 

statement. The attachments total 142 pages, almost all of FBI records, and of 

these 45 pages - almost a third ~ are the so-called search slips. The time period 

to which FBI counsel refers, from February 4 to and including June 6, is 125 days. 

So what his alleged “undercutting” really amounts to is about a half-page of typing 

a day for me! This really means little more hans about five minutes! work a day 

for those 125 days! This is the exact opposite of what he represents to this Court. 

ll. These retyped pages of affidavit text are of a larger type face than 

that of the typewriter I use, a Hermes 3000. It has a much smaller type face and 

includes more lines per page. Thus, on my typewriter, it amounts to about ofalt 

page per day. While I have never timed my output, I know that it is not unusual 

for me to type five pages an hour. The actual typing time thus comes to about five 

minutes per day. This "undercuts" nothing but the integrity of FBI counsel's 

representation to this Court and his entire argument. 

12. As my affidavits also state, particularly those FBI counsel represents 

have been "refuted" when they have not even been addressed at all, I have spent and 

I am able to spend little time in searching now and searching time does not and 

cannot represent any appreciable addition to the actual time I spent. Almost all 

of the attachments, like the phony search slips, weee at hand. Some, as I stated 

with precision and accuracy, were in a box in my office I had not been able to get 

to because of my health and I just blundered into them, without taking any special 

time, as i was disposing of the contents of that box. An appreciable percentage



was provided by FBI counsel himself under discovery and they required no time at 

all for searching. oka, as my affidavits state, I received while I was working 

on them. My affidavits, with which he here represents some familiarity, make it 

clear that for all practical purposes the attachments represent virtually no work 

at all for me and thus almost no time at all. 

13. Z£ the actual time is doubled, it comes to only about 10 minutes of 

time a day, and that still is an insignificant amount of time, not at all what he 

represents. 

14. In addition, as I believe lawyers know as well as writers, there is an 

enormous difference in the time taken for writing and the time required by endless 

research in 60 file cabinets, 500,000 pages of records and countless books, which 

is what the FBI's discovery really demands. 

15, In short, FBI connsel's quoted representation is misrepresentation, is 

false, and based on ctafiteblicimacte he had every reason to know it is false. 

Moreover, he provided no estimate, not even another of his own fabrications, of the 

time the discovery he actually demands,~ which is not the discovery he misrepresents 

- would or could require. So on this additional basis he just made up what he 

represents to this Court and on which he has already threatened to have me "thrown 

in jail," his words to my counsel. I have sworn to the getia) requirements of his 

actual demands and he has not presented any contrary evidence, not even his own 

unsupported argument. ‘The unrefuted evidence in the case record, therefore, 

informed him in advance that he was being untruthful and was misrepresenting. 

16, Moreover, I know of no honest basés for his making any reasonable 

estimate, leave alone one he would present to a federal court and use as a basis 

for denying anyone freedom, without knowing how rapidly or how slowly I write. He 

has never asked me.



17. Yet his fabrication, which has no basis in any evidence atJall and is 

contrary to the unrefuted evidence I provided undeé’oath, is the sole basis for 

his calling me a liar under oath over my "alleged ill-health" and my present 

capabilities or lack of them. Under other circumstances, as I have in the past, 

I would consider the source and ignore it. However, because it is a basis for the 

dismissal he solicit from this Court, I do not ignore it. Instead, I attach some 

of my medical bills. They reflect the complete accuracy and understated truthful- 

ness of my attestations, These bills are not complete. They do not include my 

1975 hospitalizaténn for acute thrombophlebitis which had not yet resulted in surgery 

and of which the FBI has known all along. Of my local doctor's many bille I attach 

only those that relatedeo my attestathons to additional illnesses beginning this 

past February. They are bills, not diagnostic records, and do not include ail 

diagnoses, 

18, Exhibit 1 is the bill for my September 1980 hospitalization for 

additional diagnosis, to determine the nature of the arterial blockages in my left 

thigh and whether surgery was indicated. | 

19, Exhibit 2 is the bill for the arterial surgery and implantation of a 

plastic artery two weeke later. (The operative reports and other attachments 

referred to were not provided to me, They went to my insurer.) The venous doppler 

listed ig a test related to another venous thrombosis I suffered while hospitalized. 

I was first hospitalized for venous thrombosis in both legs and thighs in Ocdober 

1975, 

20, Exhibit 3 reflects the first of the more serious complications, diagnosed 

as “arterial obstruetion."' The nature of the surgery is indicated undér "Desetiption 

of Services."'’ However, because this bill is limited to the surgery, it makes no 

reference to the arterial blood clots that were not accessible and the venous



blockages, both of which contribute significantly to my overall impaired circulation 

and resultant problems and limitations. 

al. (iL dori 1981 (Exhibit 4) I suffered a total plockage on the left side. 

It is this emergency that I stated my counéél may know more about than I do because 

prior to the emergency surgery, which began and night and continued into the next 

morning, I was drifting into unconsciousness. I know only what one of my surgeons 

told me the next day, that thie particular emergency is not uncommonly fatal. ‘The 

extent of thie surgery also is indicated in the bill. 

22, These are the surgeon's bills only. fhe hospital's bills are much 

more extensive and expensive, but they do not indieate the nature of the surgeries. 

23, Because the FBI's counsel also scoffs at and represents that 1 lied 

about the series of debilitating illnesses that I attested began this February and 

have not yet run their course, I also attach the pertinent bills of my family 

doctor. He does not record his full diagnosis on all of them because this form is 

a bill only, not his medical record, but he does indicate most of these illnesses 

on these bills. (Exhibit 5) As is apparent, I was eruth#dand understated. 

Because of the’ ink he used and the color of the color-coded vapor which do 

not copy clearly, I repeat the various illnesses identified on these bills, the 

first of which is dated February 2 of this year. (He does not bill for telephone 

consultations, which are frequent.) Exhibit 5 ineludes illnesses I overlooked in 

my understated account: vascular insufficiency, bronchitis, influenea, pneumonia, 

peripheral vascular disease, edema, ecchymosis, and "anticoagulation," which refers 

to persisting problems during this period with my blood's prothrombin or clotting 

time. During the period represented by these pills, it was at the level that ig 

critical for internal hemorrhaging. It also is more critical with respect to the 

slightest bruising, cutting and falling because they, too, can cause potentially



serious, even fatal, hemorrhaging. (For the rest of my life, my dog los have 

warned me, I must be extremely carefuh not to fall or bruise or cut myself because 

the optimum clotting time of my blood is now twice its base or normal time, During 

the period in question, it reached almost three times base.) Although it is not 

mentioned, I also suffered pleurisy, which is painful and interferes with 

concentration, rest and sleep. 

24, Eechymosis refers to hemorrhaging through the walls of the blood vessels. 

Coughing during the time I had bronchitis, pneumonia, influenza and pleurisy caused 

the acchymosis, many large areas of chest hasahfiagng, with lumps of clots as large 

as my fist throughout my chest. 

25. These bills reflect exactly what I stated pertaining fo bronchial 

infection, that it persists despite medication, (1 eer the “gariblatie 

prescribed in early February, although at the time of first prescription the doctor 

anticipated only 10 days of antibiotic treatment.) They represent 12 examinations 

of me by this one of my doctors during the period to which I attested. The suddenness 

of onset of this lingering infection is reflected by the fact that, as these (Galiy 

reflect, my family doctor worked me in without appointment only one day after he 

had seen me for the unusual edema caused by the circulatory insufficiencies I will 

have for the rest of my life. (There is constant edema from this since 1975.) 

26. These exhibits reflect the baselessness of FBI counsel's fabrication, 

that IL was untruthful in representing my medical and physical conditions and 

limitations. He did not ask me for any proof and he did not dispute my attestations 

in mny way, which he nonetheless refers to as “yefutation," 

27. While I can pretend no knowledge of Depattment of Justice standards and 

concepts of ethic!, morality, decency and truthfulness except as I have observed 

them intimately and extensively in more than a decade of litigaténn and as the



attorneys general have addressed them in public statements, I do state that nobody, 

not even the most talented, erudite and accomplished of lawyers, has any basis for 

making a representation of medical fact without obtaining those facts and, as my 

voluntary disclosure of these bills and my earlier attestations leave without doubt, 

the actual facts were always available. (Among these statements by attorneys 

general in Griffin Bell's commemoration of "law day" with a published injunction to 

‘all Department lawyers that they were never to make any representatin to any court 

without the most substantial reason to be certain of its truthfulness and accuracy.) 

28. Avoiding the actual facts, not asking for them if there were any reason 

to doubt my sworn representations, not presenting any contradictory evidence of any 

kind and instead merely fabricating new defamatory untruths is consistent with what 

can be called the vendetta the FBI and the Department have waged against me for 

years in a campaign of defamation and the foulest of libels that, from the records 

disclosed to me, were widely distributed, including to the White Humse, the Congress, 

attorneys general and their deputies and others, including those who litigate. 

Instead of making an effort to refute my earlier references to this campaign, 

identified as based on FBI records disclosed to me, instead of searching these 

already disclosed FBI records, which represents very little work and effort, FBI 

counsel made slurring wisecracks that are clearly intended to prejudice. Some of 

these records, which are well known to the FBI and to the Civil Division from their 

attachment to affidavits in other litigation, also are attached to the affidavit I 

executed June 13 and then mailed to my counsel. 

29. Such departures from fact and truth characterize the FBI pleadings in 

this litigation (and not it alone). My counsel, for reasons I can understand and 

appreciate, has been reluctant to make use of the factual information I provided 

him earlier about these departures from truth and fact. They permeate and they are 
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basic to this Opposition, as I address them further below. 

30. This Opposition is consistent with the FBI's other filings in this 

litigation in its dependence upon repeating the same untruths, distortions and 

misrepresentations after I< refuted them and despite the FBI's failure to provide 

any evidence to contradict me. It also is consistent in ignoring my unrefuted 

proofs that these FBI representations are untruthful, distert and misrepresent and 

in the pretense that the case records does not hold my unrefuted evidence. But no 

matter how often untruth is repeated, it remains untruth, no matter how repetition 

may lull the author into believing untruths from his own repetition of them. These 

untruths lack any evidentizry support not only because it does not exist but because 

the FBI did not even pretend se provide any evidentiary support for them. The 

allegations in the Opposition are made by FBI counsel on his own authorfty. Their 

character is indicated above and is further indicated below where i address others 

of them. 

<1 PBI counsel is not reluctant to seek the benefit of prior FBI misrepre~ 

sentations, deceptions and untruthfulnesses presented to other courts, which were 

influenced bytthem, in his efforts to deceive this Court into believing that I have 

made "aver-expanding" requeste in this litigation in "piecelbdlleefishion." (Footnote 

6, page 5) I have already refuted this false representaticn of "ever-expanding" 

requests and the FBI has not even pretended to present any contradictory evidence, 

which it cannot. FBI counsel follows by repeating an earlier untruth that also 

lecks any evidentiary support, that "This tactic by plaintiff has kept his complainte 

cadia and obscure and, in turn, virtually irresolvable." In pretended support of 

this "a similar litigation tactic" is attributed to me in my suit incorrectly 

described as "concerning the spb ipbaraphie analyses" only “in the FBI's Kennedy 

4. investigation." (Citation to No. 82~1072(Cd.c. cir) April 5, 1983).) Ail of this 
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is keyed to one of his contradicdory versions of what is sought by discovery, in 

this representation - and neither is truthful - "attempting to get plaintiff to 

articulate all the bases for his complaints about the adequacy of the FBI's search." 

32. "Search" is the key and the FBI record in searches is what thie 

Opposition entirely misrepresents in prejudicial and unfair citation of No. 82-1072. 

33. With regard to the FBI's so-called searches and their alleged "adequacy," 

the history of the cited litigation, which ended on April 5 of this year, 17 years 

after my first request, is that for all this time the FBI steadfastly refused to 
  

make what the appeals court said it could consider adequate searches. On this its 

decision is explicit. In order for the FBI to make searches the appeals court said 

it could consider adequate, I was forced to that court four earlier times, and each 

of those four times, although the FBI claimed it had made adequate searches, it had 

not, according to that court. 

34, That I allegedly sought to expand my request in that litigation, whl kh 

the appeals court did sautebtee, reflects the success of the FBI's misrepresentations 

that characterize all my litigation involving it, The question relates to the 

withnoreny of tests made on the collar area of the President's shirt. The miesrep- 

resentatinn is that this is an expansion of my request, (There was additional 

pertinence in court-ordered discovery pertaining to the existence or nonexistence 

of the requested information, which that court deseribed as of interest to the 

nation as well as to me in one of the remands.) 

35. Attached as Exhibit 11 to the affidavit I executed June 6 of this year 

is a copy of the Department's DJ-118 form that I filed May 16, 1970. It was   amplified in my accompanying letter of the same date. The request cauuld not be | 

more specific in "including garments and parts of vehiclesand curbstone said to 

have been struck by bullet and/or fragments..." 

x



36. Although FBI counsel pretends that my affidavits and the unrefuted 

evidence in them do not exist, he does refer to this affidavit in the Opposition 

(in footnote 3), Lt theeefore appears that in making this false representation 

he did have knowledge of the language of my request and its specifie reference to 

"garments."' (The FBI has yet to claim that a shirt is not a garment.) 

37. FBI counsel's other untrtthful representatinn of the alleged purpose 

in discovery, matte when the hearing he requested seemed near, was a different untruth 

because, with a hearing possible, he did not dare face testimony on whether I had ° 

"articulated" what is referred to as my “complaints about the adequacy of the FBI's 

search." The truth is that I had, extensively, and had been ignored. So it then 

was represented inetead that the FBI required me to do its work for it, draw 

together for it all that I had filed and it had ignored, 

38. I have never admitted that the FBI made searches to comply with my 

requests and it has not, as I attested, without refutation, I went further and 

quoted the FBI's own affiant, SA John Phillips, who is its supervisor in this 

litigation and who actually swore that when Dallas received my request instead of 

searching it sent my request to FBIHQ where, without search and without search there 

being possible, SA Thomas H. Bresson decided what it would disclose in attempted 

substitution for searches to comply with my request. My prior and unrefuteé 

attestaténns, repeated over and over again, also include that I was informed of 

this scheme to frustrate my requests by not complying with them by the FBI's then 

counsel, on the day Judge Oberdorfer recused himself, and I then informed the FBI 

that this would not and could not comply with my requests. This is basic, unrefuted, 

and it is anything but what FBI counsel represents. When I do no more than ask 

that my requests be searched and complidd with and he knows the FBI has not done 

either, he represents this as my alleged “ever-expanding piecemeal fashinn'" of 
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keeping "complaints fluid and obscure and, in turn, virtually irresolvable.'"' 

39. It is because the FBI and its counsel persist in their knowing and 

deliberate misrepresentation of my requests that they misrepresent and are untruthful 

in theix misrepresentation of my presenting proofs of failure to search and comply 

with my requests and describe it as "expansion" of those requests, 

40. Although the records provided under discoveayfare incomplete, they 

nonethel sua prove that the FBI did not and did not intend to comply with my requests 

in 8b fcane, where almost three years later there were inadequate searches in 

incomplete compliance with the directives of the appeals office, as set forth in 

detail and is unrefuted in my prior affidavits. 

41, When I requested copies of all original records of all searches made 

in this litigaténmn, FBI counsel objected on the ground that I had already been 

provided with this information. When I proved that this could not be true and 

referred to those search slips as "phony," the untruth was reiterated under oath, 

without any effort to refute the evidence I provided, it was ignored. That 

evidence was not subject to refutation because, among other cufuge, search slips 
Aer A were dated almost a year before I filed my requests, 

42, 8A Clifford H. Anderson is the New Orleans office FOIPA expert and case 

supervisor. Apparent reasons for his failure to attempt to refute me also include 

the existing records he created which prove my attestaténns. They had been 

provided in the incomplete discovery. 

4. Under date of August 30, 1978, he forwarded and inventoréed to FBIHQ's 

FOIPA branch the records he claimed completely complied with my requests (File 

89-69-4713). That this was represented as total compliance is indicated by "RUC" 

added to the caption. "RUC" in FBI abbreviations means "referred upon completion." 

But what he told FBIHQ was so vague and inadequate that FBIHQ had to ask for what 
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Anderson described as "clarification! in his airtel of December 5, 1978. I cannot 

refer to the file identification of this discovery record because the copy provided 

is not a record copy and lacks such identification and means of retrieval by the 

indices ordfrim the central files of record copies. This appears to be a tickler 

copy. I believe, based on prior experience, that the withholding of the record copy 

is intended to withhold additional information on it. 

44, Anderson's alleged "Clarification" includes what he states was searched: 

"the following names or subjects were searched through the comprehensive indices of 

the New Orleans Field Office." He then lists’T “Assassination of President JOHN F. 

KENNEDY; LEE HARVEY OSWALD; JACK RUBY; Warren Commission; JIM GARRISON; CLAY SHAW; 

DAVID FERRIE," 

45, This listing clearly establishes that the searches sworn to as for this 

litigation are now, which is what I attested without contradiction, 

45. Even then, as I attested in my eaxlier use of this record in an 

affidavit, Anderson made clear that thee had been no search to comply with my 

actual request because he states that each record located on this so-called search 

was “reviewed to determine if it related to the assassination of President KENNEDY." 

My request is specific in stating that it is not so limited and it also includes 

all records on or about the Garrison investigation and the persons and organizaténns 

who figure in it, 

48, Anderson and FBIHQ both knew he was untruthful in his "clarification" 

because his own inventory (Serial 4713) quoted above) includes records not included 

in his “clarificaténn" (which nonetheless appears to have satifffied FBIHQ FOIPA), 

These are: ‘62-3914 SAM COLLIER, Miscellaneous Informaténn 6oncerning; 62-4448 

Senstudy; 80-608 JAMES CG. GARRISON, Etc.; 100~-16926 MARINA NIKOLAEVNA OSWALD, nee 

PRUSAKOVA IS - R; 100-17279 MARGUERITE GLAVORIE (sic) OSWALD I8S~R; 100-17809 JIM 

GARRISON, SM-C; 175-0-15 (obliterated) Threat Against the President." 

(Ss



48. Bearing on intent not to search and comply, intent not to do as directed 

by the Department with regard to "critics" and the accuracy of the information 1 

provided in appeals and in affidavits in this itigntien— if not also intent to 

knowingly and deliberately swear falsely with regard to “erftics'' ~ ia the fact 

that this Garrison "subversiveffile 100-17808 is exactly the file I correctly 

identified by this number as having information pertaining to "erities." Anderson 

did send this file to FOIPA at FBIHQ as relevant and it still did not poovide the 

information. Instead, it went through a typical Phillips seng and dance about having 

no such records, sworn to, as usual, and all the time they were right in Phillips’ 

own FOIPA office where they had been sent for processing and disclosure. 

49. Bearing on the ulterior and improper xeal purpose of the FBI's 

discovery demand is the absolute certainty that the correct file number 1 provided 

is all that is needed for any search. This would be true if the file had not a 

already been searched and loeated. But in this instance it had already been sent 

to and actually was at FBIHQ FOTPA when it provided Phillips' false swearing, 

50. All the records listed in paragraph 47 above are not included in what 

FBLHQ provided to ma when it processed what Anderson shipped, Because his omission 

of them coincides with this FBIHQ firat withholding of what Anderson had deemed 

responsiva, it appears that the "clarification" actually was intended to provide a 

cover for FBIHQ, which could thereafter cite his December 5, 1978, letter to 

represent that it had processed all he provided. 

51. It is without doubt that Anderson knew that his "clarification" was not 

truthful and accurate and that FBIHQ FOIPA also knew this. Bearing on intended 

untruthfulness is the fact that instead of writing Anderson the FOIPA branch 

phoned him six days before his December 5 written responae. A phone call dgfas 

not generate a retrievable written record. 
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52. In forwarding tha records, Adderson drew a distinction between ‘the 

search slips” and what he referred to as the "workpapers,'' He also made an offer, whi 

which was not accepted by FBBHQ, to prepare and execute an “affidavit regarding 

the procedure utilized’! What he referred to as the "workpapers" may be the 

original records of searches, but those provided and sworn to as genuine and 

complete cannot be. (Moee on this incompleteness appears below.) 

53. The FBI knew that it was untruthful in its January 19, 1983, response 

to my Bequest for the Productinn of Documents when, in response to the first, which 

requests "Copies of the originals of all search slips in this case" (emphasis added) 

it objected "on the ground that plaintiff has already been provided with" all of 

them. The Response is not attested to by anyone in the FBI. it is signed by FBI 

counsel. They then proceeded to prove their dishonesty in simultaneously providing 

a nonrecord FBIHQ copy, not a New Orleans copy, of the February 3, 1981, directive 

bearing the initials of FBI SA Willig A. Newton, who is assigned to this litigaténn. 

It begins, "1. Conduct a new search on all subjects which were previously searched." 

This directive also includes’ "4, Conduct a search tee ' any official or unofficial 

administrative files which pertain to the Kennedy ease" and if any are located, 

send to Headquarters" and "5. Conduct a search for ‘files on "eritics" or “eriticism" 

of the FBI's assassination investigation' and, iff any are located, send to Head- 

quarters." (Emphasis added) 

54. His 5, as I have attested without even attempted refutation, ia the 

FOEPA Branch's knowing and deliberate revision of the directive of the appeals 

office, revised so that the withheld records would continue to be withheld because 

the FBI knows it does not file and cannot retrieve topically, as I also attested 

without refutation. 

55. No search slips or any other search records of any kind pertaining to 
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these 1981 searches are provided in this Litigation, despite the above~quoted 

representation by FBI counsels that they were and despite the repeated sworn state~ 

ments by the FBI that I was provided with "all" such records. 

56. In his February 11, 1981, response a nonrecord copy of which was 

provided on discovery, Anderson represents the alleged search in compliance with 

this FOIPA directive not to be for what he listed in his August 30, 1978, inventory, 

which he was told to do, or his December 5, 1978, "clarification" of it. Tt is not 

even identical with the unoriginal phony search slips provided. 

57. Searches require searching and slips and/or other records reflecting 

it. None are provided relating to these ordered searches. 

58. That Anderson did not intend a real search or even honesty is reflected 

in his covering letter. It states that there are no "gfficial or unofficial 

administrative files which pertain to the Kennedy case" when at the very least 

there are FOIPA files, including at least two pertaining to me. Without reasonable 

doubt there are also such records pertaining to other requesters. He also changed 

FBIHQ's punctuation to change the meaning in stating that there are no "'files on 

erities or criticism of the FBI's assassination investigation.'" In New Orleans 

there are such records pertaining to me and with regard to others I provided the 

correct File identification, as stated above. 

59. Although Anderson uses quotation marks to represent that he followed 

FBIHQ's orders exactly, he did not do that. Instead of reporting the impossible 

topical search under "critics" and “eriticism," which is what FBIHQ's communication 

direeted, he went further. He reports ~ and did not make ~ a search under the 

names of the "critics" and their organizations. This is precisely what omitting 

the quotation marks means and precisely the misuse to which FBIHQ could put his 

untruthful report - if Quinlan Shea had not been eased out as director appeals, 

as he was. 
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60. Because in this affidavit « address the departures from fact and truth 

by FBI counsel, I emphasize that thie Kesponse was signed by counsels and that these 

ae 

counsels, with their’ Response, provided redundant proof of their and FBI untruthful- 

ness, including repeated FBI untruthfulness under oath after I had stated what is 

and what is redundantly proven to be erie and is not contradicted by any evidence 

the FBI has provided. 

61. With regard to Anderson, I intend to be unequivocal. His statement, 

with quotation marks removed, that there are no New Orleans records pertaining to 

the "critics" is false and the case record proves it to be false, as do my appeals, 

and Anderson had to know it is false if only because he personally sent such a file 

to FBIHQ, as I show above. 

62. Although the Opposition represents that what I stated in opposing 

discovery is refuted, in fact the FBI has not produced any evidence at all pertaining 

to discovery or to my attestations. There are claims made by FBI counsel the true 

character of which is reflected in this and other affidavits I provided. That I 

have already provided all the information requested in my affidavits and appeals is 

not addressed, leave alone disputed in any way. [t also is not disputed that, as I 

attested, based on my prior experience and admittedly expert knowledge I have every 

reason to believe that the discovery demand was not necessary, was intended for other 

and improper purposes, and any information provided would, from the FBI's record 

velating to my affidavits and appeals, again be ignored. 

63. One of the many matters I have attested to, without contradiction or 

dispute of any kind, is the FBI's determination not to comply with my requests and 

the Act. Illustrative of this is one of a number of separate FOIA requests I made 

and it ignored and ignores. This one pertains to a man who figures in all official 

JFK assassination investigations, the FBI's, the Commission's, Garrison's and the 
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Seeret Service's. It thus also is included in this litigation. His name is Ronnie 

Caire. I referred to him in an earlier affidavit to illustrate that, even after 

the Department promised the Senate that this old request and two dozen other 

requests the FBI had ignored would be responded to, the FBI never intended to 

respond and to this dyy has not. 

64. Caixre had a New Orleans advertising and public relations agency. 

Oswald applied to him for a job. Given what the FBI knew about Caire, this should 

have excited some interest. Instead of getting at all interested, even after the 

FBI was supposed to investigate all Oswald's job-seeking in New Orleans, it did not 

investigate this very unusual Oswald application and it did not even interview Caire, 

65. My couneel reported to me that FBI counsel told him emphatically that 

no Gaire records would be searched for or provided in this litigation in which, 

without possibility of question, they are pertinent to both parts of my requests 

and of both offices. Because this illustrates the spuriousness of the discovery 

ploy, the nature of the information I have already provided, the FBI's determination 

not to comply under any circumstances and not to make the required searches more 

than five years after they were requixed to have been made, when my counsel informed 

me of what FBI counsel told him I checked my Caire appaals file, (As I have | 

attested, I have about two file drawers of such documented and detailed appeals.) 

My Caire appeals reflect the detailed and documanted information I provided that 

was and remains ignored and FBI counsel himself now insists will continue to remain 

ignored. 

66. Among other things, it turns out ~- and the FBI knew ~ that New Orleans 

records pertaining to Caire are included in the very 105-1456 file I correctly 

identified as holding pertinent Ferrie information that still has not been provided 

1% 
and without dobbt this Caire information is indexed in New Orleans. rbbetinformation 
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was provided to me by FBIHQ FOLPA branch and exists also in New Ovleans, which also 

has the underlying records not searched for and now specifically refused to be 

searched for. If the government required any additional reasons for continuing to 

withhold this underlying information, such reasons appeat in what follows. 

67. { filed more than one appeal. Allfwere and remain ignored. 

68. The FBI, which did find pertinent information, cashed my check and 

provided no information. JI regard and have referred to this and other such 

instances as defrauding me. In one appeal I referred to it as being gypped. 

69. This is not all that can be embarrassing to the FBI. While I have not 

been given any reason for FBI counsel's obdurate refusal to provide any Caire 

information, one of the details in and FBI records attached to one of my appeals 

makes it apparent that this refusal to provide what is clearly pertinent does serve 

the purpose of protecting sworn~to untruthfhklness pertaining to the New Orleans 

105~1456 file and its pertinence in th!s litigation, 

70. I emphasize also that the Department assured the Senate in 1977 that 

my old FBI requests would be complied with and that the Caire request represented 

on the DJ~118 form I filed September 26, 1970, with the required payment in advance, 

is one of those old FBI requests, Becaase this FBI xerox of the original that I 

filed is not clear, I quote that it requests "all information about and FBI records 

of interviews with" Caire. (Emphasis added) I provided information pertaining to 

him which associates him with Oswald, assassination investigatinn figures and the 

CIA, as becomes clear below. 

71. Before I received hhe copy of this Opposition, having been informed by 

my counsel of FBI counsel's expressed determination that there be no compliance in 

this litigation with regard to Caire, I examined my Caire appeals file and copied 

and sent some of it to my counsel, Because all of it is not necessary to this 
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affidavit, I attach hereto as Exhibit 6 my short appeal of January 15, 1979 (which 

was well in advance of those “new” searches New Orleans was ordered to make in 

1981) and as Exhibit 7 my longer, detailed and documented appeal. of June 14, 1979. 

Both were and remain ignored. 

72. Exhibit 6 reflects the fact that the New Orleans main assassination file 

establishes the fact that Caixre figured in that investigation and thus is clearly 

within my requests in this litigation on that basis alone. 

73. It refers to my 1970 DJ~-118 Caire request, the cashing of the check for 

which I received nothing, and to the Department's testimony before the Senate that 

my old requests would be complied with. It also refers to evidence of the existence 

of a New Orleans subject-matter index for which no search has been attested to in 

this litigation. (The scrawled notes on the bottom are mine and are not: included 

on the copy of the appeal I filed.) 

74, When I received no response despite this primise to the Senate, I filed 

a long, detailed and documented appeal, Exhibit 7. While the subject headings may 

make it appear that some are not pertinent, they are. This is because the FBI 

withheld field office records as "previously processed" at FBIHQ and thus those 

FBIHQ records are pertinent in this litigation. Because I am a “eritic’ and also 

am included in records pertaining to both the FBI's and Garraéson's investigations, 

all records on or pertaining to me are relevant in this litigation. While as a 

practical matter the FBI's withholding as "previously processed" made it necessary 

for me to include FBIHQ and field office records in such appeals, in this instance 

the caption is specific in referring to "New Orleans and Dallas Field Offices." 

75, When I filed this appeal only the text of it had page numbers, I have 

added continuing page numbers to the copies of FBI records I attached to it to 

identify them. I also have added letters in the margin to identify portions of



the appeal in the order in which I cite them. 

76. At "A" I state that the FBI correctly understood my requests to include 

‘all information about Ronnie Caire." 

72, "BY refers to the existence of Caire records at FBIHQ. Among the 

importances of this information is the fact that, if field office copies were 

destroyed, the information provided to FBIHQ could be provided in replacement of it. 

78. "Cc" establishes the existence of Caire records in Ballas. 

79. "Dd" vefleets the FBI's knowledge that Caire also figured in the 

Garrison investigation and thus is pertinent to that part of my New Orleans request. 

80. "E" veflects the existence of New Orleans Caire records and the fact 

that they were not provided to me in this litigafion. 

81. "F" vefers to another of my old and still ignored requests that also 

is pertinent in this litigation, the identification of an Oswald associate through 

what the FBI had, his fingerprints. 

82. "G" addresses the usual FBI dodge, also used in this litigation, of 

fabricating its own formulation of my request to avoid compliance. Although FBIHQ 

correctly understood my request to include "ali" Caire information, here it draws 

a phony distinction, that he had "no direct connection with the assassination." 

My request pertains to the investigations, and Caire is within the investigations. 

(I did not suggest that he had even an indirect connection with the assassination. ) 

83. "H' refers to the existence of pertinent records outside the main 

assassination files. 

84, "I" states correctly that I providdd additional information pertaining 

to this DJ-118 FOIA request (page 13) in a covering letter (page 12). 

85. "J" reflects FBI determination not to comply with my requests, in this 

instance with both my personal records request and records pertaining to "critics." 
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Here I identified pertinent files by their correct numbers only to have those records 

obdurately withheld, without even a claim to exemption to withhold them. 

86. "K" establishes that the FBI correctly understood my request pertaining 

to the New Orleans Oswald associate the identification of whom the FBI withholds: 

"ge asks for information as to whose fingerprint this was..." 

87. "LL" is still another illustrstion of the FBI tricks to avoid compliance 

with my requests. The FBI told the DAG not that it found pertinent information 

on Caixe, as it did, but instead that there is no information that Caire was 

interviewed by the FBI concerning the assassination...," which is only one part 

of this request. 

88, "M" refers to the identification of a pertinent New Orleans record not 

provided. | 

89. "N," although the FBI pretended not to understand what I meant in 

stating that Oswald had "masked" Caire's address in his addressbook, and Dallas 

recinnebded that I be asked, which I was not, I provided this information at "0," 

(Oswald's entry led him to the side door of the office building in which Caire was 

located rather than its front and main door.) 

90, "P" establishes that nothing I have stated in this litigation 

pertaining to the withheld motion pictures in any way expands on my requests. 

(They were first made on January 1, 1969.) 

91. "Q" has the FBI denying me the New Orleans information requested 

because it "is contained in files compiled for law enforcement purposes." In all 

aspects this is a false basis, There is no blanket exemption for all files   compiled for law enforcement purposes. Only what falls within an exemption can 

be withheld. Moreover, this was not a file compiled for any law enforcement 

purpose ("R"), as the FBI's disclosed records and Director Hoover in sworn 
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testimony both state. The information remains withheld. 

92. "S" reflects the FBI's intent to withhold the requested information 

even though it correctly understood my request to include it. 

93. "tT" cites the FBI's interpretation of FOLIA referred to in earlier 

affidavits, without contradiction, that if it does not like me the Act does not 

apply to it: 'In view of Weisberg's character he should not be given the informatinn 

he requests and there is legal ground for our position." (Also on page 18) 

94. "U" refers to Caire's registration as a foreign agent, about which 

more follows below. 

95. "W" reflects that Caire's foreign-agent regiatration was on behalf of 

a GIA anti~Castro front whose address Oswald used on his New Orleans literature, 

and to the FBI's refusal to provide the Warren Commission with copies of Oswald's 

literature bearing this address, 

96. When the FBI simply refused to provide the Commission with Oswald's 

literature using this 544 Camp Street address, the. Commission asked the Secret 

Service, which did provide it, (See also Pagagraph 102 below pertaining to the 

printing of Oswald's literature.) The Commission's records also reflect the fact 

that the FBI did not inform it of much that it knew, including that Oswald sought 

employment with a registered foreign agent or that his organization was a CIA 

front. By this quoted spurious interpretation of FOAA the FBI withheld the same 

information from me and from disclosure. The FBI SA who made this interpretation 

of FOIA to withhold this information from me, T. N. Goble, just happens to be the 

same man who sat on the intelligence/political desk at FBIHQ and handled this kind   of informatiln that went to ~ and did not go to ~ President Johnson's Commiss@nn. | 

It also just happens that he was assigned to FOIA work at FBIHQ until, in 1977, I 

absolutely refused to accept any record he processed when he was assigned to my 
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G.A. 75-1996. He then was removed froa FOTA work. 

97. In the FBI's report to the Deputy Attorney General about its New 

Orleans seareh it acknowledges the connection between Caire and Sergio Arcacha 

Smith and Caive's foreign-agent registration (page 16). But it withholds most of 

the pertinent information and it reports nothing about the provocative inter~ 

relatinnships. Moreover, the FBI did not report all the available information. 

Between this nonreporting and its failure to draw together all the information it 

did not withhold, it succeeded in at least underinforming everybody. For example, 

it did not report, here or elsewhere, what I learned from public sources in New | 

Orleans, that when Caire and Areacha Smith formed an organization to solicit money, 

ostensibly for anti-Castro work, they used as a return address this same smal} 

building in which the CIA front had offices, arranged for by former FBI SAC Guy 

Banister, one of its in@orporators, in whose office and for whom Ferrie worked (tee) 

building Oswald also used as a return address on his literature, when neither Caire 

nor Areacha nor their organization had offices in that building, It did not 

report any CIA ecennection at all, 

98. All of this and more that is known makes it even more unusual that the 

only known Oswald New Orleans employment application the FBI did not investigate 

when it was supposed to investigate all of them is his effort to work for Caire in 

public relations and advertising and that even though it knew that Oswald was a 

dropout who had no command of either spelling or grammar. 

99. There is consistency in the FBI's withholdings from me, under an 

assortment of spurious claims and continuing in this litigation, and its withholdings 

from the Presidential Commission, The records I used in my appeals were not provided 

to the Commission or in this litigation. I obtained them by other means. 

100. In responding so incompletely th FBIHQ pertaining to the DAG's inquiry 
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after I filed my request, New Orleans departed from normal, practice and did nor. 

identify the file number or numbers of the information it cited. However, one of 

the pertinent qoau ments withheld from me in this litigation that was disclosed to 

another requester and which I attached to the addendum to my June 6, 1983, 

affidavit does identify one such file. It is the identical New Orleans 105-1456 

file that, among other things, includes the still withheld and pertinent Ferrie 

information. The same FBI record refleets the fact that, rather than the single 

and allegedly destroyed copy of 105-1456 records to which Anderson attested, New 

Orleans had two copies in that file., It also reflects duplicate filing of the 

sane document elsewhere, in this case with the identificatéan of the file withheld 

without the posting of any claim to exemption. As my addendum statee, this raises 

new questions about SA Anderson's truthfulness and intentions in his attestations 

in this litigation pertaining to that 105-1456 file and to his so-called searches. 

101. That all of this was known to FBI counsel before he drafted his 

Opp#eition is reflected by the fact that in it he refers to my June 6, 1983, 

affidavit. But neither he nor anyone else, there or anywhere else or in any way 

makes any reference to this information and its pertinence in searching and 

compliance. Anderson and Phillips, both of whom awore falsely and deceptively 

about New Orleans file 105-1456, have not uttered a word. 

102, There is consistency and pertinence in all of this. As I a&tested 

earlier, this 105-1456 file also includes David Ferrie and his politieal and social 

friends and associates of various descriptions, former FBI SAC Guy Banister, for 

whom Ferrie worked and whose office Ferrie used, and other persons and organizations 

FB) never battered the. 
that are included within my requests. The Wew Crleen 

Waveren Commesiun of 
urFBilQoumeemiammer FBIHQ with the intelligence that Banister was in the very same 

small building that Oswald used as a return address, the building that housed the 
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CIA's anti-Castro front directly above Banister's office. Consistent with the FBI's 

refusal to provide Oswald's literature with the address of the CIA front used as 

Oswald's return address is its deliberate misrepresentations pertaining to the 

printing of Oswald's literature. When the New Wofeans FBL learned that the Secret 

Service was independently investigating this Oswald printing, it got FBIHQ to 

pressure Secret Service Headquarters to order the New Orleans Secret Service to 

suspend its independent investigation. Thereafter, although the New Orleans FBI 

reported to FBIHQ that those at the Jones Printing Company who dealt with the person 

who had this printing done stated he was not Oswald, FBIHQ rewrote the New Orleans 

reports and turned them 180 degrees around, representing the exact opposite, that 

both witnesses who states it was not Oswald stated that it was Oswald. And thus 

FBIHQ deceived and misled the Commission, which used the FBIHQ fabrication in its 

Report instead of the truth in the field reports that FBIHQ rewrote. I pbblished 

the Commission's, FBIHQ's and the field office versions in 1967. 

103. I believe it is obvious that the foregoing paragraphs pertaining to 

Caire reflect that anyone who represents that under my obviously all-inclusive 

request, to which [I attested without denial in any form, sworn or unsworn, and with 

FOIA requests going back to 1969 and 1970 and repeated appeals then and in 1979, 

I~ now am engaged in "ever-expanding piecemeal" complaints that are "fluid and obscure 

and in turn virtually irresolvable" either lies or does not know what he is talking 

about and should not make any representations of this character to this Court. 

This is particularly true when his objectives include dismissal of this litigation 

and can include my incarceration. 

104. There is absolutely nothing that can by honest men be called new in 

this; nothing "fluid;" nothing "ever-expanding;" nothing "piecemeal;'' nothing in 

anyway "obscure;" and nothing "virtually irresolvable' ~ except the FBI's 
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determination not to search and not to comply with my requests or the Act or its 

own regulations by any means convenient to it, including false representatf£aonand 

false swearing. 

105. There is, in short, absolutely nothing in any way new, and this is 

true of all my affidavits and all my appeals. What the FBL, through its counsel, 

not in any evidence, has done, is what. they have done from the outset. in this 

litigation, pretended that all the proofs I have provided of their refusal to 

search and refusal to comply represents expanding my requests, which they knowingly, 

deliberately and over my clearly and forcefully expressed and repeated objections 

corrupted and from the outset and continuing to now refused and still refuse to 

comply with. 

106. By his request, I provided Quinlan Shea, the appeals director, with 

those appeals as i read the records. As a practical matter, there was mo other 

way in which this could be done, given the volume of records and because, contrary 

to Mr. Shea's expressed desire and mine, that there be regular disclosure as 

processed of batches of records his ataff could handle, the FBI accumulated and 

then dumped cartons of them at a time on me and on him and his staff. Because 

neither he nor his staff were subject experts, I provided detailed explanations. 

As this Caire appeal reflects, I went to considerable trouble and expense and took 

much time to prévide him with many thousands of pages of attachments so he and his 

staff could be adequately informed. These appeals and théir documentation, as I 

have stated without dispute, run to several full file drawers and that, for anyone, 

more for an aging and unwell man who had no regular income, represents a considerable 

expense and an enormous effort to be helpful to the government in an historical case   of this significance. 

107, This Caire appeal is typical in every way. Anyone who knows what he 

is talking about and says that it is fluid, irresolvable and those other things 
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represented in the Opposition, Liea and knows he lies. So also does he lie if ha 

says that there is anything incomprehensible to the FBI or the appeals office in 

such appeals and their documentation - that in almost all instances consisted of 

FBI records, for the most part only those not disclosed to me in this litigaténnian 

which they are pextdnent. Unless the FBI raised new issues, my affidavits merely 

repeat what I hdd already filed in these appeals and thus also age in no sense new 

or any kind of an expansion on my requests. 

| 108. That none of these representations in this Opposition is supported by 

any FBI evidence, whether made in the Opposition for the first time or repeated 

from the past, is simply because there neither is nor can be any such evidence. 

This is because all these allegations are simply untruthful, Any veading of this 

four-year-old ~ and still wgnored - Caire appeal discloses that this permeating 

untruthfulness cannot be and is not accidental. 

109. The Caire and many other such matters I have documented throughout this 

litigation and in my appeals aleo reflect why I was compelled to file all-inclusive 

requests: my simple requests for relatively few records were, uniformly and by 

direct order of higher FBI authority, ignored. On the few occasions the FBI felt 

that it had to provide explanations for its consistent and long-standing violations — 

of the Act it invented them. These ranged from character assassination to revisions 

and misrepresentatinns of my requests to rewriting the Amt itself to have it mean 

that all the FBI is required to disclose is what it wants to disclose and that it 

is totally exempt from any disclosure to persons it does not like, 

110. Consistent with all of the foregoing and with the FBI's unexpressed 

indebtedness to George Orwell which, from my experience, becomes more obvious the 

closer we get to 1984, the Opposition refers to the FBI's discovery demands as of 

"limited nature and purpose." (This is the section to which quoted footnote 6 
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relates with all its false allegations of expanding requests in piecemeal fashion 

and to alleged fluidity and obscurity to achieve the virtually irresolvable.) When 

the FBI demands “each and every' pertinent document, Orwell at his most eloquent 

could not have improved upon the Opposition's characterization of this endlessness 

in searching some half-million pages in 60 cabinets of records as “Limited in 

nature and purpose." 

111. If, as there is not and cannot be, there were any FBI need to know 

anything that I know or have to make the searches it haa not made ~ and it has not 

attested to any such need ~ that certainly does not require “each and every" 
  

document or bit of information to justify making a search, which is the relatively 

simple procedure of looking at index cards. If the FBI did not have wrongful, 

dishonest and oppressive purposes, it would have contented itself with asking for 

no more than reason to believe that it had the information - for which it has not 

yeursearched after five years of litigation. 

112. That anyone could represent that the information and documentation I 

provided in this Caire appeal and all the others as detailed and well documented 

is in any way inadequate for the making of a simple search is beyond belief. 

Actually, none of this is necessary for any searching. The FBI knows more about 

this than I do. It just has not searched to comply with my requests and refuses to. 

113. This and all other such appeals and my many documented and unrefuted 

affidavits clearly establish that the FBI's discovery demands are not more than a 

deliberate hoax, a deliberate fraud, a deliberate additional stonewalling of this 

litigation that now is in its sixth year - without the initial searches yet having 

been made. I therefore repeat agasn what I have attested to over and over again 

and what is entirely ignored: that the FBI never intended to and never did make 

the searches it knew were required by my requests and that in this it knowingly 
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and deliberately violated its own regulations ~ the very regulations I invoked in 

my requests. 

114, In daring to make so many false representations, sworn and unsworn, 

as I attested earlier, the FBI either expected an automatic rubber-stamp, which 

reflects upon this Court and its integrity, or expected immunity and the accomplishing 

of the wasting of more of what remains of my life and work, This is exactly its 

1967 scheme, to "stpp'' me and my writing. 

115. When the FBI has not made and attested to making the searches required 

to comply with my request of 1977 and this is 1983, ite real objectives are obvious 

and at the least cannot include good-faith compliance. 

116. Unlike the FBI, which provided no sworn evidence at all in support of 

ita discovery demands, I provided my objections to its demands under oath and subject 

to the penalties of perjury. Consistent with its record throughout this litigation, 

it made no effort to™refute me with any evidence at all. Also consistently, it 

entirely ignored everything I stated under oath, except for snide wisecracks and 

its unsworn untruths that I address herein. Thus what I have attested to ie entirely 

unrefuted. 

117. What I attested to and is not even addressed in any evidence provided 

by the FBI is that its discovery is not necessary, that it has not provided any 

evidence that discovery is necessary, that long before it made these discovery 

demands I provided all the information I could in my appeals and affidavits, that 

its demands are deliberately excessively burdensome, and that they placeothe 

agency's burden of proof on the FOIA requester. (The FBI has not addressed burden 

of proof in any way. It has not briefed the question to argue that it can transfer 

any part of its burden of proof or all of it. Whether or not in reflection of what 

it thinks about or expects of this Court, it has not even bothered to deny that it 
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seeks to transfer its burden of proof to me.) I believe it is significant that the 

FBL has not ~ has not even attempted to - provide any evidence of any kind in any 

attempt at refutation. 1 believe it also is significant that because it is entirely 

unable to refute my attestations, it resorts to what are now clearly established 

as untruthful and unsworn allegations by its counsel. 

118, Despite not having refuted my evidence and not having presented -any 

of his own relating to discovery, in the Opppsition FBI counsel seeks sanctions 

against me based on his representatinn that his discovery demands are "Limited." 

This is directly contrary to what I have sworn to, that his discovery demands are 

excessive, burdensome, may be impossible for me to comply with and could take the 

rest of my life, whether or not I could ever comply with them, The contradiction 

between his unsworn representation and mine is absolute, Either I am a perjurer 

or he addresses this Court untruthfully,. 

119. What he knows about my appeals I do not know. From what he has stated 

I recognize that this is immaterial because hehhas a record, as reflected herein, 

of stating anything at all that may at any time appear to be convenient, even to 

the point of contradicting himself on his alleged reasons for discovery. 

120. However, what is in the case record he does know. All copies of all 

my affidavits filed in this litigation have been sent directly to him and he even 

represents familiargty with them in this Opposition (at page 2). He therefore 

knows that I swore ~ and he made no effort to refute ~ that compliance with his 

discovery may be impossible and any attempt to comply could take the rest of my 

life. Knowing this ~ and not refuting it or making any effort to - he nonetheless 

on his own authority tells this Court that his discovery demands are "limited," 

so limited that I could have complied with the relatively slight effort to which 

he refers (albeife with his characteristéec inaccuracy) on page 2 of the Opposition, 
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which I address at the beginning of this affidavit. 

121. If he knows it no other way, as because he is the FBI's counsel he 

should know, then from my affidavits alone he knows very well that I have provided 

two file drawfers of appeals and all of them are included in his discovery demands. 

Yet knowing this - and not having made any effort at all to contradict it because 

it is the truth and he cannot contract it - on his own responsibility he tells this 

Court that his discovery is "limited." Even if nothing else is infiuded in his 

discovery, as it is, and even if all he wants of me is extra xerox copies, two 

file drawers of even only xeroxing is hardly "limited" for anyone, least of all for 

an aging and unwell man whose only regular income is $335 monthly Social Security. 

122, On this basis, too, his representation that his discovery demand is 

"Limited" is something he knew was untrtthful when he uttered it. 

Hot vrkeve Yor danvvarincke= 
123, It also does not require a law degree to know theta sna acidbwandettendt 

ft aracen) drele Rnehitwd dreity 4 dctesynende 

HATE 2) ze j < at you intend the exact opposite    

  

of what is in any way "Limited," 

124. He knows beyond doubt that he and I cannot both be truthful and he 

knew this when he described his discovery as "limited." TI believe that if I swore 

falsely I am a perjurer, and I believe that as a Depafkment of Justice lawyer he 

knows that perjury is a felony. It is a more ser@ous offense than that for which 

he threatened to have me “thrown in jawl" and thus a more effective sanction. He 

also is, I believe, an officer of the court, whether or not his departmental 

responsibilities, in his conception of them, require him to report felonies. He 

has not called any alleged perjury by me to the notice of this Court or any 

prosecutor, which maans his employer. Yet at tke same time he states the direct 

opposite of what I have sworn to this Court and he does this knowing what I have 

sworn to, Of course, he also knows that he has not presented any evidence to 
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Q ntradict me and that he has not presented any evidence of his own. But because 

he states what he does, knowing it is in direct contradiction to what I have sworn 

to, he has fashioned a petard and hoist himee1£ on it, He knows that if IT am 

truthful, be is not. He also knows that (£191 am not truthful, he has the obligation 

of doing something about that,That he does not, particularly after making threats 

ro have me thrown in jail and especially after asking for the sanctions that he is 

openly afraid to have go right to the appeals court, leaves it without reasonable 

doubt that, as the evidence shows clearly and redundantly, he knows he presented 

untruth to this Court. 

125. He also knows that the case record holds ali that I have sworn to and 

that he has presented no such evidence. What he confronts is the fact that, even 

if there were need for and justification of agency discovery from an FOTIA plaintifé, 

in advance of the demand for discevery I had and he knew I had already complied with 

it to the degree possible. On the other hand, while still demanding discovery, he 

has not provided any attestation to need, At the same time, he has not provided: 

any attestation to searches to comply with my requests; 
any attestation to compliance with them; 
any refutation of my documented and detailed affidavits, which 

include allegations of false swearing and other departures 
from reality and factuality; 

any attestation that the FBI dies not have the records I identified 
and it withholds; 

any attestation that what it admits having and withholds as 
"irrelevant" is not relevant, as it without a single exception 
iss or 

Au Fr any briefing of the legal question I raised, that the Act is 
specifie in requiring the agency to sustain its actions, which 

lil ts, Sel Ma inelude not searching in response to my requests; 

a 

“noe complying with its ow FOIA regulations; 
not responding to my appeals and affidavits, which inelude the TA 

very information claimed to be sought under discovery; pn al 
not searching for the records I identified as pertinent; and 

not justifying its withholdings (although the FBI Limitedd™ several 
years ago that it would do this rather than have me dismiss 
this litigation without prejudice to the rights of others). 

126. After actually stating that all my many appeals and all my affidavits 
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and all their extensive documentaténn do not pemmit the FRI to have "a meaningful 

Opportunity to address" my "allegations about the adequacy of" the FBI's search, 

meaning, in truth the searches it has not made and has not attested to making, the 

Opposition mixes, in a single paragraph, the admission that this discovery is 

unprecedented (but claims that does not mean anything and in some magical way not. 

indicated that it is so unprecedented doas not mean "that the order(f6én it) - 

creates substantial grounds for difference of opinion"); the wlasapeeleeetian 

that this discovery is "Limi ted); and it refers to the "procedural history of this 

case," about which it says nothing. It footnotes the meaningless statement about 

ho procedural history given to the appeals court's No, 8271072, for all the world 

as though it has any relevance to the alleged procedural history in this litigation. 

(As I state above, the Opposition misrepresents that decision 180 degrees in what 

it states about FBI searches, the supposed issue here, The actual "procedural 

history" cited in citing No. 82#1072 is the FBI's steadfast xefusal to search until 

after I had been to the appeals court four times, until after the fourth remand. ) 

It next argues that I be allowed to appeal only when there is nothing to appeal ~ 

only after the litigation is over and I have provided the discovery the order for 

which could only then be appealed, Seeking a decisiongon this admittedly 

unprecedented move by the FBI is referred to as a "smokescreen." There is no 

explanation of how asking higher authority to determine a precedent is a "smoke~ 

screen," This is not at aut faccretsiog because no rational explanation is 

possible, 

127. The Opposition here also claims that "the FBI does not undesetand how 

an interlocutory appeal of the April 13 discovery order" would "materially advance 

the ultimate termination of the litigation." (Pages 5~6, emphasis in Opposition) 

I have spent almost two decades in an intensive study of the FBI and its record 
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and failures when the President was killed and it supposedly investigated the crime. 

As I. have attested, without any contradiction and with the FBI's own records 

reflecting this attached, it never investigated the crime and it never intended to. 

In all of this work, in all of my examination of hundreds of thousands of pages of 

FBI records, I have never found it so lacking in what the Opposition refers to as 

"understanding." The most obvious way in which an appeals court decision could 

"materially advance the ultimate termination of the litigation" is by telling the 

FBI to atop trying to rewrite FOIA; to stop playing these kinds of unseemly games 

with an Act designed to let the people know what their government does ~ and does 

not - do; and to make the searches that it was required to make more than five 

years ago ~ under a ten-day law ~ and it has not made or attested to making. 

128. Without this claim of FBI stupidity the Opposition could not demand 

dismissal with prejudice, thus there is this proclamaténn of FBI stupidity ~ to 

justify the end of FOIA litigation in its sixth year without the initial searchts 

being made and without any justification of so many withholdings. 

129. How when seventeen years after enactment of FOIA no agency ever 

demanded discovery and how when the issue is raised for the first time and could 

be precedent there is no "substantial grounds for difference of opinion" about it 

is not explained. The ob lus) reason is that this, too, cannot be explained. 

130. This Opposition also argues, still without any citation, that the 

extent of the discovery (about which the FBI has been only untruthful) is the 

controlling factor. The principle is of no significance. If the discovery is, 

ag deliberately misrepresented, "limited,"' then discovery is, it is represented, 

appropriate. How there is a difference in principle between degrees of discovery 

under one and the same principle is not indicated. However, there is no question 

at all about the existence of “substantial grounds for a difference of opinion" 
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because the FBI represents that its discovery is "limited" and I have attested, 

repeatedly without refutation, that it ia the very opposite of limited. These FBI 

representations, with all honor and credit due its special agent who stated that 

FOIA does not apply to those the FBI does not like, is Gobledegook. 

131. On the basic queation of searches, this is what the case record 

reflects: 

I have attested that the FBI has not made the searches required to 
comply with my requests; 

Tt has not refuted me and it has not attested to having complied with 
my requests; 

It has not claimed any justification for not searching and complying 
with my requests; 

I have attested that it violated its own FOIA regulations and it has 
not even bothered to make pro forma denial; 

I have attested that it unilaterally and improperly substituted for 
my vequests records of its own preference, over my immediate and 
repeated objections; 

It not only did not deny this improper substitution ~ it admitted it 
under oath; 

I have identified pertinent reeord after pertinent record not searched 
for and improperly withheld, have provided proper file identifi- 
caténns, and the FBI has not searched for them or claimed any 
exemption for them; 

Even when search was compelled and the pertinent record was found, 
as happened with withheld David Ferrie information, and even 
after the FBI found the information, it still withholds it and 
has made no claim to exemption. 

132. Reetifying these and other failuresgand shortcomings requires no 

discovery from me, but it is uncontested that to the degree I could I provided all 

Anh theae- 
the information I have pertaining to #heweheme and related matters. 

133. If the FBI had any genuine interest in avoiding any appeal and if it 

had any genuine interest in advancing "the ultimate termination of this litigation" 

(its words on page 6), it would attempt to meet its burden of proof instead of 

trying to unload it on me and it would, if it really believed it had, attest to 

making proper searches to comply with my requests. If it had ever had any genuine 

bee. Facer 

it would not have ignored my many appeals    interest in terminating this 
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and affidavits and the extraordinary amount of laformation I provided voluntarily, 

more than two file drawers of it in all. 

134. It is obvious tkat making the belated searches, at the very least for 

the information I identified, would have been much less costly than all this 

litigating, which inevitably is perpetuated by what the FBI is doing and by what 

it refuses to do. With each item of information I have provided, the FBI need do 

no more than have a clerk check its indices, a simple, rapid and inexpensive 

procedure. When it does not do this and demands that I provide discovery, which 

it has not attested to needing; and when it has from the outset and for all the many 

years of this litigation refused to search for the information the existence of which 

I proved by attaching the FBI's own records, as with Ferrie and herein with Caire, 

bad faith is blatant and discovery is a subterfuge for stonewalling. Searches are 

required for properly requested information, but they are not yet made and attested 

to, Searches are not made for the undeniedly pertinent information I correctly 

identified, and without reasonable doubt(t2is reflects the FBI's determination not 

a make proper searches, not to comply; and tp prolong this litigation and make it 

nl expensive for all parties by whatever means it expects to get away with. 

135. With regard to sanctions, the FBI claims that no appeal is proper and 

no appeal should be possible until there is nothing to appeal; and that a precedent 

is not a precedent, is of no consequence and thus also is not appropriate for 

appeal. With regard to the substance of the discovery, the FBI has not even 

bothered to make unsworn denial and has entirely ignored in its arguing the undis- 

puted and entirely undisputable fact that to the degree it is possible and prior to 

any demand for discovery I had already provided all the information and documentation 

of which IT know. Having received this extraordinary amount of information, more 

than two file drawers of it in all, and not having denied receipt of it, which is 
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impossible, the FBI actually claims a license to ignore all this informagsgn, as 

it did contemporaneously ( $8 provided it, and the license to demand that now, iin 

the sixth year of this litigation, I duplicate all over again what it has and still 

ignores. 

DEFENDANT'S REPLY TO PLAINTIFF'S OPPOSITION 
TO DEFENDANT'S DISMISSAL MOTION 

136, After I completed the draft of this affidavit, I received from my 

counsel a copy of the Defendant's Reply to Plaintiff's Oppabltion to Defendant's 

Dismissal Motion (the Reply). Both submissinns were delayed in reaching me and 

om 
t hus I was delayed in being able to communicate with my counsel and address them 

because FBI counsel ended the existing and efficient arrangement of sending a copy 

directly to me. I had always offered to pay the costs and specifically, with this 

counsel, my counsel xenewed the offer and he refused, These two submissions total 

only 16 pages of xeroxing. While there can be variation in the cost of xeroxing, 

I do have knowledge of the cost of government xeroxing as of the time this lawsuit 

was filed. The high-volume machines that collate copies automatically were rented 

at a basic minimum cost that was paid whether or not the minimum number of copies 

was made. Thus, some copiea might cost nothing at all. The basic cost of such 

machines was a half-cent a copy. What FBI counsel "saved" the government by refusing 

to send copies to me may be less than a dime and it cannot be more than an 

insignificant sum. However, by this "saving," he again was able to cause unnecessary 

delays and create a situation he could misrepresent, as he does regularly, to 

attribute deliberate and unnecessary delays ~ the very delays to which he was 

always contributed ~ to my counsel and me. 

137. From the preceding paragraphs of this affidavit and from some of my 

earlier affidavits it is not unfair to state that characteristically he begins this 
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Reply on his own authority with a large, knowing and deliberate untruth: That 

"plaintiff ... opposes defendant's motion (to dismiss) on the ground that dismissal 

is too harsh a sanction." (Second sentence, first paragraph, first page) There are 

no ifs or buts, no qualifications of any kind, only his direct, unequivocal and 

utterly false statement that this is the sole basis for my opposition to his motion 

to dismiss, 

138, With regard to the Opposit!on my counsel filed on June 6, 1983, as 

well as to my affidavits which are cited in it, FBI counsel's representation is 

not true and it is simply not possible that he did not know it was untrue when he 

put it on paper and filed it with this Court. 

139. As a matter of fact my Opposition questions "if any sanction is 

appropriate" (page 2); alleges the FBI "pursues vendettas against its critics," 

including me, has "ordered" that my "requests not be answered" and stated that it 

must "stop" me and my writing (pages 2-3); has not complied with my requests "made 

as long ago as 1969" (page 3); "in this litigation ... the FBI has yet to conduct 

a search responsive to the actual requests" ((page 3); has not followed "normal FBI 

procedures in processing requests” (page 3); "in this case the FBI sought to 

substitute its version of his requests for the actual requests" (page 3); "in the 

case of the Dallas Field Office, no search is even claimed to have been made until 

October 15, 1980, nearly three years after the request was made and long after the 

FBI claimed to have complied with it" (page 3). 

140. My @pposition refers to "the FBI's resistance to releasing its records 

of its investigations into the assassination of Peesident. Kennedy" as another 

reason (page 3), with this extending even to Congressional committees (page 3). 

141. On page 4 my Opposition states that "Dismissal is also inappropriate 

for other reasons," including unjustified withholdings of existing records as 
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ivrelevant and failure to justtfy withholdings and excisions (pages 4-5). 

142, With reference to what without dispute I had already provided, my 

Oppositéon states "This volume of evidence is considerable and already provides 

defendants with all the information they need to know to be able to rebut, if 

they can, plaintiff's contentions." This is followed by examples (pages 5-6). 

Using the defendant's first interrogatory as an example, my @pposition cites 

what I have already provided and states, without refutation, "The FBI has all 

the information it needs from plaintiff on this issue." (page 6) 

143. In direct refutation of the FBI's pretense that its discovery is 

"limited," my Opposition quotes its first interrogatory, which is typical, as 

demanding "each and every fact" and "each and every document and/or other source," 

not merely indication of the existence of the information not yet even searched 

for. 

144, My Opposition also states ~ and this remains undenied ~ that "it 

would be impossible for plaintiff to,comply with the demands of bhis interrogatory." 

(page 6) I have also attested, and my Opposition here states, without denial, 

that this is true of all the discovery. 

grossly avd defberately misrepresents     145. The reasnn the defendant's 

my Oppasctym 16 thak it Cannot i 
aheberesholine-sy-Aponeibiowneet refute any of this. All of it is in the case 

record and no effort has been made to refute any of it. It is just entirely 

ignored by the FBI and its counsel. He could not tell the truth if he had to 

face what throughout this litigation he has not been able to face, the true facts 

as partly reflected above. Instead of facing the evidence he cannot refute, he 

represents untruthfully that my Opposition's only "ground" is "that dismissal is 

too harsh a sanction." 

146. The Reply pretends to address one of the statements in my Opposition 
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as what it calls a “diatribe that the FBI has a vendetta against him." it states 

of this that "other than his own unsubstantiated statements, plaintiff has not 

produced one shred of credible evidence which establishes that the FBI attempted 

to harass or retaliate against him in any way." It states also that I have not 

"yroduced any evidence to substantiate the other numerous charges that he levels 

against the FBI." This is, in all particulars, diametrically opposed to the truth. 

In affidavits and in appeals I provided documentation of all of this from FBI 

records. In the one instance in which I did not produce the evidence, in affidavits 

earlier in this litigation in the form of the FBI's own records and the Department's 

testimony to the Senate committee that the FBI's conduct with me is entirely 

unexcusable, I did provide citations in this litigation; but I had already given 

the FBI its own documentation of all these things in other litigation, and when Tf 

later found some of the pertinent records in the FBI's disclosed recordd relating 

to me, I attached them to my next affidavit. 

147. As I state above and without dispute have attested earlier, the fact 

that the FBI and its counsel elect to ignore my affidavits (and ignored appeals) 

that fhhey cannot rebut does not mean that the unrefuted evidence I have produced is 

not in the case record, as it is. 

148. If the FBI and its counsel had not intended to be untruthful, they 

would have consulted their own records of the litigation I cited (in which counsel's 

officemate represented the FBI) in which I provided this, my appeals or the FBI's 

own copies of the records disclosed to me, which are immediately available to the 

FOLIPA branch without duplication of the original search, as well as what I did 

provide in this litigation. 

149, With regard to the old 25 requests the FBI ignored and continued to 

ignore after the Department promised compliance to the Senate, if in fact they were 
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wot still ignored, the FOIPA branch could have attached its coverjng letters, They 
Inbesde 

remain ignored, the FBI i8€8Nde for them to remain ignored, regardless of the 

assurances of the Department to the Senate, and because they remain ignored it and 

its counsel are reduced to invective, attempted character assassination and 

stryaight~out and deliberate untruth. 

150. That I provdded complete documentation is illustrated by the Caire 

appeal attached to this affidavit. It is one of those old requests still ignored 

after the Department assured the Senate those requests would be complied with. TI 

also provided the FBI with a list of these ignored requests, as I did the appeals 

office. More complete untruthfulness than the defentent'» $SGe musters on this is 

not easy to imagine. 

151. With regard to my statement that on two different occasions the FBI 

decided that it had to "stop" me and my writing (which it could disprove easily if 

search proved I had been untruthful and-it made no attempt to disprove this), I 

later found and attached the first of these FBI records about "stopping'' me and my 

writing. 

152. With rggard to its trying to ruin me and my books by intruding into my 

publie appearances, I have found in the FBI's personal records on me two illustra~ 

tions of this and I attached those FBI records to my next affidavit. (These also 

were the subject of a separate appeal years ago.) 

153. With regard to its so-called legal interpretation, that it has a 

legislated license to ignore the FOIA if it does not like a requester, I had 

already provided it, in 1970. It also is included in the attached Caire exhibit. 

154. None of this was considered in the decision quoted on page 4 as 

having subjected it to "judicial scrutiny." Moreover, these FBI records speak 

loudly, clearly and unequivocally for themselfes. It did what it did, its own 

ee 
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records provéeit, and it cannot lie its way out with irrelevancies. 

155. In short, if the FBI and its counsel had set out to address this 

Court as completely untruthfully as within their not inconsiderable experience they 

could, I cannot conceive of their having come closer to complete untruthfulness. 

This in itself represents the extent to which the FBI (and its counsel) will go 

in their attempts to defame me, prejudice the Court, and persist in what they all 

over again establish is a vendetta. 

156. One would never know from this Reply that I have attested to the 

factual questions involved, that my attestations are not addressed by any evidence 

provided by the FBI, and that these affidavits are cited and quoted in my Opposition. 

It is the false pretense of defendant's Reply that this evidence does not exist and 

was not cited in my Opposition that does cite Ehem, 

157. My Opposition also states what is basic pertaining to the question of 
needs af Scovert searches and whethergor not the FBI waddedhdeowres> to be able to search. It states, 

and the statement is entirely ignored in this Reply, that the FBI has not yet made 

and has not yet attested to making the searches requixed by my requests. Until the 

FBI does hhis, assuming that there are any circumstances under which it requires 

and is entitled to discovery - and I repeat again that it has not so attested ~ it 

does not and cannot require discovery until it has made these searches. 

DEFENDANT'S REPLY TO PLAINTIFF'S OPPOSITION TO ITS 
MOTION FOR A STAY OF PLAINTIFF'S DISCOVERY 

158. If the FBI and its counsel had set out to prove my allegations relating 

to their permeating untruthfulness, deceptiveness and evasiveness, their distortions 

and misrepresentations and that they will resort to any trick or devide, no matter 

how it reflects on governmental integrity, to prolong this case, refuse and frustrate 

compliance, waste as much as possible as remains of my life and work and in all of



this waste much time and money for all parties, including the courts, they would 

have been hard put to exceed the degree to which they do this in this Reply. 

159. I address these matters as they appear in this Reply except for the 

matter of the threat to me. 

160. While I have no personal knowledge of what transpired when defendant's 

counsel phoned my counsel on May 12, 1983, I do know what my counsel promptly told 

me at that time, and I do know that this Court has accepted attestations from SA 

Phillips who attested regularly to what other persons told him when those with 

first-person knowledge were available and were not called upon by the FBI or its 

couneel to provide their first-person knowledge. 

161. Mr. Lesar told me that he phoned me promptly because the threat was 

made during a pretext call in which defendant's counsel persisted even though Mr. 

Lesar told him that he was pressed for time in preparing for trial. Defendant's 

counsel's resort to subterfuge, his persistence when Mr, Lesar wanted to terminate 

the conversation and his threat impressed Mr, Lesar, he said. 

162. His pretext that Mr. Lesar reported to me is not mentioned by defendant's 

counsel who does not, in fact, provide any reason for his caliing Mr. Lesar. Why 

he should - for any reason other than taking this threat ~ is neither apparent nor 

even suggested. His pretext was to tell Mr. Lesmr to tell me where to send the 

discovery costs check defendant's counsel knows very well I am not going to send. 

Were this not true, he still knows he did not have to tell me anything at all, 

directly or indirectly. From the extensive personal experience of which he knows, 

I am quite confident that if I sent defendant's counsel a check made out to the 

Department of Justice or the FBI, there would be no trouble routing or cashing it. 

In fact, the Department and FBI have a long and clear record of cashing my checks ~ 

even after shredding them and reassembling them crudely with scotch tape. (I 
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provided the ¥BL wkth a copy in earlier litigatian,) They have cashed a number of 

  

Scaynent checks for FBI records without any problem, without ever asking me 

to make any changes in them and often just defrauded me oft of those sums by not 

responding at all, as the case record already reflects. If defendant's couneel 

knows anything at all about the case reeord, as he should and reflects, then he 

knows that I have been giving the Department and the FBI such checks for more than 

a decade, If not also defendant's counsel, the FBI certainly knows that for some 

months I gave checks to it weekly, without instructions and without any problem. 

There was absolutely no reason at all fox defendant's counsel to have anything at 

all to say (ee abou the check he pretended to expect or even to think he did 

and there was absolutely no reason at all for him to expect a check, It is clear 

beyond question in the case record and he knows very well that I am not going to 

be party to his rewriting FOIA by participating in this discovery strategem. 

163. Based on my extensive experience with the FBI and a number of its 

counsel, I believe that Mr. Lesar would have been foolish and negligent if he were 

not concerned by so transparent and childish a pretext cal yijhe only possible 

purpose of which was to make this threat, 

164. I do not know what else defendant's counsel can do except deny that 

he made any threat. He can hardly admit it. 

165. It cannot be believed that defendant's counsel things that my counsel 

is not aware of the seriousness of sanctions, particularly cont dmpt (or that I am)   or that he had to inform my counsel, or that my counsel had not amply and 

emphatically informed me or that any counsel would not have, It cannot be believed 

that defendant's counsel thinks that my counsel and I were not fully aware of the 

path he was taking in demanding discovery and where it could lead and what it meanth. 

There was absolutely no reason at all for him to initiate any conversation along 
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any such lines. The case record is clear on my positéon. 

166. What Mr. Lesar told me about what defendant's counsel said in the 

sanctions part of his call is not as is represented in this Reply. It consisted 

of emphasis on the seriousness of contempt (of which Mr. Lesar did not need to be 

told), without any other sanction or possible sanction being mentioned. (I was not 

aware that any other sanction is possible and from the first I have presumed that 

defendant's counsel was aiming at contempt.) When Mr. Lesar phoned me after this 

pretext call, he did not tell me that any other sanction was mentioned by defendant's 

counsel, only contempt. All I asked Mr. Lesar about this is whether I would be 

entitled to bail because my health makes even temporary jailing a considerable 

danger for me. He told me that usually this is the case and that usually a motion 

has to be made first, 

167. Defendant's counsel's account is so vague and evasive it did not even 

include the fact that he made the call, not Mr. Lesar. He refers only to a 

"conversation," which could have been in person or on Mr. Lesar's initiative. 

Missing also is any suggestion of any reason for defendant's counsel to phone Mr. 

Lesar, and if he had any reason other than to make a threat he could deny, he 

certainly could state it and ought not withholdfit in making a denial. He makes 

passing mention of the Caire matter here (addressed further below), but he would 

not have called Mr. Leaar about that and he does not say he did, He not only does 

not explain why he had any occasion to phone Mr. Lesar, his own account suggests 

he could have had no purpose other than making this threat without witnesses. I 

can think of no other purpose. 

168. Defendant's counsel does not give an honest, straightforward account 

of his own prior submissionfin his footnote 2. However, even if it were completely 

fair and completely true, as it is not, it is not relevant to the purpose forwhée a 
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which he appended it, to indicate that not only did he not take the threat but that 
evel NSe oe no purpose would have been served by it. This footnote reads, "As poaadd in 

defendant's memorandum in support of its dimissal motion (see footnote 1 of that 

memorandum), the FBI decided to seek only dismissal as a sanction ..." (emphasis 

added) However, the date of this short (six pages) memorandum is dix days after 

his threat failed and my counsel let him know that I am not afraid of a contempt 

citation, So, his footnote is entirely self-serving, and because it is of later 

date and is not relevant to whether, as of the time of the threat, he could have 

no motive or purpose in making the threat. If there is relevance, then it is that 

once he learned that Ub Rursee euttes, he had to make good on it or shift his 

ground, If he made good on it he knew very well thatfhhis unprecedented five in an 

FOIA lawsuit would go up on appeal right at the time ongress is considering 

amending the Act. There is no reagan of which I know for the Congress to believe 

him and/or the yor (ey) ehey represent that the Congress did not place the burden 

of proof on the government or that the Congress did place the burden of proof on 

the plaintiff. Bearing on this is his refusal to brief the question, which he has 

not done. Bearing on his and/or the FBI's awareness of the fact that this could 

be politically unwise at the time of his caal, today and for the immediate future, 

is his and/or the FBI's fear of an immediate appeal, witness his and the FBI's 

strong opposition to my taking this appeal. If for a moment they believed discovery 

against a plaintiff is appropriate and visualized in FOIA and that the appeals 

court would agree, they have every interest in Aushing an appeal and getting that 

kind of a decision, Thus, charging me with contempt can be seen as contrary to the 

FBI's interest and that he would threaten it without daring to do it. His making 

such a threat during a pretext call six days before he filed his motion let him 

know that if he asked for a contempt citation he and the FBI were on the way to the 
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appeals court on the question of discovery and with it the question of their 

truthfulness. It also gave them six days to take a different course, which is 

precisely what they did. 

169, However, that the FBI "deciddd to seek only dismissal" (emphasis 

added), which he here represents, is not what hia own cited Memorandum states. It 

does not state that the FBI will not seek a contempt citation and in fact reserves 

the right to seek any sanction. It states first that "defendant does not seek a 

contempt citation against him,'' meaning as of then and not referring to any future 

time. It then states, "Nor does defendant presently seek any other sanctions ..." 

This says nothing at all about the future and is not at all the same as representing 

an irrevocable FBI decision "to seek only dismissal as a sancténa."' If he had 

meant that forever there would not be any consideration of any other sanction, no 

purpose was served by including "presently" with regard to seeking any sanction, 

To state that as of May 18, 1983, the FBI "does not" seek a contempt citation 

certainly does not state that the FBI had decided that it never would. 

170. FBI counsel denies that he scoffed at my health problems. On this he 

provides credible proof of what is true. He took my counsel's statement pertaining 

to my heatth problems and inserted a word “poe counsel did not use, “alleged.” He 

proves he did not "scoff at Weisberg's health problema" making it read "nor did he 

#scoff at Weisberg's (alleged) health problems. 4" 

171. I took the threat and the possibility (if not probability) of a 

contempt citation seriously and began immediately to make preparations to defend 

myself. In the course of this I examined records I otherwise would never have 

thought of looking at and found dome of the useful FBI records I then attached to 

my affidavits. 

172. Defendant's counsel also denies that in his call he refused absolutely 
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to provide any compliance with regard to Ronnie Gaire. What he says about this is 

"that the FBI had problems ... and would have to interpose objections ..."' and 

nothing else at all. He does not indicate the nature of any of these alleged 

"problems.'' The reason is obvious: there is no legitimate problem at all. This is 

apparent on reading the copies of the two Caire appeals that were attached hereto 

befhre defendant's counsel filed this Reply. In fact, before I began or had any 

reason to believe that < would be preparing this affidavit, I sent Mr. Lesar these 

appeals along with any explanation of their significance and Caire's. ‘There was 

no reason at all for me te have searched for, sent him and explained only those two 

Caire appeals from two file drawers of appeals, given all the many existing 

compliance questions in this litigation, unless defendant's counsel had stated 

exactly what my Opposition represents he did. Also, there is nothing in defendant's 

counsels representation that makes the FBI's attitude toward the Caire matter any 

different than its attitude on any other compliance matter. It stonewalls them 

all but has not stated any other absolute refusal. 

“173. Bearing on defendant's counsel's honesty and integrity and the 

dependability of his word to this Court is what he represents Mr. Lesar stated 

about this in my June 6, 1983, Opposition: "At no time did factendant' s) counsel, 

indicate that if the defendant's objections were overruled by the Court the FBL 

would refuse to answer the objected to interrogatories, including those on Mr. 

Caire." 

174, There is a footnote at this point that has no visible relaténnship 

with this statement, is the usual propaganda and defamations, contains untruths 

and misrepresentations, and I address it separately below. (See paragraphs 177f£.) y| 

175. Although it takes time, checking defendant's counsel's quotations, | 

references and citations is one of the surest ways of never digging a dry well. 
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He is absolutely safe in denying that he said that "if defendant's objections were 

overruled by the Court the FBI would refuse to answer the objected to interroga- 

tories, including those on Mr. Gaire." This is because my Opposition neither says 

nor even suggests anything at all like this. It states only, and quite simply 

and straightforwardly (at the top of page 2), that "defendant's counsel stated 

that the FBI is not going to provide plaintiff with any information on Ronnie Caire.' 

i 

wh at defend yt . 

There is no relathonship at all (save for Caire's name) between Lo detGechdeets tobe 

counsel says my Opposition states and what it actually states. 

  

176. Meanwhile, he does not deny that he did say that “the FBI is not 

going to provide plaintiff with any information on Ronnie Caire," which is whyt 

my Opposition does say that he did say. And it has not, 13 years after it accepted 

my request and cashed my check and more than five years after I filed this 

litigation in which it is without questinn pertinent and when no exemption has 

been claimed for it. 

177. This kind of misrepresentation simply cannot be accidental. 

178. In his footnote to the Caire matter that makes no mention of Caire and 

is not related to the Gaire matter in any way, defendant's counsel represents that. 

the FBI was "ze(ynsive" in its answers to Ihterrogatories Nos. 32 and 33. Once 

again the FBI and its counsel ignore the affidavits I provided and they did not 

refute or even dispute. What I stated thus is entirely undisputed. 

179. On May 28, 1983, I executed an affidavit addressing the answers of 

both field offices. On Jnne 6 my counsel filed copies with the Court and sent one 

to defendant's counsel personally, A few of the uncontested statements I made in 

it are: 

that the FBI's so-called "responsive" answers are evasive, are 

nonresponsive and are keyed to the FBI's misrepresentation of 

and refusal to search in cmmpliance with my actual request 

(with details not quoted here); 
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"The second and third paragraphs of these Answers are based on the 
FBI's misrepresentation that my request is limited to what the 
FBI shooses to regard as ite "Kennedy assassination files.'" 
(again with full details following in my affidavit); 

that the FBI's supposedly complete and genuine search slips hold 
no reference to any ELSUR searches and that no ELSUR search 
slips were provided at any later time. (ELSUR or electronic 
surveillance is the subject of the interrogatory); 

that "In its claimed ELSUR searches the FBI represents that the 
only persons involved in the investigation of the assassination 
are the two Oswalds, Jack Ruby ... the FBI's case agent, James 
P. Hosty, Jr., and George DeMohrenschildt; and the only 
organization involved in the assassination investigation was 
the President's Commission. It knows better." (The Hosty 
search slip was entirely blank); 

"Who did the alleged ELSUR searchings is not stated and there is no 
attestation from anyone who claims to have requested or made the 
searches. Instead, there are the entirely meaningless attesta- 
tions by FBIHQ SAs Willis A. Newton and John N. Phillips (who 
neither have nor claim any knowledge and who did not and could 
not have made the Dallas searches) that 'the answers are true 
and correct' and the additional attestatinn of the Dallas SA 
who states that the alleged ELSUR searches were made under his 
‘direction.' (I can claim that I 'directed' the Metropolitan 
Opera because I waved my arms to its music,);" 

and I noted the existence of known and acknowledged ELSURs not accounted for by the 

FBI in any any in this litigation, 

180. With regard to the New Orleans answess, I pointed out that they 

"are sworn to by the same FBIHQ SAs who neither ¢laim nor have 
personal knowledge;" 

that there still are no New Orleans ELSUR search slips provided; 
"As I have stated earlier, it is false to represent that there are 

no ELSUR records pertaining to any of the persons he liats ... 
because there are wiretap and bugging records on and about Jim 
Garrison, wheth€+ or not on me... This has already been 
disclosed officially, A large volume of transcripts were 
released in connection with the Department's effort to convict 
Garrison of a erthme (he was acquitted) and it was also 
disclosed to me in another case in which SA Phillips is 
supervisor;" 

I next stated that the New Orleans 8A, Clifford Anderson, who signed the Answers 

was also the case agent in the litigation in which those records were disclosed to 

me and thus should have known that his attestatinn was false: 
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"Anderson is careful not to include my name among those he claims 
oo have searched... Thus he admits that he did not have any 
ELSUR search made to determine whether or not I appear in any 
ELSUR records," 

I next state that in neither Dallas nor New Orleans was any search made segarding 

me, although I am the subject of Interrogatory 33: 

exphiere 
"My prior affidavits are quite ehbbieitain stating that I used 

Jim Garrison's phones that were tapped, that he phoned me 
using those phones, and that I also used other phones that 
were used" 

in this anti~Garrison operation. 

181. This is only part of many pages of entirely undisputed descriptinn of 

what defendant's counsel, while taking his custithary prejudicial and less than 

honest cracks at me, unashamedly refers to as “responsive answers" and he holds up 

as models of responsiveness. 

182. That defendant's counsel has knowledge of what I stated in my quoted. 

May 28 affidavit does not rest on the presumption that he is familiar with the 

case record, It is one of the six affidavits that he claims prove I am a rejuvenated 

youth in perfect health, referred to at the beginning of this affidavit. 

183, He states (top of unnumbered page 3) that "there is no truth to 

plaintiff's rather confusing claim that the defendant has not previously "asserted 

that the plaintiff had not provided documents and facts to support his clai fbébut 

rather) simply sought to require him to produce a definitive list or compilaténn 

of those he relie@ upon to challenge the adequacy of the search."" What "pais $ 

ane rt »pnoieated. 
claim’ je is not stated. -It is dadédntineredt It is not even suggested. The 

previous reference is to the threat against me and clearly "this claim" cannot 

relate to that. 

ore ® 
184, Whatever this may Jor may not) be, it is followed by "As the defendant 

] ‘ 

has demonstrated befor ' the procedural history of these cases establish (sic) 
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that the defendant has attempted repeatedly to get plaintiff to articulate all the 

factual basas for all his complaints .,." 

185. I am familiar with the FBI's attestations in this litigation and I 

believe I have proven they often are not truthful and have other major flawa and 

that the FBI has never once refuted me and on only a few occasions has even made a 

unsuccessful efforts. So I got interested in seeing just exactly how this or 

anything else that depends on FBI evidence was "demonstrated." The foovdeibecites 

"Defendant's Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for a Protective Order."" Once again, 

no page given. 

186, Still again, checking out defendant's counsel is rewarding. The first 

thing I discovered, on the very first page of his own cited Opposition, is that as 

of not later than the date of its filing, January 19, 1983, defendant's counsel was 

weté aware of other of my objections to his discovery than he (after that date) 

represented to the Court, as I had attested. On its first page he refers to three 

of the others. One of these that he and the FBI since then have ignored is that 

"there is no need for the FBI to seek discovery from plaintiff on the search issue." 

(if this is not true, I do not understand why, instead of all its horsing around, 

the FBI has not filed a rebuttal affidavit attesting that it does need discovery 

and what information it needs to make the searches it has not made.) 

187. This checking also discloses defendant's counsel's affection for words 

like "demonstrate." He usasftt over and over again where he cannot and does not 

cite any evidence because it does not exist. What he refers to in his footnote 3   is almost word for word identical with his language to which his footnote is | 

attached. It is not proof and is not factual: "as will be demonstrated below, 

the history of these cases demonstrates that the defendant has consistently 

endeavored to get the plaintiff to articulate precisely the bases for his complaints 
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Abovt he adequacy 
sHOCESHeaeRquacy of the FBI's search so that it could resolve his complaints." 

188. In passing I note that one of my "complaints," repeated over and over 

again, is that the FBI had never searched to comply with my actual requests. I 

believe that it is required to do this. It also has never attested to searchigg 

ta comply with my actual requests. I believe it now is requieed to do this, too. 

I believe also that this is a very basic "complaint" in FOEA litigation. It 

certainly has been "articulated" often enough, under oath and subject to 

penalties of perjury. So I cannot but wonder, simple an affidavit as it would 

require, why the FBI just has not anewered that one “eomplaint" properly ~ after 

all, it does allege that I am denying it the right to defend itself - by providing 

two simple attestations, one from Dallas and one from New Orleans. Each could 

state exactly the same thing, that the person attesting read, understood and by 

means of the searches described complied with the requests I filed, repeating the 

language of my requests of each office and stating that all pertinent records 

located wege processed for disclosure. Why defendant's counsel, expert on the law 

that he is, has not thought of this kind of simple so tlon and saved himself much 

4 
work I also do not see, 

189, From his self-quotation we have defendant's counsel staténg as far 

back as January exactly, Oe vend for word, what he now states, that I just keep 

on refusing to "articulate" all my "complaints." This, he vien. is what on January 

19th he "demonstrated." Unfortunately, free as he sometimes is with footnotes and 

their content, he was stingy here on January 19 and has none. So he does not state 

here or tell me how to look where before, earlier, he "demonstrated" that from the 

beginning in this litigation he has failed in this alleged effort. This means two 

things: a) he tried to get me to and b) I refused to "articulate." All without 

citations to the case record. 
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190, However, later there is a caption, ‘Procedural History of These / 

Consolidated Cases."' It goes on for several pages about my appeals and, not 

surprisingly, it states the exact opposite of not having been able to get me to 

"articulate." It states that on June 16, 1980, "the former Director of OpiA, 

Quinlan J. Shea, informed plaintiff's counsel that his office had completed the 

preliminary work with respect to the administrative appeals and solicited input 

from plaintiff concerning the scope of these appeais. Having obtained such input 

from Mr. Weisberg," the Department made its decision, (emphasis added) And I have 

been contesting that "decision," which ignores almost all my appeals, ever since, 

191. Here defendant's counati himself gives the lie to his oft-repeated 

pretext that the FBI has not been able to get me to articulate my complaints. The 

FBI and its counsel just do not like them and do not want to face them. He knows 

very well that I did exactly what he keeps telling this Court I did not do. The 

defendant did get, his word, "such input" from me. And sa there can be no question 

about what the "input" refers to, the words preceding it are, "solicited input from 

plaintiff concerning the scope of the appeals," 

192. Reflecting the FBI's intent to persist in misrepresenting and not 

searching or complying with my actual requests is defendant's couneel's reference 

  to the late George DeMohrenschildt as "tangential" to my request. He knows very 

well that this is not true, but he must insist that it is not to expose his own | 

client. My reques&s are specific in stating that they include "all records on or 

pertaining to persans and organizations who figured in the investigation into | 

President Kennedy's murder..." 

193. George DeMohrenschildt was such a person as the FBI knows very well. 

Indubitably he "£4 gured" in the investigation, quite extensively, and my request is 

for "all. records on or pertaining to" him and other such pereons. It simply is not 
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possible for any DeMohrenschildt record to be 'tangential'' 60 this request. An 

exemption might be claimed for some, but that has nothing to do with pertinence. 

194. On the same point, the Oswald case agent, James P, Hosty, Jr., the 

one pertaining to whom the'''exhaustive' FBI search is still represented by a 

completely blank search slip, also is allegedly tangential. This, no doubt, 

because he was an active part of hke investigation by being a witnesa on several. 

occasions, before the Warren Commission and the (IZuse assassinations committee, 

and in the FBI's own internal assassination investigations; no doubt because he is 

among those disciplined by the FBI over alleged failings; no doubt because he is in 

tts files on the investigation extensively; no doubt because of his personal 

involvement in several scandals that seriously embarrassed the FBI when "leaked" 

to the press years later. (This includes his admitted personal destruction of an 

Oswald pre-assassination written threat to bomb the offices of the FBI, which there 

after insisted that it never told the Dallas police about him before the 

assassination because it had no reason to believe he had any tendency toward 

violence. Despite the FBI's knowledge of Oswald's threat, in advance of Hosty's 

1964 Commission testimony, the FBI warned Hosty net to volunteer anything in his 

testimony before the Commission ~ from which the FBI had withheld all knowledge of 

this Oswald threat to do violence. ) 

195. Also allegedly "tangential" to my requests is another of defendant's 

counsel's misrepresentations here, under what he refers to as the "procedural 

history."" It is that Gordon Novel is "an individual who plaintiff thought figured 

in the Bureau's investigation of the assassination." (emphasis added) (One of the 

Watergate exposures is that this Novel was to have C255 president Nixon's tapea 

for Charles Colson by electronic bombardment of the White House. ) This includes an 

additional misrepresentation by defendant's counsel, that my New Orleans request 
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is limited to the FBI's investigation. it also includes the Garrison investigatonn. 

Novel was one of the more sensational aspects of the Garrison investigation. He 

began working for it, in his account, and wound up being charged as a fugitive 

from it. During the time Garrison sought to have him extradited, the FBI obtained 

Garrison's military medical records from the federal records center - no other 

agency is known to have obtained them — and they wege almost immediately leaked, 

to one of the FBI's favotite recipients of leaks, the Chicago Tribune, and to 

Novel's lawyer. Without doubt, Novel figured extensively in the Garrison investi- 

gation, the FBI knowa this, and he is anything but "tangential." 

196. Defendant's counsel offers no basis for his opinion that I merely 

:thought,"" by infeeence incorrectly, that Novel "figured in the Bureau's investiga~ 

tion." I do not think this - I know it, as the FBI alse does, Novel figures quite 

extensively in the FBI's main assassination files, and not only in New Orleans. 

He also figures in it as the New Orleans FBI's symbol informer (PGI), a relationship 

it ended as soon as Novel told it he also was working for Garrison. Thereafter, 

however, while he was a fugitive, the FBI accepted many phone calls fromhbmm from 

all over the country. He is one fugitive it made no effort to apprehend and deliver 

to local authorities. 

197, If the FBI did not pretend, knowing better, as it does, that Novel is 

"tangential," it would, in effect, admit misrepresenting my request, In Novel's 

case, this would also require disclowure of its 137 classification file on him and 

its informer-contact Leet Sorts. These as well as records reflecting who leaked 

those Garrison military medical records can be quite embarrassing to the FBI. 

198. As I continued to examine defendant's counsel's January submission 

he cites in his footnote, looking for the cited evidence that is not there, I did 

notice that he departed from the FBI's tricky language and punctuation with regard 
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to the "critics" search directed by the Associate Attorney General. Whether in~ 

voluntarily or carelessly, he told the truth the FBI skirted in its attestation, 

that as he stated the FBI was to "search under all topics" mentioned by the AAG. 

This is what I attested the FBI said it did, instead of what it was supposed to 

do, knowing very well, as the appeals office also knew, that the FBI does not file 

by topic and cannot retrieve by topic. (The AAG did not mention any "topics.") 

There is little doubt that I "articulated" this complaint repeatedly and under oath, 

including after defendant's counsel admitted that ite search was by topic, which 

means no search at all. (That no search at all was made is indicated by the 

absence of any search slips related to "topics" when the FBI has attested to 

providing ait Ge priginat records of all searches, ) 

199, Without acne "demonstrating" how L had not "articulated" my "complaints" 

and citing only instances in which I had, repeatedly, sometimes strongly, and even 

acknowledging all my "input" relating to searches, defendant's counsel's Janugry 

1983 account then skips to March 2, 1982, when the FBI proposed resolving this 

litigation, still without making the required initial searches, by "a sample ‘Vaughn 

index.'" It is acknowledged that my Opposition included "that the defendant had 

failed to act on his administrative appeals which had questioned, inter alia, the 

adequacy of the FBI's search." It then is represented that a couple of specific 

illustrations provided by my counsel "failed to detail" my complaints. This does   not méan that I had not already made them, as I had, (It even admitted that my 

counsel mentioned only "what he termed were 'examples.'") 

200. In short, checking the source cited by defendant's counsel discloses 

many matters of other pertinence, including the fact that defendant and defendant's 

counsel correctly understood my requests to include persons who "figured in the 

Bureau's investigaténn of the assassination." However, what defendant's Reply 
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cites states the exact opposite of what the Reply elaims it states. It does not 

"demonstrate" that I had not "articulated" my "complaints" but it does "demonstrate" 

that I did precisely that. It acknowledges all my "input" pertaining to searches. 

Te admits, without so intending, that my requests were cwrrectly understood to 

include all persons who figures in the investigations and then discloses that the 

FBI pretends those persons whe Figngential'' and that those searches were not made. 

It discloses, exactly as without refutatinn I had attested, that the FBI, if it 

made any search for the "critics" at all ~ and the evddenee is contrary to its 

attestations ~ it made only a phony topical search, phony because it knows it does 

not file and cannot: retrieve by topics, This cited source really "demonstrates" 

that it is the FBI that has not "articulated" amything at all in response to my 

"complaints," which it does establish that I did make and that the FBI and its 

counsel know I made. 

201. There is particular significance in the above-quoted recognition by 

defendant's counsel of the fact that my requests include persons who "figured in 

the Bureau's investigation of the assassination." This significance is that the 

FBI neither made nor claims to have made any such search, Moreover, as it pertains 

to discovery, this is absolute proof that the FBI - and its counsel, whose words I 

quote - correctly understood that part of my request and that they require no 

discovery from me to make the search that the FBI and its counsel a) know it did 

not make and b) know is required to comply with my request. 

202, The Reply continues with additional representation of what its own 

cited (in footnote 3) source proves the FBI and its counsel know is not true. 

Defendant's counsel states on his own authotity (he cites no evidence and the FBI 

has not provided any such evidence) that "plaintiff, on the other hand, has 

repeatedly attempted to avoid such an articulation, preferring instead to reveal 
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his complaints and their alleged factual underpinnings in an ever~expanding 

piecemeal fashion," 

203, What he refers to as the "alleged" factual underpinning of my appeals 

and affidavits (he made no reference to these affidavits in his January submission 

quoted above) is almost without exceptio tle FBI's own records. I do not agree 

with his low opinion and deprecation of them. 

204, Having acknowledged his understanding that my requests include all 

persons who figured in the investigations, he reveals that in stating that I either 

"expanded" on my requests or €108(5 rade them "piecemeal" he states what he knows 

is not true. It is not poasible to expand on a request for "all." My requests are 

and he understands them to be all~inclusive. 

205. My affidavits contain no new requests. They merely attest in 

refuastion to the FBI's misrepresentations and untruths with regard to searches, 

my requests and the informatinn I had already provided on appeal. 

206. He here cites as a supposed "example" of my allegedly "ever-expanding" 

request, my counsel's — to "JUNE" files. He alleges that I had not stated 

this earlier, that it was not until “when he was finally forced to" udder Local | 

Rule 1-9(h) that "plaintiff elted the FBI's alleged failure to inelude ‘June’ 

files within its search," This does not conform with the facts and with the case 

record, 

207. "JUNE" is an internal FBI code word for surveillances. My appeals 

include many pertaining to surveillances and my affidavits refer to them. My use   of the word "JUNE" in what he cites, an appeal, was merely to inform Mr, Shea that 

the FBI itself had used this designation on records not provided. "JUNE" records 

were filed deparately. They can embarrass the FBI. 

208. In supposed support of his claim that I expanded my requests in my 
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affidavits he quotes out of context what I stated merely to show that i had made 

the appeals warlier, my July 21, 1982, affidavit: "T note that in my March 4, 

1979 (administrative) appeal (Exhibit 3), I called attention to 'the existence of 

an undisclosed Dallas "June'' file and noncompliance with regard to those records,'" 

(As I stated in that affidavit, I had just come across that particular appeal and 

attached it merely as an illustraticn of the very fact he misrepresents, to show 

that my raising questions about nonsearches and noncompliances relating to 

surveillances is in no sense new.) 

209. However he may try to contort and misrepresent, this is the exact 

opposite of "expanding" in 1983. It is without possibility of question that as of 

March 4, 1979, at the latest, and I believe I had also done this much earlier, my 

appeals reported "noncompliance with regard to those (surveillance) records." 

There is no expansion in this and it is not "piecemeal" in 1979 or in 1983'3 

reference to thel1979 record. 

210. He next quotes from my appeal to represent untruthfully that in it I 

admit| continuous withholding of information from the FBI that it requires to be 

able to make any search. This is not true in either sense, that the FBI requires 

such information from me to make the searches or that I did not provide this 

information. My words he quoted awe, “While I have additional identifying 

information I. do not now (emphasis added) provide it fox reasons stated in the 

enclosed appeal." He does not quote from the enclosed appeal, which I did file 

at the very same time. It can be retrieved readily from the government's   chronological filing of them to ascertain the reason I provided separately ~ in 

the event Mr. Shea showed this appeal to the FBI. Instead, he says what is untrue, 

as he would have known if he had askdd his client, the FBI, from which he provides 

no attestation, "The defendant has no idea what other ‘appeal' plaintiff is 
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referencing here, Accordingly, it is impossible not only to respond to the reasona 

fox plaintiff's non-disclosure of the so-called ‘additional identifying information, ' 

but also to the broader allegation that the FBI's search did not include all 'June' 

files." From beginning to end, this is his fabrication and that, I believe, is why 

he provided no FBI attestation, 

211. I do not have to check to know my reasons. ‘The FBI has a long history 

of noncompliance and stnnewalling in my cases. It also has a history of, when 

compelled, disclosing only what 1 identify, not what it has that is pertinent, 

This matter also turned out exactly that way when I provided that information to 

Mr. Shea. The FBI withheld ~ and continues to withhold ~ all such information I 

did not identify to Mr. Shea. I hoped it would be required to mele the search 

it still has not made and still has not attested to making, for all that 

sutveillance information. 

212, I beliwae it would be informative and helpful to the Court if, to 

justify his language about "the broader allegation that the FBI's search did not 

include all 'June' files," defendant's counsel were to provide what still has not 

been provided, search slipa requesting and reporting any "JUNE" searches or 

surveillance searches of any kind, including but not limited to the FBI's ELSUR 

records, (There are ELSUR indices, and no search of them is claimed or attested 

to.) 

213, When I filed that appeal in 1979, the FBI had already claimed full 

compliance - more than a year and a half before the Dallas office made its first 

searches, according to its attestedly complete search slips ~ and they include 

nothing at all about any ELSUR, "JUNE" or any other surveillance index search. 

October 15, 1980, is the earliest date on any Dallas search slip ~ in response 

to my 1977 request. 
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214, One of the many examples in this litigation of the FBI's deliberate 

withholding of what it knew is relevant is its claim to compliance without 

providing its main files on the so-called "star witness," Marine Oswald, wife of 

the accused assassin. Thus it actually pretended that she did not even "figere in" 

its investigataon, Another convenient example, and it is still incomplete, is 

included in a Phillips attestation to what was ultimately provided. My recollection 

is that the number of files provided in his attestation is at least three times the 

number of those disclosed when compliance was first claimed. 

215. With regard to Marina Oswald, the appeals office required the FBI to 

disclose its records on her. Pretending complete compliance, the FBI then provided 

a main file on her, its subversive" file, However, I knew of the FBI's electronic 

surveillances on her because, although the FBI had made spuriaus claims to 

exemption to obliterate it from records it disclosed to me in this litigation, 

it in fact did disclose its electronic surveillances of her outside thia Litigation. 

216. Bearing on my reluctance to let the FBI know exactly what I know is 

what it did in this litigation to hide the fact of its electronic surveillances 

on hex, apparently without realizing it had already disclosed existence of these 

surveillances, 

217. When the House assassinations committee was established, FBIHQ asked 

its field offices to provide an inventory of their holdings of main assassination 

files only. The Dallas response was extensively obliterated and fictitious claim 

to exemption was made to hide ita inclusion of these eleetronic surveillance (or 

"June"~type) files on Marina Oswald, As FBI counsel should know, I have provided 

both versions, the excised and the unexcised, which are attahhed to my affidavits 

in, which I also attested to what follows. 

218. Wew Orleans still has not provided its inventory, which it elected 
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Pi “* not to file infony of hhe main files to which its restricted compliance with my 

requests. It has such an inventory, 

219. After I identified these files to Mr. Shea, he compelled their 

disclosure. It is that simple, the case record reflects it and defendant's counsel 

is aware of it, contrary to his histrionics and misrepresentations. ‘This also is 

stated in my earlier - unrefuted - affidavits, 

220. But bearing on the phoniness of the Dallas search and later 

"sompliance"” from it is the fact that on the Marina Oswald search slipp the 

identification of the bugging file is obliterated, even after I knew it (66-1313A), 

as I have also attested in this litigation without contradiction. Withholding 

that, under fictitious claim to exemption - as I have also attested tithout 

refutation ~ clearly had as its real purpose hiding the fact that the FBI neither 

got nor requested permission to bug her, and bugging required criminal activity on 

its part, breaking and entering. / 

221. Also bearing on the FBI's intention not to comply is the fact that 

the one Marina Oswald record noted as destroyed on this search slip was not 

destroyed until after Dallas received my request. Other records noted as sent to 

FBIHQ as pertinent were not provided then. If they had been they would have 

established, for example, that George DeMohrenschildt is not "tangential" anajliee 

existence of the withheld "subversive'’ (165) file on him. 

222, Meanwhile, pertaining to the FBI's failure to "articulate" in 

response to my appeals and affidavits, it continues to refuse to make any genuine 

ELSUR, "June" or electronic surveillance searches. The fact is that it remains 

totally silent, save for diatribes by counsel, after I provided such evidence as 

the published statement by Arthur Schlesthger (who had been in the Kennedy and 

Johnson White Hoase and was close to Robert Kennedy) that Attorney General Kennedy 
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had authorized such surveillances, in the plural. I also noted that, as with 

bugging Marina Oswald, the FBI conducted unauthorized surveillances. 

223. Contrary to the FBI counsel's unsupported representations - I emphasize 

the FBI has nog sworn to anything about this and still has not provided any 

evidence in refutation - it is obvious that the FBI requires no discovery from 

me to make these and any other such searches, It still had not made them after I 

provided the Schlesinger and other unrefuted evidence of the existence of other 

electronic surveillance records, in both field offices. 

224, On his part, FBI counsel elected not to use as an “example my 

attestation to the existence of electronic surveillance records on Jim Garrison, 

disclosed to me in other litigation in which FBL SAs Phillips and Anderson are 

FBI supervisors and disclosed as part of an unsuccessful effort to put Jim Garrison 

in jail. 

225, These and countless other similar matters support my attestation that 

the FBI requires no discovery from me to make these unmade searches. They reflect 

what I also attested to, without denial of any kind, that the FBI ignores and on 

the basis of its record would continue to ignore any information I might provide 

under discovery. The case record makes it clear that there is no end to FBI 

subterfuges, pretexts, evasions, stonewalling and false representations. 

226. How Phillips could have missed my earlier disclosure of my knowledge 

of the electronic surveillance of Marine Oswald I do not know (if he did miss it) 

because before the withholding of these Dallas surveillance records I used some 

of those records as exhibits in another case in which he is the FBI's supervasor. 

227, FBI counsel's completely unfactual and entirely misrepresentative and 

deceptive statements about "JUNE" matters concludes, "And this allegation about 

'June' files is typical of Mr. Weisberg's other complaints about the FBI's search." 
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In ways other than he intended, for once he is correct. My unrefuted allegations 

and theix attached documentation, not FBI counsel's misrepresentation of them, do 

establish that the FBI did not intend such searches, still has not made them and 

requires no discovery from me to make them now. 

228. For all the wotld as though I had not provided all that "input" of 

which he personally informed this Court on January 19 of this year, for all the 

world as though I had not provided all those affidavits of which he complains 

without refuting them, FBI counsel appends this footnote to my quotation of him 

in the preceding paragraph: 

! “The lack of specificity underlying plaintiff's 'June™ file (sie) 
allegation (sic), as well as his other allegations about the 
adequacy (sic) of the FBI's search (sic), belies Mr. Weisberg's 
newly devised claim (sic) that he has "repetitively provided the 
defendant with both facts and documents precisely articulating 
4and documenting) his claims regarding the FBI's failure to 
conduct a proper search," 

222. To FBI counsel's knowledge, there is not a s!ngle factually correct 

statement in this footnote, save for the fact that 1 do and from the outset have 

alleged "the FBI's failure to conduct a proper search." (Nor has he provided 

attestation to any,) In each and every instance, as the unrefuted case record 

reflects redundantly, the truth is the exact opposite of his representation. 

Bearing on his intent as well as his knowledge is his own January 19, 1983, 

statement that I had been asked and had provided exactly what he here and elsewhere 

claims I refuse to provide. 

230. His complaint about my alleged lack of specificity is based on his 

owa fabrication, as I show above, that I withheld the very Marina Oswald electronic 

sutveillance information I provided. How he managed to fixg upon the one instance 

in which the FBI complied, albeit not voluntarily but in response to hke proof I 

provided Mr. Shea, I do not know, but he did. He has not complained that I have 

f 
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bean inaccurate in this. If he wants to add that to his complaints, because I 

was specific, he can use as another "example" the withheld information that I did 

provide, the number identification of the Dallas bugging file on Marine Oswald. 

I state it is 66-1313A, even though I know that the FBI's file classification 66 

means “Administrative Matters" and neither breaking-and-entering nor bugging, 

which requires this, seems to be an ?administrative matter." I was specific in 

this, although he represents I was not, and I have been, to the degree possible, 

in all those many matters he and the FBI entirely ignore when they do not 

misrepresent. If I am incorreet in this specificity (which he calls a lack of 

specificity), it is a simple matter for him and the FBI to provide the unexcised 

records and show it. If there was no Garrison surveiilance disclosure to me in 

the ease in which both Anderson and Phillips are supervisors, they can attest to 

that ~ and, of course, risk my producing what I state was provided. If there was 

no disclosure of extensive electronic surveillance of Garrison, attestation to 

that likewise is simple, but it, too, entails the same risk, thas I will produce 

proof. 

231, His fabrication that I lack specificity, which he refutes in his own 

citatinn of his own January submission, also is refuted by my many affidavits he 

has elected to ignore. If there is one thing that is beyond question about what 

he calls my "complaints," it is that they are apecific ~ and documented. Knowing   
the truth but wanting to allege otherwise, he seized on a bad example and then, | 

without any checking at all, on his own authority, was totally untruthful about it 

to this Court, as I show above. 

232. With regard to my insertions of "(sic)" above, it is not teue to 

State, as he does, that there is but a single "JUNE" file; it is not true that T 

made only a single "allegation" of this; it is not true that I have ever referred 
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to the FBI's (non)search as in any way "adequates;" and it is not true that any of 

this is "newly devised" or in any way new. All that is new is this particular 

version of his misrepresentations. 

233. The Reply concludes by referring to my allegedly “conclusory claims," 

without citat@on of any one, and with as large an untruth as is possible when the 

question is of searches to comply with my requests in this Litigation: 

"Notwithstanding Mr. Weisberg's conclusory claims, there is absolutely no evidence 

in these cases that indicates that a further search is warranted,"' This is 

followed immediately by what FBI counsel states on his own authority, without 

eitation of any evidence (which is impossible because he knows he has not sthuaad 

it and that it does not and cannot exist), "Mwreover, the defendant would be able 

to demonstrate beyond any question that its original search was adequate if only 

plaintiff would comply with the Court (sic) discovery orders." 

234. The deliberate total dishonesty of these representations is more than 

naneiy established by my undisputed affidavits, some of which he referred to. Of 

the many illustrations, I select a basic one. I have attested - over and over 

again ~ that the FBI has never made any search to comply with my actual requests. 

Tt has not denied this. It has not even pretended to produce any evidence that it 

has made those searches or that I am in error. As I state above, it cannot 

because it has already sworn to this and given me its records which are explicit 

én it and neither can be refuted. So, it is as Large and deliberate an untruth as 

possible to represent that on this one of many basie and entirely undenied points, 

"there is absolutely no evidence in these cases that indicates any further search 

is warranted.'' Because searches to respond to my requests have never been made 

and have never been attested to as having been made and because I have provided 

both sworn statements ahat are unrefuted and the FBI's own records that cannot 
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be refuted, there is an abundance of evidence - and it is the only evidence ~ 

that those searches have never been made, There is no other reason for the FBI 

not to make any effort to refute my attestations. Because these are the unrefuted 

facts in the case record, its onlyfevidence on this point, it is obviously and 

deliberately falze to represent either that these required searches have not been 

made only because I have not provided what is demanded on discovery or that if I 

provided anything at all - "if only plaintiff would comply with the Court (sic) 
  

discovery orders" - it is within human possibility that "the defendant would be 

able to demonstrate beyond any question that its original search was adequate." 

236. Literally - and I emphasize on his own authoréty because he has not 

adduced any evidence pertaining to this at all - FBI counsel actually represents 

that he would prové the "adequacy" of a "search'' neither made nor even claimed to 

have been made ~ in response to xequests of 1977. 

236. I have addressed each and every allegation in this Reply and to the 

best of my recollection all in the other submissions, I have done this at some 

length for a number of reasons, including to reflect their true character. I have 

extensive experience with the FBI's submissions in FOIA Litigation and with its 

other records, coming from my study of almost two decades of an enormous number of 

its records and considerable experience in FOIA requests, appeals and litigation. 

In all this extensive experience, I do not recall as close an approximation of 

totality in untrutlifulness as I document in the preceding paragraphs of this 

affidavit. 

  

HAROLD WELSBERG 
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FREDERICK COUNTY, MARYLAND 

Before me this 6th day of July 1983 Deponent Harold Weisberg has appeared 

and signed this affidavit, first having sworn that the statements made therein 

are true. 

My commission expires July 1, 1986 

  

NOTARY PUBLIC IN AND FOR 
FREDERICK COUNTY, MARYLAND 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

a 

HAROLD WEISBERG, 

Plaintiff, 

Vv. >: Civil Action Nos. 78-0322 
: and 78-0420 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION, : Consolidated 

Defendant : 
‘ 

a 

AFFIDAVIT 

My name is Harold Weisberg. I reside at 7627 Old Receiver Road, Frederick, 

Maryland. I am the plaintiff in these consolidated cases. My prior professional 

experiences and my subject matter expertise are attested to in a number of my prior 

affidavits in this and in other litigation and have never been questioned. The FBI 

itself has stated that I know more about the assassination of President Kennedy and 

its investigations than anyone working for it. 

1. For purposes of this affidavit I state that my prior professional 

experiences include analysis and investigation of the functioning of government 

agencies. My work on the assassination of President Kennedy is a study of the 

functioning of our basic institutions in that time of great stress and thereafter. 

I know of no other person who has made any such study for as long a period of time 

or of its. scope and magnitude. My published work on it is used ‘in colleges throughout 

the country. My first book (of six) on this subject, which dates to 1965, has gone 

through eight domestic printings and some abroad. It is still used as a basic text 

in colleges and universities. Its accuracy and that of all my other works, contrary 

to slurs employed by the FBI in substitution for fact - despite all that has since 

come to light (largely as a result of my efforts and FOIA litigation) and despite
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official suppression, largely by the FBI - remains unquestioned. More than a third 

of a million pages of withheld records, disclosed after I published my last book, 

do confirm my work and do not refute it in any way. 

2. As I state in earlier affidavits, the plaintiff in an FOIA case, when 

faced with systematic untruthfulness, misrepresentation and deception by government 

agencies, is under extraordinary handicaps. First of all, the government does not 

prosecute itself for offenses for which, if I committed them, it could prosecute me. 

Because it enjoys immunity it indulges in unfaithful representations to court. If 

the plaintiff ignores them, he loses his lawsuit. If he responds to them - and he 

does not dare do as the government does and merely make unsupported allegations - 

it takes considerable time and effort and is costly. It requires many words to 

refute a lie of a few words. Within my experience these government practices have 

become a means of stopping the studies for which the information requests are made. 

This is to say that the government can convert the Freedom of Information Act, which 

is intended to require disclosure of nonexempt information, into an instrument for 

withholding, as it has in this litigation and as I alleged and documented throughout 

it. As I have attested, without even an‘effort at refutation, this defendant, 

beginning sixteen years ago, schemed to "stop" me and my writing by frivolous and 

spurious litigation. Its record with me since then is entirely consistent with this 

scheme and to a large degree it has succeeded. 

3. In this litigation, despite the length required by it, I have addressed 

each and every allegedly factual representation by the FBI and shown, without any 

real effort at refutation, that they are not faithful to fact and that they are 

untruthful, misrepresentative, deceptive and misleading. If my allegations are not 

truthful, the FBI is well equipped to at least contest them with fact and by 

competent affiants. Instead, save for a belated claim of its supervisor in this



case, SA John N. Phillips, it and its counsel have ignored my affidavits virtually 

completely. This is because they are accurate and cannot be refuted. With regard 

to Phillips' belated pretense at addressing all the evidence I filed in this 

litigation, he contented himself with claiming no more than that he had not been 4” 

truthful and knew of no other untruthfulness by the FBI. I responded with an 

affidavit which established the untruthfulness of his entirely unsupzorted and 

entirely self-serving and conclusory denial. He and the FBI have been silent on 

this since. 

4. While I know of no requirement that the FBI respond to evidence I 

produce that is contrary to what it wants believed, I also know of no licence it 

enjoys to ignore such evidence and then represent that it does not exist. This is 

its practice in this litigation and in its Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for 

Reconsideration (the Opposition). 

5. The FBI's departure from factuality is not limited to its affiants. It 

includes its counsel, who also misrepresent, deceive, mislead and are not truthful. 

I have read every pleading and I state that they are characterized by unfactuality, 

evasiveness, misrepresentation and that they mislead. After reading the Opposition 

I add that trickery is also a fair description. It complains of delays, suggesting 

that they are deliberately contrived by my counsel and me, when in fact they are 

guaranteed by FBI counsel who ended its prior practice of mailing copies of all 

pleadings directly to me because of the distance between my counsel and me and 

refused to resume the practice, even when, as usual, I offered to pay the costs. 

This has added up to a week to the time required for pleadings to reach me. I have 

attested to the foregoing on several occasions, he has made no denial, and he 

persists in guaranteeing unnecessary delays for which he seeks to blame me. He also, 

save for untruth, slurs and fabrication that I address below, ignores other



  

unavoidable factors which add to these delays. 

6. There are representations of fact in this Opposition that are not in 

accord with the fact in the case record. Conspicuously, with regard to fact, there 

is no citation of any evidentiary support and my ignored evidence to the opposite 

is the only evidence in the case record pertaining to these matters. 

7. With regard to one of the factors contributing to these delays, while 

avoiding use of the word, the Opposition calls me a liar. It represents that I am 

not unwell ("...Mr. Weisberg's age and alleged ill-health." Emphasis added) and 

represents that I lied in stating the truth about my impaired health, witness how, 

as FBI counsel put it, my "own actions over the past several months" have "undercut" 
my attestations. (Footnote 3 on unnumbered page 2) Mixed in with this is a 

complete fabrication and an absolute falsehood, "...that assertion (has) been 

refuted in defendant's earlier submissions..." The FBI has presented no evidence 

at_all on this matter and, going back to 1977 - before my surgeries and their 

complications - it knew I was in seriously impaired health. It knew then - more 

than five years ago - that it had to park my -ounsel's car inside the J. Edgar 

Hoover Building for me even to be able to get there to confer with it. 

8. This alleged "undercutting," FBI counsel's word, is that "Mr. Weisberg 

himself has put before the Court six affidavits totally (sic) more than 230 pages 

(including attachments)." It then is conjectured that if I "had Spent as much 

time" complying with discovery, I would have been able to comply with the discovery 

demand. ‘This, too, is absolutely false. No support for it is offered or cited, 

again because there is none and again, as usual, there is directly contrary evidence 

that he did not challenge or refute, so at the least FBI counsel had reason to 

believe his concoction was not truthful. 

9. Having not inconsiderable experience with untruths, distortions,



misrepresentations and not uncommonly slanders by the FBI and its counsel, I 

decided to check FBI counsel's above-quoted arithmetic. It is informative. 

10. The actual work for me represented in these six affidavits is in their 

texts. There are not "more than 230 pages" of text but only 98. Of these, 12 are 

far from full pages and several are blank save for a few lines of notarial 

statement. The attachments total 142 pages, almost all of FBI records, and of 

these 45 pages - almost a third - are the so-called search slips. The time period 

to which FBI counsel refers, from February 4 to and including June 6, is 125 days. 

So what his alleged "undercutting" really amounts to is about a half-page of typing 

a day for me! This really means little more than about five minutes’ work a day 

for those 125 days! This is the exact opposite of what he represents to this Court. 

1l. These retyped pages of affidavit text are of a larger type face than 

that of the typewriter I use, a Hermes 3000. It has a much smaller type face and 

includes more lines per page. Thus, on my typewriter, it amounts to about a half 

page per day. While I have never timed my output, I know that it is not unusual 

for me to type five pages an hour. The actual typing time thus comes to about five 

Minutes per day. This "undercuts" nothing but the integrity of FBI counsel's 

representation to this Court and his entire argument. 

12. As my affidavits also state, particularly those FBI counsel represents 

have been "refuted" when they have not even been addressed at all, I have spent and 

I am able to spend little time in searching now and searching time does not and 

cannot represent any appreciable addition to the actual time I spent. Almost all 

of the attachments, like the phony search slips, were at hand. Some, as I stated 

with precision and accuracy, were in a box in my office I had not been able to get 

to because of my health and I just blundered into them, without taking any special 

time, as I was disposing of the contents of that box. An appreciable percentage



was provided by FBI counsel himself under discovery and they required no time at 

all for searching. Others, as my affidavits state, I received while I was working 

on them. My affidavits, with which he here represents some familiarity, make it 

clear that for all practical purposes the attachments represent virtually no work 

at all for me and thus almost no time at all. 

13. If the actual time is doubled, it comes to only about 10 minutes of 

time a day, and that still is an insignificant amount of time, not at all what he 

represents. 

14. In addition, as I believe lawyers. know as well as writers, there is an 

enormous difference in the time taken for writing and the time required by endless 

research in 60 file cabinets, 500,000 pages of records and countless books, which 

is what the FBI's discovery really demands. 

15. In short, FBI counsel's quoted representation is misrepresentation, is 

false, and based on simple arithmetic he had every reason to know it is false. 

Moreover, he provided no estimate, not even another of his own fabrications, of the 

time the discovery he actually demands - which is not the discovery he misrepresents 

- would or could require. So on this additional basis he just made up what he 

represents to this Court and on which he has already threatened to have me "thrown 

in jail," his words to my counsel. I have sworn to the actual requirements of his 

actual demands and he has not presented any contrary evidence, not even his own 

unsupported argument. The unrefuted evidence in the case record, therefore, 

informed him in advance that he was being untruthful and was misrepresenting. 

16. Moreover, I know of no honest basis for his making any reasonable 

estimate, leave alone one he would present to a federal court and use as a basis 

for denying anyone freedom, without knowing how rapidly or how slowly I write. He 

has never asked me.



17. Yet his fabrication, which has no basis in any evidence at all and is 

contrary to the unrefuted evidence I provided under oath, is the sole basis for 

his calling me a liar under oath over my “alleged ill-health" and my present 

capabilities or lack of them. Under other circumstances, as I have in the past, 

I would consider the source and ignore it. However, because it is a basis for the 

dismissal he solicits from this Court, I do not ignore it. Instead, I attach some 

of my medical bills. They reflect the complete accuracy and understated truthful- 

ness of my attestations. These bills are not complete. They do not include my 

1975 hospitalization for acute thrombophlebitis which had not yet resulted in surgery”~ 
ae 
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and of which the FBI has known all along. Of my local doctor's many bills I getath 

only those that relate to my attestations to additional illnesses beginning this 

past February. They are bills, not diagnostic records, and do not include all 

diagnoses. 

18. Exhibit 1 is the bill for my September 1980 hospitalization for 

additional diagnosis, to determine the nature of the arterial blockages in my left 

thigh and whether surgery was indicated. 

19, Exhibit 2 is the bill for the arterial surgery and implantation of a 

plastic artery two weeks later. (The operative reports and other attachments 

referred to were not provided to me. They went to my insurer.) The venous doppler 

listed is a test related to another venous thrombosis I suffered while hospitalized. 

I was first hospitalized for venous thrombosis in both legs and thighs in October 

1975. 

20. Exhibit 3 reflects the first of the more serious complications, diagnosed 

as "arterial obstruction." The nature of the surgery is indicated under "Description 

of Services." However, because this bill is limited to the surgery, it makes no 

reference to the arterial blood clots that were not accessible and the venous



blockages, both of which contribute significantly to my overall impaired circulation 

and resultant problems and limitations. 

21. In April 1981 (Exhibit 4) I suffered a total blockage on the left side. 

It is this emergency that I stated my counsel may know more about than I do because 

prior to the emergency surgery, which began and night and continued into the next 

morning, I was drifting into unconsciousness. I know only what one of my surgeons 

told me the next day, that this particular emergency is not uncommonly fatal. The 

extent of this surgery also is indicated in the bill. 

22. These are the surgeon's bills only. The hospital's bills are much 

more extensive and expensive, but they do not indicate the nature of the surgeries. 

23. Because the FBI's counsel also scoffs at and represents that I lied 

about the series of debilitating illnesses that I attested began this February and 

have not yet run their course, I also attach the pertinent bills of my family 

doctor. He does not record his full diagnosis on all of them because this form is 

a bill only, not his medical record, but he does indicate most of these illnesses 

on these bills. (Exhibit 5) As is apparent, I was truthful and understated. 

Because of the ink he used and the color of the color-coded paper form$, which do 

not copy clearly, I repeat the various illnesses identified on these bills, the 

first of which is dated February 2 of this year. (He does not bill for telephone 

consultations, which are frequent.) Exhibit 5 includes illnesses I overlooked in 

my understated account: vascular insufficiency, bronchitis, influenza, pneumonia, 

peripheral vascular disease, edema, ecchymosis, and "anticoagulation," which refers 

to persisting problems during this period with my blood's prothrombin or clotting 

time. During the period represented by these bills, it was at the level that is 

critical for internal hemorrhaging. It also is more critical with respect to the 

slightest bruising, cutting and falling because they, too, can cause potentially



serious, even fatal, hemorrhaging. (For the rest of my life, my doctors have 

warned me, I must be extremely careful not to fall or bruise or cut myself because 

the optimum clotting time of my blood is now twice its base or normal time. During 

the period in question, it reached almost three times base.) Although it is not 

mentioned, I also suffered pleurisy, which is painful and interferes with 

concentration, rest and sleep. 

24. Ecchymosis refers to hemorrhaging through the walls of the blood vessels. 

Coughing during the time I had bronchitis, pneumonia, influenza and pleurisy caused 

the ecchymosis, many large areas of chest hemorrhaging, with lumps of clots as large 
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as my fist throughout my chest. 

25. These bills reflect exactly what I stated pertaining to the bronchial 

a ; ; ; a only recently 0 oes 
infection, that it persists despite medication. I am the antibiotic 

prescribed in early February, although at the time of first prescription the doctor 

anticipated only 10 days of antibiotic treatment. They represent 12 examinations 

of me by this one of my doctors during the period to which I attested. The suddenness 

of onset of this lingering infection is reflected by the fact that, as these bills 

reflect, my family doctor worked me in without appointment only one day after he 

had seen me for the unusual edema caused by the circulatory insufficiencies I will 

have for the rest of my life. (There is constant edema from this since 1975.) 

26. These exhibits reflect the baselessness of FBI counsel's fabrication, 

that I was untruthful in representing my medical and physical conditions and 

limitations. He did not ask me for any proof and he did not dispute my attestations 
. 

in any way, which he nonetheless refers to as "refutation." 

27. While I can pretend no knowledge of Department of Justice standards and 

concepts of ethic!, morality, decency and truthfulness except as I have observed 

them intimately and extensively in more than a decade of litigation and as the



attorneys general have addressed them in public statements, I do state that nobody, 

not even the most talented, erudite and accomplished of lawyers, has any basis for 

making a representation of medical fact without obtaining those facts and, as my 

voluntary disclosure of these bills and my earlier attestations leave without doubt, 

the actual facts were always available. (Among these statements by attorneys 

general is Griffin Bell's commemoration of "law day" with a published injunction to 

all Department lawyers that they were never to make any representatin to any court 

without the most substantial reason to be certain of its truthfulness and accuracy.) 

28. Avoiding the actual facts, not asking for them if there were any reason 

to doubt my sworn representations, not presenting any contradictory evidence o any 

kind and instead merely fabricating new defamatory untruths is consistent with what 

can be called the vendetta the FBI and the Department have waged against me for 

years in a campaign of defamation and the foulest of libels that, from the records 

disclosed to me, were widely distributed, including to the White House, the Congress, 

attorneys general and their deputies and others, including those who litigate. 

Instead of making an effort to refute my earlier references to this campaign, 

identified as based on FBI records disclosed to me, instead of searching these 

already disclosed FBI records, which represents very little work and effort, FBI 

counsel made slurring wisecracks that are clearly intended to prejudice. Some of 

these records, which are well known to the FBI and to the Civil Division from their 

attachment to affidavits in other litigation, also are attached to the affidavit I 

executed June 13 and then mailed to my counsel. 

29. Such departures from fact and truth characterize the FBI pleadings in 

this litigation (and not it alone). My counsel, for reasons I can understand and 

appreciate, has been reluctant to make use of the factual information I provided 

him earlier about these departures from truth and fact. They permeate and they are 

10



basic to this Opposition, as I address them further below. 

30. This Opposition is consistent with the FBI's other filings in this 

litigation in its dependence upon repeating the same untruths, distortions and 

misrepresentations after I refuted them and despite the FBI's failure to provide 

any evidence to contradict me. It also is consistent in ignoring my unrefuted 

proofs that these FBI representations are untruthful, distort and misrepresent and 

in the pretense that the case records does not hold my unrefuted evidence. But no 

matter how often untruth is repeated, it remains untruth, no matter how repetition 

may lull the author into believing untruths from his own repetition of them. These 

untruths lack any evidentiary support not only because it does not exist but because 

the FBI did not even pretend to provide any evidentiary support for them. The 

allegations in the Opposition are made by FBI counsel on his own authority. Their 

character is indicated above and is further indicated below where I address others 

of them. 

31. FBI counsel is not reluctant to seek the benefit of prior FBI misrepre- 

sentations, deceptions and untruthfulnesses presented to other courts, which were 

influenced by them, in his efforts to deceive this Court into believing that I have 

made ''ever-expanding" requests in this litigation in "piecemeal fashion." (Footnote 

-6, page 5) I have already refuted this false representaticn of "ever-expanding" 

requests and the FBI has not even pretended to present any contradictory evidence, 

which it cannot. FBI counsel follows by repeating an earlier untruth that also 

lacks any evidentiary support, that "This tactic by plaintiff has kept his complaints 

fluid and obscure and, in turn, virtually irresolvable." In pretended support of 

this "a similar litigation tactic" is attributed to me in my suit incorrectly 

described as "concerning the spectrographic analyses" only "in the FBI's Kennedy 

investigation." (Citation to No. 82-1072 (D.C. Cir. April 5, 1983).) All of this 
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is keyed to one of his contradicdory versions of what is sought by discovery, in 

this representation - and neither is truthful - "attempting to get plaintiff to 

articulate all the bases for his complaints about the adequacy of the FBI's search." 

32. "Search" is the key and the FBI record in searches is what this 

Opposition entirely misrepresents in prejudicial and unfair citation of No. 82-1072. 

33. With regard to the FBI's so-called searches and their alleged "adequacy," 

the history of the cited litigation, which ended on April 5 of this year, 17 years 

after my first request, is that for all this time the FBI steadfastly refused to 

make what the appeals court said it could consider adequate searches. On this its 

decision is explicit. In order for the FBI to make searches the appeals court said 

it could consider adequate, I was forced to that court four earlier times, and each 

of those four times, although the FBI claimed it had made adequate searches, it had 

not, according to that court. 

34. That I allegedly sought to expand my request in that litigation, which 

the appeals court did represent, reflects the success of the FBI's misrepresentations 

that characterize all my litigation involving it. The question relates to the 

withholding of tests made on the collar area of the President's shirt. The misrep- 

resentation is that this is an expansion of my request. (There was additional 

pertinence in court-ordered discovery pertaining to the existence or nonexistence 

of the requested information, which that court described as of interest to the 

nation as well as to me in one of the remands.) 

35. Attached as Exhibit 11 to the affidavit I executed June 6 of this year 

is a copy of the Department's DJ-118 form that I filed May 16, 1970. It was 

amplified in my accompanying letter of the same date. The request could not be 

more specific in "including garments and parts of vehicle and curbstone said to 

have been struck by bullet and/or fragments..." 
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36. Although FBI counsel pretends that my affidavits and the unrefuted 

evidence in them do not exist, he does refer to this affidavit in the Opposition 

(in footnote 3). It therefore appears that in making this false representation 

he did have knowledge of the language of my request and its specific reference to 

"sarments.'' (The FBI has yet to claim that a shirt is not a garment.) 

37. FBI counsel's other untruthful representation of the alleged purpose 

in discovery, made when the hearing he requested seemed near, was a different untruth 

because, with a hearing possible, he did not dare face testimony on whether I had 

"articulated" what is referred to as my "complaints about the adequacy of the FBI's 

search.'' The truth is that I had, extensively, and had been ignored. So it then 

was represented instead that the FBI required me to do its work for it, draw 

together for it all that I had filed and it had ignored. 

38. I have never admitted that the FBI made searches to comply with my 

requests and it has not, as I attested, without refutation. I went further and 

quoted the FBI's own affiant, SA John Phillips, who is its supervisor in this 

litigation and who actually swore that when Dallas received my request instead of 

searching it sent my request to FBIHQ where, without search and without search there 

being possible, SA Thomas H. Bresson decided what it would disclose in attempted 

substitution for searches to comply with my request. My prior and unrefuted 

attestations, repeated over and over again, also include that I was informed of 

this scheme to frustrate my requests by not complying with them by the FBI's then 

counsel, on the day Judge Oberdorfer recused himself, and [ then informed the FBI 
\ 

that this would not and could not comply with my requests. This is basic, unrefuted, 

and it is anything but what FBI counsel represents. When I do no more than ask 

that my requests be searched and complied with and he knows the FBI has not done 

either, he represents this as my alleged "ever-expanding piecemeal fashion" of 
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keeping "complaints fluid and obscure and, in turn, virtually irresolvable." 

39. It is because the FBI and its counsel persist in their knowing and 

deliberate misrepresentation of my requests that they misrepresent and are untruthful 

in their misrepresentation of my presenting proofs of failure to search and comply 

with my requests and describe it as "expansion" of those requests. 

40. Although the records provided under discovery are incomplete, they 

nonetheless prove that the FBI did not and did not intend to comply with my requests 

in Dallas » Where almost three years later there were inadequate searches in 

incomplete compliance with the directives of the appeals office, as set forth in 

detail and is unrefuted in my prior affidavits. 

41. When I requested copies of all original records of all searches made 

in this litigation, FBI counsel objected on the ground that I had already been 

provided with this information. When I proved that this could not be true and 

referred to those search slips as "phony," the untruth was reiterated under oath, 

without any effort to refute the evidence I provided. It was ignored. That 
New Orleans 

evidence was not subject to refutation because, among other things,/search slips 

were dated almost a year before I filed my requests. 

42. SA Clifford H. Anderson is the New Orleans office FOIPA expert and case 

supervisor. Apparent reasons for his failure to attempt to refute me also include 

the existing records he created which prove my attestations. They had been 

provided in the incomplete discovery. 

43. Under date of August 30, 1978, he forwarded and inventoried to FBIHQ's 

FOIPA branch the records he claimed completely complied with my requests (File 

89-69-4713). That this was represented as total compliance is indicated by "RUC" 

added to the caption. "RUC" in FBI abbreviations means "referred upon completion." 

But what he told FBIHQ was so vague and inadequate that FBIHQ had to ask for what 
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Anderson described as "clarification" in his airtel of December 5, 1978. I cannot 

refer to the file identification of this discovery record because the copy provided 

is not a record copy and lacks such identification and means of retrieval by the 

indices or from the central files of record copies. This appears to be a tickler 

copy. I believe, based on prior experience, that the withholding of the record copy 

is intended to withhold additional information on it. 

44, Anderson's alleged "Clarification" includes what he states was searched: 

"the following names or subjects were searched through the comprehensive indices of 

the New Orleans Field Office." He then lists "Assassination of President JOHN F. 

KENNEDY; LEE HARVEY OSWALD; JACK RUBY; Warren Commission; JIM GARRISON; CLAY SHAW; 

DAVID FERRIE." 

45. This listing clearly establishes that the searches sworn to as for this 

litigation are not, which is what I attested without contradiction. 

46. Even then, as I attested in my earlier use of this record in an 

affidavit, Anderson made clear that there had been no search to comply with my 

actual request because he states that each record located on this so-called search 

was “reviewed to determine if it related to the assassination of President KENNEDY." 

My request is specific in stating that it is not so limited and it also includes 

all records on or about the Garrison investigation and the persons and organizations 

who figure in it. 

47. Anderson and FBIHQ both knew he was untruthful in his "clarification" 

because his own inventory (Serial 4713, quoted above) includes records not included 

in his "clarification" (which nonetheless appears to have satisfied FBIHQ FOIPA). 

These are: "62-3914 SAM COLLIER, Miscellaneous Information Concerning; 62-4448 

Senstudy; 80-608 JAMES C. GARRISON, Etc.; 100-16926 MARINA NIKOLAEVNA OSWALD, nee 

PRUSAKOVA IS - R; 100-17279 MARGUERITE CLAVORIE (sic) OSWALD IS-R; 100-17809 JIM 

GARRISON, SM-C; 175-0-15 (obliterated) Threat Against the President.” 
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48. Bearing on intent not to search and comply, intent not to do as directed 

by the Department with regard to "critics" and the accuracy of the information I 

provided in appeals and in affidavits in this litigation - if not also intent to 

knowingly and deliberately swear falsely with regard to "critics" - is the fact 

that this Garrison "subversive" file 100-17808 is exactly the file I correctly 

identified by this number as having information pertaining to "critics." Anderson 

did send this file to FOIPA at FBIHQ as relevant and it still did not provide the 

information. Instead, it went through a typical Phillips song and dance about having 

no such records, sworn to, as usual, and all the time they were right in Phillips' 

own FOIPA office where they had been sent for processing and disclosure. 

49. Bearing on the ulterior and improper real purpose of the FBI's 

discovery demand is the absolute certainty that the correct file number I provided 

is all that is needed for any search. This would be true if the file had not 

already been searched and located. But in this instance it had already been sent 

to and actually was at FBIHQ FOIPA when it provided Phillips' false swearing. 

50. All the records listed in paragraph 47 above are not included in what 

FBIHQ provided to me when it processed what Anderson shipped. Because his omission 

of them coincides with this FBIHQ first withholding of what Anderson had deemed, 

responsive, it appears that the "clarification" actually was intended to provide a 

cover for FBIHQ, which could thereafter cite his December 5, 1978, letter to 

represent that it had processed all he provided. 

51. It is without doubt that Anderson knew that his "clarification" was not 
\ 

truthful and accurate and that FBIHQ FOIPA also knew this. Bearing on intended 

untruthfulness is the fact that instead of writing Anderson the FOIPA branch 

phoned him six days before his December 5 written response. A phone call does 

not generate a retrievable written record.



52. In forwarding the records, Anderson drew a distinction between "the 

search slips" and what he referred to as the "workpapers."' He also made an offer, 

which was not accepted by FBIHQ, to prepare and execute an "affidavit regarding 

the procedure utilized." What he referred to as the "workpapers" may be the 

original records of searches, but those provided and sworn to as genuine and 

complete cannot be. (More on this incompleteness appears below.) 

53. The FBI knew that it was untruthful in its January 19, 1983, response 

to my Request for the Production of Documents when, in response to the first, which 

requests "Copies of the originals of all search slips in this case" (emphasis added) 

it objected "on the ground that plaintiff has already been provided with" all of 

them. The Response is not -attested to by anyone in the FBI. It is signed by FBI 

counsel. They then proceeded to prove their dishonesty in simultaneously providing 

a nonrecord FBIHQ copy, not a New Orleans copy, of the February 3, 1981, directive 

bearing the initials of FBI SA Willis A. Newton, who is assigned to this litigation. 

It begins, "1. Conduct a new search on all subjects which were previously searched." 

This directive also includes: "4. Conduct a search for "any official or unofficial 

administrative files which pertain to the Kennedy case' and if any are located, 

send to Headquarters" and "5. Conduct a search for ‘files on "critics" or "criticism" 

of the FBI's assassination investigation' and, if any are located, send to Head- 

quarters." (Emphasis added) 

54. His 5, as I have attested without even attempted refutation, is the 

FOIPA Branch's knowing and deliberate revision of the directive of the appeals 

office, revised so that the withheld records would continue to be withheld because 

the FBI knows it does not file and cannot retrieve topically, as I also attested 

without refutation. 

55. No search slips or any other search records of any kind pertaining to 
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these 1981 searches are provided in this litigation, despite the above-quoted 

representation by FBI counsels that they were and despite the repeated sworn state- 

ments by the FBI that I was provided with "all" such records. 

56. In his February 11, 1981, response a nonrecord copy of which was 

provided on discovery, Anderson represents the alleged search in compliance with 

this FOIPA directive not to be for what he listed in his August 30, 1978, inventory, 

which he was told to do, or his December 5, 1978, "clarification" of it. It is not 

even identical with the unoriginal phony search slips provided. 

57. Searches require searching and slips and/or other records reflecting 

it. None are provided relating to these ordered searches. 

58. That Anderson did not intend a real search or even honesty is reflected 

in his covering letter. It states that there are no "official or unofficial 

administrative files which pertain to the Kennedy case" when at the very least 

there are FOIPA files, including at least two pertaining to me. Without reasonable 

doubt there are also such records pertaining to other requesters. He also changed 

FBIHQ's punctuation to change the meaning in stating that there are no "'files on 

critics or criticism of the FBI's assassination investigation.'" In New Orleans 

there are such records pertaining to me and with regard to others I provided the 

correct file identification, as stated above. 

59. Although Anderson uses quotation marks to represent that he followed 

FBIHQ's orders exactly, he did not do that. Instead of reporting the impossible 

topical search under "critics!" and "criticism," which is what FBIHQ's communication 

directed, he went further. He reports - and did not make - a search under the 

names of the "critics" and their organizations. This is precisely what omitting 

the quotation marks means and precisely the misuse to which FBIHQ could put his 

untruthful report - if Quinlan Shea had not been eased out as director appeals, 

as he was. 
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60. Because in this affidavit I address the departures from fact and truth 

by FBI counsel, I emphasize that this Fesponse was signed by counsels and that these 

counsels, with their response, provided redundant proof of their and FBI untruthful- 

ness, including repeated FBI untruthfulness under oath after I had stated what is 

and what is redundantly proven to be true and is not contradicted by any evidence 

the FBI has provided. 

61. With regard to Anderson, I intend to be unequivocal. His statement, 

with quotation marks removed, that there are no New Orleans records pertaining to 

the "critics" is false and the case record proves it to be false, as do my appeals, 

and Anderson had to know it is false if only because he personally sent such a file 

to FBIHQ, as I show above. 

62. Although the Opposition represents that what I stated in opposing 

discovery is refuted, in fact the FBI has not produced any evidence at all pertaining 

to discovery or to my attestations. There are claims made by FBI counsel the true 

character of which is reflected in this and other affidavits I provided. That I 

have already provided all the information requested in my affidavits and appeals is 

not addressed, leave alone disputed in any way. It also is not disputed that, as I 

attested, based on my prior experience and admittedly expert knowledge I have every 

reason to believe that the discovery demand was not necessary, was intended for other 

and improper purposes, and any information provided would, from the FBI's record 

relating to my affidavits and appeals, again be ignored. 

63. One of the many matters I have attested to, without contradiction or 

dispute of any kind, is the FBI's determination not to comply with my requests and 

the Act. Illustrative of this is one of a number of separate FOIA requests I made 

and it ignored and ignores. This one pertains to a man who figures in all official 

JFK assassination investigations, the FBI's, the Commission's, Garrison's and the 
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Secret Service's. It thus also is included in this litigation. His name is Ronnie 

Caire. I referred to him in an earlier affidavit to illustrate that, even after 

the Department promised the Senate that this old request and two dozen other 

requests the FBI had ignored would be responded to, the FBI never intended to 

respond and to this day has not. 

64. Caire had a New Orleans advertising and public relations agency. 

Oswald applied to him for a job. Given what the FBI knew about Caire, this should 

have excited some interest. Instead of getting at all interested, even after the 

FBI was supposed to investigate all Oswald's job-seeking in New Orleans, it did not 

investigate this very unusual Oswald application and it did not even interview Caire. 

65. My counsel reported to me that FBI counsel told him emphatically that 

no Caire records would be searched for or provided in this litigation in which, 

without possibility of question, they are pertinent to both parts of my requests 

and of both offices. Because this illustrates the spuriousness of the discovery 

ploy, the nature of the information I have already provided, the FBI's determination 

not to comply under any circumstances and not to make the required searches more 

than five years after they were required to have been made, when my counsel informed 

me of what FBI counsel told him I checked my Caire appeals file. (As I have 

attested, I have about two file drawers of such documented and detailed appeals.) 

My Caire appeals reflect the detailed and documented information I provided that 

was and remains ignored and FBI counsel himself now insists will continue to remain 

ignored. 

66. Among other things, it turns out - and the FBI knew - that New Orleans 

records pertaining to Caire are included in the very 105-1456 file I correctly 

identified as holding pertinent Ferrie information that still has not been provided 

and without doubt this Caire information is indexed in New Orleans. This information 
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was provided to me by FBIHQ FOIPA branch. and exists also in New Orleans, which also 

has the underlying records not searched for and now specifically refused to be 

searched for. If the government required any additional reasons for continuing to 

withhold this underlying information, such reasons appear in what follows. 

67. I filed more than one appeal. All were and remain ignored. 

68. The FBI, which did find pertinent information, cashed my check and 

provided no information. I regard and have referred to this and other such 

instances as defrauding me. In one appeal I referred to it as being gypped. 

69. This is not all that can be embarrassing to the FBI. While I have not 

been given any reason for FBI counsel's obdurate refusal to provide any Caire 

information, one of the details in and FBI records attached to one of my appeals 

makes it apparent that this refusal to provide what is clearly pertinent does serve 

the purpose of protecting sworn-to untruthfulness pertaining to the New Orleans 

105-1456 file and its pertinence in th!s litigation. 

70. I emphasize also that the Department assured the Senate in 1977 that 

my old FBI requests would be complied with and that the Caire request represented 

on the DJ-118 form I filed September 26, 1970, with the required payment in advance, 

is one of those old FBI requests. Because this FBI Xerox of the original that I 

filed is not clear, I quote that it requests “all information about and FBI records 

of interviews with" Caire. (Emphasis added) _I provided information pertaining to 

him which associates him with Oswald, assassination investigation figures and the 

CIA, as becomes clear below. 

71. Before I received the copy of this Opposition, having been informed by 

my counsel of FBI counsel's expressed determination that there be no compliance in 

this litigation with regard to Caire, I examined my Caire appeals file and copied 

and sent some of it to my counsel. Because all of it is not necessary to this 
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affidavit, I attach hereto as Exhibit 6 my short appeal of January 15, 1979 (which 

was well in advance of those "new" searches New Orleans was ordered to make in 

1981) and as Exhibit 7 my longer, detailed and documented appeal of June 14, 1979. 

Both were and remain ignored. 

72. Exhibit 6 reflects the fact that the New Orleans main assassination file 

establishes the fact that Caire figured in that investigation and thus is clearly 

within my requests in this litigation on that basis alone. 

73. %It refers to my 1970 DJ-118 Caire request, the cashing of the check for 

which I received nothing, and to the Department's testimony before the Senate that 

my old requests would be complied with. It also refers to evidence of the existence 

of a New Orleans subject-matter index for which no search has been attested to in 

this litigation. (The scrawled notes on the bottom are mine and are not included 

on the copy of the appeal I filed.) 

74. When I received no response despite this promise to the Senate, I filed 

a long, detailed and documented appeal, Exhibit 7. While the subject headings may 

make it appear that some are not pertinent, they are. This is because the FBI 

withheld field office records as "previously processed" at FBIHQ and thus those 

FBIHQ records are pertinent in this litigation. Because I am a "critic" and also 

am included in records pertaining to both the FBI's and Garrison's investigations, 

all records on or pertaining to me are relevant in this litigation. While as a 

practical matter the FBI's withholding as "previously processed" made it necessary 

for me to include FBIHQ and field office records in such appeals, in this instance 

the caption is specific in referring to "New Orleans and Dallas Field Offices." 

75. When I filed this appeal only the text of it had page numbers. I have 

added continuing page numbers to the copies of FBI records I attached to it to 

identify them. I also have added letters in the margin to identify portions of 
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the appeal in the order in which I cite them. 

76. At "A" I state that the FBI correctly understood my requests to include 

‘all information about Ronnie Caire." 

77. “B" refers to the existence of Caire records at FBIHQ. Among the 

importances of this information is the fact that, if field office copies were 

destroyed, the information provided to FBIHQ could be provided in replacement of it. 

78. "C' establishes the existence of Caire records in Dallas. 

79. "“D" reflects the FBI's knowledge that Caire also figured in the 

Garrison investigation and thus is pertinent to that part of my New Orleans request. 

80. "E" reflects the existence of New Orleans Caire records and the fact 

that they were not provided to me in this litigation. 

81. "F" refers to another of my old and still ignored requests that also 

is pertinent in this litigation, the identification of an Oswald associate through 

what the FBI had, his fingerprints. 

82. "G'" addresses the usual FBI dodge, also used in this litigation, of 

fabricating its own formulation of my request to avoid compliance. Although FBIHQ 

correctly understood my request to include "all" Caire information, here it draws 

a phony distinction, that he had "no direct connection with the assassination." 

My request pertains to the investigations, and Caire is within the investigations. 

(I did not suggest that he had even an indirect connection with the assassination. ) 

83. “H" refers to the existence of pertinent records outside the main 

assassination files. 

84. "I" states correctly that I provided additional information pertaining 

to this DJ-118 FOIA request (page 13) in a covering letter (page 12). 

85. "J" reflects FBI determination not to comply with my requests, in this 

instance with both my personal records request and records pertaining to "critics." 
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Here I identified pertinent files by their correct numbers only to have those records 

obdurately withheld, without even a claim to exemption to withhold them. 

86. "K' establishes that the FBI correctly understood my request pertaining 

to the New Orleans Oswald associate the identification of whom the FBI withholds: 

"He asks for information as to whose fingerprint this was..." 

87. "ZL" is still another illustrstion of the FBI tricks to avoid compliance 

with my requests. The FBI told the DAG not that it found pertinent information 

on Caire, as it did, but instead that there is "no information that Caire was 

interviewed by the FBI concerning the assassination...,'' which is only one part 

of this request. 

88. "M" refers to the identification of a pertinent New Orleans record not 

provided. 

89. "N,"' although the FBI pretended not to understand what I meant in 

stating that Oswald had "masked" Caire's address in his addressbook, and Dallas 

recommended that I be asked, which I was not, I provided this information at "9." 

(Oswald's entry led him to the side door of the office building in which Caire was 

located rather than its front and main door.) 

90. "P" establishes that nothing I have stated in this litigation 

pertaining to the withheld motion pictures in any way expands on my requests. 

(They were first made on January 1, 1969.) 

91. "Q" has the FBI denying me the New Orleans information requested 

because it "ig contained in files compiled for law enforcement purposes." In all 

aspects this is a false basis. There is no blanket exemption for all files 

compiled for law enforcement purposes. Only what falls within an exemption can 

be withheld. Moreover, this was not a file compiled for any law enforcement 

purpose ("R"), as the FBI's disclosed records and Director Hoover in sworn 
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testimony both state. The information remains withheld. 

92. "S" reflects the FBI's intent to withhold the requested information 

even though it correctly understood my request to include it. 

93. "T" cites the FBI's interpretation of FOIA referred to in earlier 

affidavits, without contradiction, that if it does not like me the Act does not 

apply to it: "In view of Weisberg's character he should not be given the information 

he requests and there is legal ground for our position." (Also on page 18) 

94. "U" refers to Caire's registration as a foreign agent, about which 

more follows below. 

95. "W" reflects that Caire's foreign-agent registration was on behalf of 

a CIA anti-Castro front whose address Oswald used on his New Orleans literature, 

and to the FBI's refusal to provide the Warren Commission with copies of Oswald's 

literature bearing this address. 

96. When the FBI simply refused to provide the Commission with Oswald's 

literature using this 544 Camp Street address, the Commission asked the Secret 

Service, which did provide it. (See also Paragraph 102 below pertaining to the 

printing of Oswald's literature.) The Commission's records also reflect the fact 

that the FBI did not inform it of much that it knew, including that Oswald sought 

employment with a registered foreign agent or that his organization was a CIA 

front. By this quoted spurious interpretation of FOIA the FBI withheld the same 

information from me and from disclosure. The FBI SA who made this interpretation 

of FOIA to withhold this information from me, T. N. Goble, just happens to be the 

same man who sat on the intelligence/political desk at FBIHQ and handled this kind 

of informati!n that went to - and did not go to - President Johnson's Commission. 

It also just happens that he was assigned to FOIA work at FBIHQ until, in 1977, I 

absolutely refused to accept any.record he processed when he was assigned to my 
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C.A. 75-1996. He then was removed from FOIA work. 

97. In the FBI's report to the Deputy Attorney General about its New 

Orleans search it acknowledges the connection between Caire and Sergio Arcacha 

Smith and Caire's foreign-agent registration (page 16). But it withholds most of 

the pertinent information and it reports nothing about the provocative inter- 

relationships. Moreover, the FBI did not report all the available information. 

Between this nonreporting and. its failure to draw together all the information it 

did not withhold, it succeeded in at least underinforming everybody. For example, 

it did not report, here or elsewhere, what I learned from public sources in New 

Orleans, that when Caire and Arcacha Smith formed an organization to solicit money, 

ostensibly for anti-Castro work, they used as a return address this same small 

building in which the CIA front had offices, arranged for by former FBI SAC Guy 

Banister, one of its incorporators, in whose office and for whom Ferrie worked, the 

building Oswald also used as a return address on his literature, when neither Caire 

nor Arcacha nor their organization had offices in that building. It did not 

report any CIA connection at all. 

98. All of this and more that is known makes it even more unusual that the 

only known Oswald New Orleans employment application the FBI did not investigate 

when it was supposed to investigate all of them is his effort to work for Caire in 

public relations and advertising and that even though it knew that Oswald was a 

dropout who had no command of either spelling or grammar. 

99. There is consistency in the FBI's withholdings from me, under an 

assortment of spurious claims and continuing in this litigation, and its withholdings 

from the Presidential Commission. The records I used in my appeals were not provided 

to the Commission or in this litigation. I obtained them by other means. 

100. In responding so incompletely to FBIHQ pertaining to the DAG's inquiry 
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after I filed my request, New Orleans departed from normal practice and did not 

identify the file number or numbers of the information it cited. However, one of 

the pertinent documents withheld from me in this litigation that was disclosed to 

another requester and which I attached to the addendum to my June 6, 1983, 

affidavit does identify one such file. It is the identical New Orleans 105-1456 

file that, among other things, includes the still withheld and pertinent Ferrie 

information. The same FBI record reflects the fact that, rather than the single 

and allegedly destroyed copy of 105-1456 records to which Anderson attested, New 

Orleans had two copies in that file. It also reflects duplicate filing of the 

same document elsewhere, in this case with the identification of the file withheld 

without the posting of any claim to exemption. As my addendum states, this raises 

new questions about SA Anderson's truthfulness and intentions in his attestations 

in this litigation pertaining to that 105-1456 file and to his so-called searches. 

101. That all of this was known to FBI counsel before he drafted his 

Opposition is reflected by the fact that in it he refers to my June 6, 1983, 

affidavit. But neither he nor anyone else, there or anywhere else or in any way 

makes any reference to this information and its pertinence in searching and 

compliance. Anderson and Phillips, both of whom swore falsely and deceptively 

about New Orleans file 105-1456, have not uttered a word. 

102. There is consistency and pertinence in all of this. As I attested 

earlier, this 105-1456 file also includes David Ferrie and his political and social 

friends and associates of various descriptions, former FBI SAC Guy Banister, for 

whom Ferrie worked and whose office Ferrie used, and other persons and organizations 

that are included within my requests. The New Orleans FBI never bothered the 

Warren Commission or FBIHQ with the intelligence that Banister was in the very same 

small building that Oswald used as a return address, the building that housed the 
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CIA's anti~Castro front directly above Banister's office. Consistent with the FBI's 

refusal to provide Oswald's literature with the address of the CIA front used as 

Oswald's return address is its deliberate misrepresentations pertaining to the 

printing of Oswald's literature. When the New Orleans FBI learned that the Secret 

Service was independently investigating this Oswald printing, it got FBIHQ to 

pressure Secret Service Headquarters to order the New Orleans Secret Service to 

suspend its independent investigation. Thereafter, although the New Orleans FBI 

reported to FBIHQ that those at the Jones Printing Company who dealt with the person 

who had this printing done stated he was not Oswald, FBIHQ rewrote the New Orleans 

reports and turned them 180 degrees around, representing the exact opposite, that 

both witnesses who states it was not Oswald stated that it was Oswald. And thus 

FBIHQ deceived and misled the Commission, which used the FBIHQ fabrication in its 

Report instead of the truth in the field reports that FBIHQ rewrote. I published 

the Commission's, FBIHQ's and the field office versions in 1967. 

103. I believe it is obvious that the foregoing paragraphs pertaining to 

Caire reflect that anyone who represents that under my obviously all-inclusive 

request, to which I attested without denial in any form, sworn or unsworn, and with 

FOIA requests going back to 1969 and 1970 and repeated appeals then and in 1979, 

I now am engaged in "ever-expanding piecemeal" complaints that are "fluid and obscure 

and in turn virtually irresolvable" either lies or does not know what he is talking 

about and should not make any representations of this character to this Court. 

This is particularly true when his objectives include dismissal of this litigation 

and can include my incarceration. 

104. There is absolutely nothing that can by honest men be called new in 

this; nothing "fluid;" nothing "ever-expanding;" nothing "piecemeal;" nothing in 

anyway “obscure;" and nothing "virtually irresolvable" - except the FBI's 
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determination not to search and not to comply with my requests or the Act or its 

own regulations by any means convenient to it, including false representation and 

false swearing. 

105. There is, in short, absolutely nothing in any way new, and this is 

true of all my affidavits and all my appeals. What the FBI, through its counsel, 

not in any evidence, has done is what they have done from the outset in this 

litigation, pretended that all the proofs I have provided of their refusal to 

search and refusal to comply represents expanding my requests, which they knowingly, 

deliberately and over my clearly and forcefully expressed and repeated objections 

corrupted and from the outset and continuing to now refused and still refuse to 

comply with. 

106. By his request, I provided Quinlan Shea, the appeals director, with 

those appeals as I read the records. As a practical matter, there was no other 

way in which this could be done, given the volume of records and because, contrary 

to Mr. Shea's expressed desire and mine, that there be regular disclosure as 

processed of batches of records his staff could handle, the FBI accumulated and 

then dumped cartons of them at a time on me and on him and his staff. Because 

neither he nor his staff were subject experts, I provided detailed explanations. 

As this Caire appeal reflects, I went to considerable trouble and expense and took 

much time to provide him with many thousands of pages of attachments so he and his 

staff could be adequately informed. These appeals and their documentation, as I 

have stated without dispute, run to several full file drawers and that, for anyone, 

more for an aging and unwell man who had no regular income, represents a considerable 

expense and an enormous effort to be helpful to the government in an historical case 

of this significance. 

107. This Caire appeal is typical in every way. Anyone who knows what he 

is talking about and says that it is fluid, irresolvable and those other things 
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represented in the Opposition, lies and knows he lies. So also does he lie if he 

says that there is anything incomprehensible to the FBI or the appeals office in 

such appeals and their documentation - that in almost all instances consisted of 

FBI records, for the most part only those not disclosed to me in this litigation in 
\ 

which they are pertinent. Unless the FBI raised new issues, my affidavits merely 

repeat what I had already filed in these appeals and thus also are in no sense new 

or any kind of an expansion on my requests. 

108. That none of these representations in this Opposition is supported by 

any FBI evidence, whether made in the Opposition for the first time or repeated 

from the past, is simply because there neither is nor can be any such evidence. 

This is because all these allegations are simply untruthful. Any reading of this 

four-year-old - and still ignored - Caire appeal discloses that this permeating 

untruthfulness cannot be and is not accidental. 

109. The Caire and many other such matters I have documented throughout this 

litigation and in my appeals also reflect why I was compelled to file all-inclusive 

requests: my simple requests for relatively few records were, uniformly and by 

direct order of higher FBI authority, ignored. On the few occasions the FBI felt 

that it had to provide explanations for its consistent and long-standing violations 

of the Act it invented them. These ranged from character assassination to revisions 

and misrepresentations of my requests to rewriting the Act itself to have it mean 

that all the FBI is required to disclose is what it wants to disclose and that it 

is totally exempt from any disclosure to persons it does not like. 

110. Consistent with all of the foregoing and with the FBI's unexpressed 

indebtedness to George Orwell which, from my experience, becomes more obvious the 

closer we get to 1984, the Opposition refers to the FBI's discovery demands as of 

"limited nature and purpose." (This is the section to which quoted footnote 6 
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relates with all its false allegations of expanding requests in piecemeal fashion 

and to alleged fluidity and obscurity to achieve the virtually irresolvable.) When 

the FBI demands "each and every" pertinent document, Orwell at his most eloquent © 

could not have improved upon the Opposition's characterization of this endlessness 

in searching some half-million pages in 60 cabinets of records as "limited in 

nature and purpose." 

111. If, as there is not and cannot be, there were any FBI need to know 

anything that I know or have to make the searches it has not made - and it has not 

attested to any such need - that certainly does not require “each and every" 

document or bit of information to justify making a search, which is the relatively 

simple procedure of looking at index cards. If the FBI did not have wrongful, 

dishonest and oppressive purposes, it would have contented itself with asking for 

no more than reason to believe that it had the information - for which it has not 

yet searched after five years of litigation. 

112. That anyone could represent that the information and documentation I 

provided in this Caire appeal and all the others as detailed and well documented 

is in any way inadequate for the making of a simple search is beyond belief. 

Actually, none of this is necessary for any searching. The FBI knows more about 

this than I do. It just has not searched to comply with my requests and refuses to. 

113. This and all other such appeals and my many documented and unrefuted 

affidavits clearly establish that the FBI's discovery demands are not more than a 

deliberate hoax, a deliberate fraud, a deliberate additional stonewalling of this 

litigation that now is in its sixth year - without the initial searches yet having 

been made. I therefore repeat agasn what I have attested to over and over again 

and what is entirely ignored: that the FBI never intended to and never did make 

the searches it knew were required by my requests and that in this it knowingly 
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and deliberately violated its own regulations - the very regulations I invoked in 

my requests. 

114. In daring to make so many false representations, sworn and unsworn, 

as I attested earlier, the, FBI either expected an automatic rubber-stamp, which 

reflects upon this Court and its integrity, or expected immunity and the accomplishing 

of the wasting of more of what remains of my life and work. This is exactly its 

1967 scheme, to "stop" me and my writing. 

115. When the FBI has not made and attested to making the searches required 

to comply with my request of 1977 and this is 1983, its real objectives are obvious 

and at the least cannot include good-faith compliance. 

116. Unlike the FBI, which provided no sworn evidence at all in support of 

its discovery demands, I provided my objections to its demands under oath and subject 

to the penalties of perjury. Consistent with its record throughout this litigation, 

it made no effort to refute me with any evidence at all. Also consistently, it 

entirely ignored everything I stated under oath, except for snide wisecracks and 

its unsworn untruths that I address herein. Thus what I have attested to is entirely 

unrefuted. 

117. What I attested to and is not even addressed in any evidence provided 

by the FBI is that its discovery is not necessary, that it has not provided any 

evidence that discovery is necessary, that long before it made these discovery 

demands I provided all the information I could in my appeals and affidavits, that 

its demands are deliberately excessively burdensome, and that they place the 

agency's burden of proof on the FOIA requester. (The FBI has not addressed burden 

of proof in any way. It has not briefed the question to argue that it can transfer 

any part of its burden of proof or all of it. Whether or not in reflection of what 

it thinks about or expects of this Court, it has not even bothered to deny that it 
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seeks to transfer its burden of proof to me.) I believe it is significant that the 

FBI has not - has not even attempted to - provide any evidence of any kind in any 

attempt at refutation. 1 believe it also is significant that because it is entirely 

unable to refute my attestations, it resorts to what are now clearly established 

as untruthful and unsworn allegations by its counsel. 

118. Despite not having refuted my evidence and not having presented any 

of his own relating to discovery, in the Opposition FBI counsel seeks sanctions 

against me based on his representation that his discovery demands are "limited." 

This is directly contrary to what I have sworn to, that his discovery demands are 

excessive, burdensome, may be impossible for me to comply with and could take the 

rest of my life, whether or not I could ever comply with them. The contradiction 

between his unsworn representation and mine is absolute. Either I am a perjurer 

or he addresses this Court untruthfully. 

119. What he knows about my appeals I do not know. From what he has stated 

I recognize that this is immaterial because he has a record, as reflected herein, 

of stating anything at all that may at any time appear to be convenient, even to 

the point of contradicting himself on his alleged reasons for discovery. 

120. However, what is in the case record he does know. All copies of all 

my affidavits filed in this litigation have been sent directly to him and he even 

represents familiarity with them in this Opposition (at page 2). He therefore 

knows that I swore - and he made no effort to refute — that compliance with his 

discovery may be impossible and any attempt to comply could take the rest of my 

life. Knowing this - and not refuting it or making any effort to - he nonetheless 

on his own authority tells this Court that his discovery demands are "limited," 

so limited that I could have complied with the relatively slight effort to which 

he refers (albeit with his characteristic inaccuracy) on page 2 of the Opposition, 
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which I address at the beginning of this affidavit. 

121. If he knows it no other way, as because he is the FBI's counsel he 

should know, then from my affidavits alone he knows very well that I have provided 

two file drawgtrs of appeals and all of them are included in his discovery demands. 

Yet knowing this - and not having made any effort at all to contradict it because 

it is the truth and he cannot contract it - on his own responsibility he tells this 

Court that his discovery is "limited." Even if nothing else is included in his 

discovery, as it is, and even if all he wants of me is extra xerox copies, two 

file drawers of even only xeroxing is hardly "limited" for anyone, least of all for 

an aging and unwell man whose only regular income is $335 monthly Social Security. 

122. On this basis, too, his representation that his discovery demand is 

"limited" is something he knew was untruthful when he uttered it. 

123. It also does not require a law degree to know that when you demand 

tt "each and every" reason and "each and every'' document you intend the exact opposite 

of what is in any way "limited." 

124. He knows beyond doubt that he and I cannot both be truthful and he 

knew this when he described his discovery as "limited." I believe that if I swore 

falsely I am a perjurer, and I believe that as a Department of Justice lawyer he 

knows that perjury is a felony. It is a more serious offense than that for which 

he threatened to have me "thrown in jail" and thus a more effective sanction. He 

also is, I believe, an officer of the court, whether or not his departmental 

responsibilities, in his conception of them, require him to report felonies. He 

has not called any alleged perjury by me to the notice of this Court or any 

prosecutor, which means his employer. Yet at the same time he states the direct 

opposite of what I have sworn to this Court and he does this knowing what I have 

sworn to. Of course, he also knows that he has not presented any evidence to 
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contradict me and that he has not Presented any evidence of his own. But because he states what he does, knowing it is in direct contradiction to what I have sworn to, he has fashioned a petard and hoist himself on it. He knows that if I am truthful, he is not. He also knows that 3£ I am not truthful, he has the obligation of doing something about it, That he does not, Particularly after making threats to have me thrown in jail and especially after asking for the sanctions that he is Openly afraid to have go right to the appeals court, leaves it without reasonable doubt that, as the evidence shows Clearly and redundantly, he knows he presented untruth to this Court. 

125. He also knows that the case record holds all that I have sworn to and   that he has presented no such evidence. What he confronts is the fact that, even 

it to the degree possible. On the other hand, while still demanding discovery, he has not provided any attestation to need. At the same time, he has not provided: any attestation to searches to comply with my requests; any attestation to compliance with them; any refutation of my documented and detailed affidavits, which include allegations of false swearing and other departures from reality and factuality; any attestation that the FBI does not have the records I identified 
and it withholds; 

any attestation that what it admits having and withholds as "irrelevant" is not relevant, as it without a single exception is; or 
any briefing of the legal question I raised, that the Act is 

A. The FBI Specific in requiring the agency to sustain its actions, which 
‘Ss not deny: include hot searching in response to my requests: not complying with its own FOIA regulations; 

 



and all their extensive documentation do not permit the FBI to have "a meaningful 

opportunity to address" my "allegations about the adequacy of" the FBI's search, 

Meaning, in truth the searches it has not made and has not attested to making, the 

Opposition mixes, in a single paragraph, the admission that this discovery is 
\ 

unprecedented (but claims that does not mean anything and in some magical way not 

indicated that it is so unprecedented does not mean "that the order (for it) 

creates substantial grounds for difference of opinion"); the misrepresentation 

that this discovery is "limited"; and it refers to the "procedural history of this 

case,'' about which it says nothing. It footnotes the meaningless statement about 

no procedural history given to the appeals court's No. 82-1072, for all the world 

as though it has any relevance to the alleged procedural history in this litigation. 

(As I state above, the Opposition misrepresents that decision 180 degrees in what 

it states about FBI searches, the supposed issue here. The actual "procedural 

history" cited in citing No. 82+1072 is the FBI's steadfast refusal to search until 

after I had been to the appeals court four times, until after the fourth remand.) 

It next argues that I be allowed to appeal only when there is nothing to appeal - 

only after the litigation is over and I have provided the discovery the order for 

which could only then be appealed. Seeking a decision on this admittedly 

unprecedented move by the FBI is referred to as a "smokescreen." There is no 

explanation of how asking higher authority to determine a precedent is a "smoke- 

screen."' This is not at all surprising because no rational explanation is 

possible. 

127. The Opposition here also claims that "the FBI does not understand how 

an interlocutory appeal of the April 13 discovery order" would "materially advance 

the ultimate termination of the litigation." (Pages 5-6, emphasis in Opposition) 

I have spent almost two decades in an intensive study of the FBI and its record 
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and failures when the President was killed and it supposedly investigated the crime. 

As I have attested, without any contradiction and with the FBI's own ‘records 

reflecting this attached, it never investigated the crime and it never intended to. 

In all of this work, in all of my examination of hundreds of thousands of pages of 

FBI records, I have never found it so lacking in what the Opposition refers to as 

"understanding.'' The most obvious way in which an appeals court decision could 

"materially advance the ultimate termination of the litigation" is by telling the 

FBI to stop trying to rewrite FOIA; to stop playing these kinds of unseemly games 

with an Act designed to let the people know what their government. does - and does 

not - do; and to make the searches that it was required to make more than five 

years ago - under a ten-day law - and it has not made or attested to making. 

128. Without this claim of FBI stupidity the Opposition could not demand 

dismissal with prejudice, thus there is this proclamation of FBI stupidity - to 

justify the end of FOIA litigation in its sixth year without the initial searches 

being made and without any justification of so many withholdings. 

129. How when seventeen years after enactment of FOIA no agency ever 

demanded discovery and how when the issue is raised for the first time and could 

be precedent there is no "substantial grounds for difference of opinion" about it 

is not explained. The obvious reason is that this, too, cannot be explained. 

130. This Opposition also argues, still without any citation, that the 

extent of the discovery (about which the FBI has been only untruthful) is the 

controlling factor. The principle is of no significance. If the discovery is, 

as deliberately misrepresented, "limited," then discovery is, it is represented, 

appropriate. How there is a difference in principle between degrees of discovery 

under one and the same principle is not indicated. However, there is no question 

at all about the existence of "substantial grounds for a difference of opinion" 
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because the FBI represents that its discovery is “limited” and I have attested, 

repeatedly without refutation, that it is the very opposite of limited. These FBI 

representations, with all honor and credit due its special agent who stated that 

FOIA does not apply to those the FBI does not like, is Gobledegook. 

131. On the basic question of searches, this is what the case record 

reflects: 

I have attested that the FBI has not made the searches required to 
comply with my requests; 

It has not refuted me and it has not attested to having complied with 

my requests; 
It has not claimed any justification for not searching and complying 

with my requests; 
I have attested that it violated its own FOIA regulations and it has 

not even bothered to make pro forma denial; 
I have attested that it unilaterally and improperly substituted for 

my requests records of its own preference, over my immediate and 

repeated objections; 
It not only did not deny this improper substitution - it admitted it 

under oath; 

I have identified pertinent record after pertinent record not searched 
for and improperly withheld, have provided proper file identifi- 
cations, and the FBI has not searched for them or claimed any 
exemption for them; 

Even when search was compelled and the pertinent record was found, 
as happened with withheld David Ferrie information, and even 
after the FBI found the information, it still withholds it and 
has made no claim to exemption. 

132. Rectifying these and other failures and shortcomings requires no 

discovery from me, but it is uncontested that to the degree I could I provided all 

the information I have pertaining to all these and related matters. 

133. If the FBI had any genuine interest in avoiding any appeal and if it 

had any genuine interest in advancing “the ultimate termination of this litigation" 

(its words on page 6), it would attempt to meet its burden of proof instead of 

trying to unload it on me and it would, if it really believed it had, attest to 

making proper searches to comply with my requests. If it had ever had any genuine 

interest in terminating this litigation, it would not have ignored my many appeals 
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and affidavits and the extraordinary amount of information I provided voluntarily, 

more than two file drawers of it in all. 

134. It is obvious that making the belated searches, at the very least for 

the information I identified, would have been much less costly than all this 

litigating, which inevitably is perpetuated by what the FBI is doing and by what 

it refuses to do. With each item of information I have provided, the FBI need do 

no more than have a clerk check its indices, a simple, rapid and inexpensive 

procedure. When it does not do this and demands that I provide discovery, which 

it has not attested to needing; and when it has from the outset and for all the many 

years of this litigation refused to search for the information the existence of which 

I proved by attaching the FBI's own records, as with Ferrie and herein with Caire, 

bad faith is blatant and discovery is a subterfuge for stonewalling. Searches are 

required for properly requested information, but they are not yet made and attested 

to. Searches are not made for the undeniedly pertinent information I correctly 

identified, and without reasonable doubt this reflects the FBI's determination not 

to make proper searches, not to comply; and to prolong this litigation and make it 

more expensive for all parties by whatever means it expects to get away with. 

135. With regard to sanctions, the FBI claims that no appeal is proper and 

no appeal should be possible until there is nothing to appeal; and that a precedent 

is not a precedent, is of no consequence and thus also is not appropriate for 

appeal. With regard to the substance of the discovery, the FBI has not even 

bothered to make unsworn denial and has entirely ignored in its arguing the undis- 

puted and entirely undisputable fact that to the degree it is possible and prior to 

any demand for discovery I had already provided all the information and documentation 

of which I know. Having received this extraordinary amount of information, more 

than two file drawers of it in all, and not having denied receipt of it, which is 
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impossible, the FBI actually claims a license to ignore all this informatton, as 

it did contemporaneously as 1 provided it, and the license to demand that now, in 

the sixth year of this litigation, I duplicate all over again what it has and still 

ignores. , 

DEFENDANT'S REPLY TO PLAINTIFF'S OPPOSITION 

TO DEFENDANT'S DISMISSAL MOTION 

136. After I completed the draft of this affidavit, I received from my 

counsel a copy of the Defendant's Reply to P!aintiff's Opposition to Defendant's 

Dismissal Motion (the Reply). Both submissions were delayed in reaching me and 

‘thus I was delayed in being able to communicate with my counsel and address them 

because FBI counsel ended the existing and efficient arrangement of sending a copy 

directly to me. I had always offered to pay the costs and specifically, with this 

counsel, my counsel renewed the offer and he refused. These two submissions total 

only 16 pages of xeroxing. While there can be variation in the cost of xeroxing, 

I do have knowledge of the cost of government xeroxing as of the time this lawsuit 

was filed. The high-volume machines that collate copies automatically were rented 

at a basic minimum cost that was paid whether or not the minimum number of copies 

was made. Thus, some copies might cost nothing at all. The basic cost of such 

machines was a half-cent a copy. What FBI counsel "saved" the government by refusing 

to send copies to me may be less than a dime and it cannot be more than an 

insignificant sum. However, by this "saving," he again was able to cause unnecessary 

delays and create a situation he could misrepresent, as he does regularly, to 

attribute deliberate and unnecessary delays - the very delays to which he has 

always contributed - to my counsel and me. 

137. From the preceding paragraphs of this affidavit and from some of my 

earlier affidavits it is not unfair to state that characteristically he begins this 
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Reply on his own authority with a large, knowing and deliberate untruth: That 

“plaintiff ... opposes defendant's motion (to dismiss) on the ground that dismissal 

is too harsh a sanction." (Second sentence, first paragraph, first page) There are 

no ifs or buts, no qualifications of any kind, only his direct, unequivocal and 

utterly false statement that this is the sole basis for my opposition to his motion 

to dismiss. 

138. With regard to the Opposit!on my counsel filed on June 6, 1983, as 

well as to my affidavits which are cited in it, FBI counsel's representation is 

not true and it is simply not possible that he did not know it was untrue when he 

put it on paper and filed it with this Court. 

139. As a matter of fact my Opposition questions "if any sanction is 

appropriate" (page 2); alleges the FBI "pursues vendettas against its critics," 

including me, has "ordered" that my "requests not be answered" and stated that it 

must "stop" me and my writing (pages 2-3); has not complied with my requests "made 

as long ago as 1969" (page 3); "in this litigation ... the FBI has yet to conduct 

a search responsive to the actual requests" (page 3); has not followed "normal FBI 

procedures in processing requests" (page 3); "in this case the FBI sought to 

substitute its version of his requests for the actual requests" (page 3); "in the 

case of the Dallas Field Office, no search is even claimed to have been made until 

October 15, 1980, nearly three years after the request was made and long after the 

FBI claimed to have complied with it" (page 3). 

140. My Opposition refers to "the FBI's resistance to releasing its records 

of its investigations into the assassination of President Kennedy" as another 

reason (page 3), with this extending even to Congressional committees (page 3). 

: 141. On page 4 my Opposition states that "Dismissal is also inappropriate 

J for other reasons," including unjustified withholdings of existing records as 
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irrelevant and failure to justify withholdings and excisions (pages 4-5). 

142. With reference to what without dispute I had already provided, my 

Opposition states "This volume of evidence is considerable and already provides 

defendants with all the information they need to know to be able to rebut, if 

they can, plaintiff's contentions." This is followed by examples (pages 5-6). 

Using the defendant's first interrogatory as an example, my Opposition cites 

what I have already provided and states, without refutation, "The FBI has all 

the information it needs from plaintiff on this issue." (page 6) 

143. In direct refutation of the FBI's pretense that its discovery is 

"limited," my Opposition quotes its first interrogatory, which is typical, as 

demanding “each and every fact" and "each and every document and/or other source," 

not merely indication of the existence of the information not yet even searched 

for. 

144. My Opposition also states - and this remains undenied - that "it 

would be impossible for plaintiff to comply with the demands of this interrogatory." 

(page 6) I have also attested, and my Opposition here states, without denial, 

that this is true of all the discovery. 

145. The reason the defendant's Reply grossly and deliberately misrepresents 

my Opposition is that it cannot refute any of this. All of it is in the case 

record and no effort has been made to refute any of it. It is just entirely 

ignored by the FBI and its counsel. He could not tell the truth if he had to 

face what throughout this litigation he has not been able to face, the true facts 

as partly reflected above. Instead of facing the evidence he cannot refute, he 

represents untruthfully that my Opposition's only "ground" is "that dismissal is 

too harsh a sanction." 

146. The Reply pretends to address one of the statements in my Opposition 
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as what it calls a "diatribe that the FBI has a vendetta against him." It states 

of this that "other than his own unsubstantiated statements, plaintiff has not 

produced one shred of credible evidence which establishes that the FBI attempted 

to harass or retaliate against him in any way."' It states also that I have not 

“produced any evidence to substantiate the other numerous charges that he levels 

against the FBI." This is, in all particulars, diametrically opposed to the truth. 

In affidavits and in appeals I provided documentation of all of this from FBI 

records. In the one instance in which I did not produce the evidence, in affidavits 

earlier in this litigation in the form of the FBI's own records and the Department's 

testimony to the Senate committee, that the FBI's conduct with me is entirely 

unexcusable, I did provide citations in this litigation; but I had already given 

the FBI its own documentation of all these things in other litigation, and when I 

later found some of the pertinent records in the FBI's disclosed records relating 

to me, I attached them to my next affidavit. 

147. As I state above and without dispute have attested earlier, the fact 

that the FBI and its counsel elect to ignore my affidavits (and ignored appeals) 

that they cannot rebut does not mean that the unrefuted evidence I have produced is 

not in the case record, as it is. 

148. If the FBI and its counsel had not intended to be untruthful, they 

would have consulted their own records of the litigation I cited (in which counsel's 

officemate represented the FBI) in which I provided this, my appeals or the FBI's 

own copies of the records disclosed to me, which are immediately available to the 

FOIPA branch without duplication of the original search, as well as what I did 

provide in this litigation. 

149. With regard to the old 25 requests the FBI ignored and continued to 

ignore after the Department promised compliance to the Senate, if in fact they were 
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not still ignored, the FOIPA branch could have attached its covering letters. They 

remain ignored, the FBI intends for them to remain ignored, regardless of the 

assurances of the Department to the Senate, and because they remain ignored it and 

its counsel are reduced to invective, attempted character assassination and 

straight-out and deliberate untruth. 

150. That I provided complete documentation is illustrated by the Caire 

appeal attached to this affidavit. It is one of those old requests still ignored 

after the Department assured the Senate those requests would be complied with. I 

also provided the FBI with a list of these ignored requests, as I did the appeals 

office. More complete untruthfulness than the defendant's Reply musters on this is 

not easy to imagine. 

151. With regard to my statement that on two different occasions the FBI 

decided that it had to "stop" me and my writing (which it could disprove easily if 

search proved I had been untruthful and it made no attempt to disprove this), I 

later found and attached the first of these FBI records about "stopping" me and my 

writing. 

152. With regard to its trying to ruin me and my books by intruding into my 

public appearances, I have found in the FBI's personal records on me two illustra- 

tions of this and I attached those FBI records to my next affidavit. (These also 

were the subject of a separate appeal years ago.) 

153. With regard to its so-called legal interpretation, that it has a 

legislated license to ignore the FOIA if it does not like a requester, I had 

already provided it, in 1979. It also is included in the attached Caire exhibit. 

154. None of this was considered in the decision quoted on page 4 as 

having subjected it to "judicial scrutiny."' Moreover, these FBI records speak 

loudly, clearly and unequivocally for themselves. It did what it did, its own 
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records prove it, and it cannot lie its way out with irrelevancies. 

155. In short, if the FBI and its counsel had set out to address this 

Court as completely untruthfully as within their not inconsiderable experience they 

could, I cannot conceive of their having come closer to complete untruthfulness. 

This in itself represents the extent to which the FBI (and its counsel) will go 

in their attempts to defame me, prejudice the Court, and persist in what they all 

over again establish is a vendetta. 

156. One would never know from this Reply that I have attested to the 

factual questions involved, that my attestations are not addressed by any evidence 

provided by the FBI, and that these affidavits are cited and quoted in my Opposition. 

It is the false pretense of defendant's Reply that this evidence does not exist and 

was not cited in my Opposition that does cite it. 

157. My Opposition also states what is basic pertaining to the question of 

searches and whether or not the FBI needs discovery to be able to search. It states, 

and the statement is entirely ignored in this Reply, that the FBI has not yet made 

and has not yet attested to making the searches required by my requests. Until the 

FBI does this, assuming that there are any circumstances under which it requires 

and is entitled to discovery - and I repeat again that it has not so attested - it 

does not and cannot require discovery until it has made these searches. 

DEFENDANT'S REPLY TO PLAINTIFF'S OPPOSITION TO ITS 
MOTION FOR A STAY OF PLAINTIFF'S DISCOVERY 

158. If the FBI and its counsel had set out to prove my allegations relating 

to their permeating untruthfulness, deceptiveness and evasiveness, their distortions 

and misrepresentations and that they will resort to any trick or device, no matter 

how it reflects on governmental integrity, to prolong this case, refuse and frustrate 

compliance, waste as much as possible as remains of my life and work and in all of 
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this waste much time and money for all parties, including the courts, they would 

have been hard put to exceed the degree to which they do this in this Reply. 

159. I address these matters as they appear in this Reply except for the 

matter of the threat to me, 

160. While I have no personal knowledge of what transpired when defendant's 

counsel phoned my counsel on May 12, 1983, I do know what my counsel promptly told 

me at that time, and I do know that this Court has accepted attestations from SA 

Phillips who attested regularly to what other persons told him when those with 

first-person knowledge were available and were not called upon by the FBI or its 

counsel to provide their first-person knowledge. 

161. Mr. Lesar told me that he phoned me promptly because the threat was 

made during a pretext call in which defendant's counsel persisted even though Mr. 

Lesar told him that he was pressed for time in preparing for trial. Defendant's 

counsel's resort to subterfuge, his persistence when Mr. Lesar wanted to terminate 

the conversation and his threat impressed Mr. Lesar, he said. 

162. His pretext that Mr. Lesar reported to me is not mentioned by defendant's 

counsel who does not, in fact, provide any reason for his calling Mr. Lesar. Why 

he should - for any reason other than making this threat - is neither apparent nor 

even suggested. His pretext was to tell Mr. Lesar to tell me where to send the 

discovery costs check defendant's counsel knows very well I am not going to send. 

Were this not true, he still knows he did not have to tell me anything at all, 

directly or indirectly. From the extensive personal experience of which he knows, 

I am quite confident that if I sent defendant's counsel a check made out to the 

Department of Justice or the FBI, there would be no trouble routing or cashing it. 

In fact, the Department and FBI have a long and clear record of cashing my checks - 

even after shredding them and reassembling them crudely with scotch tape. (1 
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provided the FBI with a copy in earlier litigation.) They have cashed a number of 

my prepayment checks for FBI records without any problem, without ever asking me 

to make any changes in them and often just defrauded me out of those sums by not 

responding at all, as the case record already reflects. If defendant's counsel 

knows anything at all about the case record, ag he should and reflects, then he 

knows that I have been giving the Department and the FBI such checks for more than 

a decade. If not also defendant's counsel, the FBI certainly knows that for some 

months I gave checks to it weekly, without instructions and without any problem. 

There was absolutely no reason at all for defendant's counsel to have anything at 

all to say to me about the check he pretended to expect or even to think he did 

and there was absolutely no reason at all for him to expect a check. It is clear 

beyond question in the case record and he knows very well that I am not going to 

be party to his rewriting FOIA by participating in this discovery strategem. 

163. Based on my extensive experience with the FBI and a number of its 

counsel, I believe that Mr. Lesar would have been foolish and negligent if he were 

not concerned by so transparent and childish a pretext call the only possible 

purpose of which was to make this threat. 

164. I do not know what else defendant's counsel can do except deny that 

he made any threat. He can hardly admit it. 

165. It cannot be believed that defendant's counsel thinks that my counsel 

is not aware of the seriousness of sanctions, particularly contempt (or that I am) 

or that he had to inform my counsel, or that my counsel had not amply and 

emphatically informed me or that any counsel would not have. It cannot be believed 

that defendant's counsel thinks that my counsel and I were not fully aware of the 

path he was taking in demanding discovery and where it could lead and what it meant. 

There was absolutely no reason at all for him to initiate any conversation along 
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any such lines. The case record is clear on my position. 

166. What Mr. Lesar told me about what defendant's counsel said in the 

sanctions part of his call is not as is represented in this Reply. It consisted 

of emphasis on the seriousness of contempt (of which Mr. Lesar did not need to be 

told), without any other sanction or possible sanction being mentioned. (I was not 

aware that any other sanction is possible and from the first I have presumed that 

defendant's counsel was aiming at contempt.) When Mr. Lesar phoned me after this 

pretext call, he did not tell me that any other sanction was mentioned by defendant's 

counsel, only contempt. All I asked Mr. Lesar about this is whether I would be 

entitled to bail because my health makes even temporary jailing a considerable 

danger for me. He told me that usually this is the case and that usually a motion 

has to be made first. 

167. Defendant's counsel's account is so vague and evasive it did not even 

include the fact that he made the call, not Mr. Lesar. He refers only to a 

"conversation," which could have been in person or on Mr. Lesar's initiative. 

Missing also is any suggestion of any reason for defendant's counsel to phone Mr. 

Lesar, and if he had any reason other than to make a threat he could deny, he 

certainly could state it and ought not withhold it in making a denial. He makes 

passing mention of the Caire matter here (addressed further below), but he would 

not have called Mr. Lesar about that and he does not say he did. He not only does 

not explain why he had any occasion to phone Mr. Lesar, his own account suggests 

he could have had no purpose other than making this threat without witnesses. I 

can think of no other purpose. 

168. Defendant's counsel does not give an honest, straightforward account 

of his own prior submission in his footnote 2. However, even if it were completely 

fair and completely true, as it is not, it is not relevant to the purpose for 
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which he appended it, to indicate that not only did he not make the threat but that 

no purpose would have been served by it. This footnote reads, "As noted in 

defendant's memorandum in support of its dimissal motion (see footnote 1 of that 

memorandum), the FBI decided to seek only dismissal as a sanction ..." (emphasis 

added) However, the date of this short (six pages) memorandum is six days after 

his threat failed and my counsel let him know that I am not afraid of a contempt 

citation. So, his footnote is entirely self-serving, and because it is of later 

date and is not relevant to whether, as of the time of the threat, he could have 

no motive or purpose in making the threat. If there is relevance, then it is that 

once he learned that his threat failed, he had to make good on it or shift his 

ground. If he made good on it he knew very well that this unprecedented move in an 

FOIA lawsuit would go up on appeal right at the time Congress is considering 

amending the Act. There is no reason of which I know for the Congress to believe 

him and/or the FBI when they represent that the Congress did not place the burden 

of proof on the government or that the Congress did place the burden of proof on 

the plaintiff. Bearing on this is his refusal to brief the question, which he has 

not done. Bearing on his and/or the FBI's awareness of the fact that this could 

be politically unwise at the time of his call, today and for the immediate future, 

is his and/or the FBI's fear of an immediate appeal, witness his and the FBI's 

strong opposition to my taking this appeal. If for a moment they believed discovery 

against a plaintiff is appropriate and visualized in FOIA and that the appeals 

court would agree, they have every interest in rushing an appeal and getting that 

kind of a decision. Thus, charging me with contempt can be seen as contrary to the 

FBI's interest and that he would threaten it without daring to do it. His making 

such a threat during a pretext call six days before he filed his motion let him 

know that if he asked for a contempt citation he and the FBI were on the way to the 
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appeals court on the question of discovery and with it the question of their 

truthfulness. It also gave them six days to take a different course, which is 

precisely what they did. 

169. However, that, the FBI "decided to seek only dismissal" (emphasis 

added), which he here represents, is not what his own cited Memorandum states. It 

does not state that the FBI will not seek a contempt citation and in fact reserves 

the right to seek any sanction. It states first that "defendant does not seek a 

contempt citation against him," meaning as of then and not referring to any future 

time. It then states, "Nor does defendant presently seek any other sanctions ..." 

This says nothing at all about the future and is not at all the same as representing 

an irrevocable FBI decision "to seek only dismissal as a sanction." If he had 

meant that forever there would not be any consideration of any other sanction, no 

purpose was served by including "presently" with regard to seeking any sanction. 

To state that as of May 18, 1983, the FBI "does not" seek a contempt citation 

certainly does not state that the FBI had decided that it never would. 

170. FBI counsel denies that he scoffed at my health problems. On this he 

provides credible proof of what is true. He took my counsel's statement pertaining 

to my health problems and inserted a word my counsel did not use, "alleged." He 

proves he did not "scoff at Weisberg's health problems" making it read "nor did he 

‘scoff at Weisberg's (alleged) health problems.'" 

171. I took the threat and the possibility (if not probability) of a 

contempt citation seriously and began immediately to make preparations to defend 

myself. In the course of this I examined records I otherwise would never have 

thought of looking at and found some of the useful FBI records I then attached to 

my affidavits. 

172. Defendant's counsel‘also denies that in his call he refused absolutely 
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to provide any compliance ‘with regard to Ronnie Caire. What he says about this is 

"that the FBI had problems ... and would have to interpose objections ..."" and 

nothing else at all. He does not indicate the nature of any of these alleged 

"problems." The reason is, obvious: there is no legitimate problem at all. This is 

apparent on reading the copies of the two Caire appeals that were attached hereto 

before defendant's counsel filed this Reply. In fact, before I began or had any 

reason to believe that I would be preparing this affidavit, I sent Mr. Lesar these 

appeals along with an explanation of their significance and Caire's. There was 

no reason at all for me to have searched for, sent him and explained only those two 

Caire appeals from two file drawers of appeals, given all the many existing 

compliance questions in this litigation, unless defendant's counsel had stated 

exactly what my Opposition represents he did. Also, there is nothing in defendant's 

counsel''s representation that makes the FBI's attitude toward the Caire matter any 

different than its attitude on any other compliance matter. It stonewalls them 

all but has not stated any other absolute refusal. 

173. Bearing on defendant's counsel's honesty and integrity and the 

dependability of his word to this Court is what he represents Mr. Lesar stated 

about this in my June 6, 1983, Opposition: "At no time did (defendant's) counsel 

indicate that if the defendant's objections were overruled by the Court the FBI 

would refuse to answer the objected to interrogatories, including those on Mr. 

Caire." 

174. There is a footnote at this point that has no visible relationship 

with this statement, is the usual propaganda and defamations, contains untruths 

and misrepresentations, and I address it separately below. (See paragraphs 178ff.) 

175. Although it takes time, checking defendant's counsel's quotations, 

references and citations is one of the surest ways of never digging a dry well. 
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He is absolutely safe in denying that he said that "if defendant's objections were 

overruled by the Court the FBI would refuse to answer the objected to interroga- 

tories, including those on Mr. Caire." This is because my Opposition neither says 

nor even suggests anything at all like this. It states only, and quite simply 

and straightforwardly (at the top of page 2), that "defendant's counsel stated 

that the FBI is not going to provide plaintiff with any information on Ronnie Caire." 

There is no relationship at all (save for Caire's name) between what defendant's 

counsel says my Opposition states and what it actually states. 

176. Meanwhile, he does not deny that he did say that "the FBI is not 

going to provide plaintiff with any information on Ronnie Caire," which is what 

my Opposition does say that he did say. And it has not, 13 years after it accepted 

my request and cashed my check and more than five years after I filed this 

litigation in which it is without question pertinent and when no exemption has 

been claimed for it. 

177. This kind of misrepresentation simply cannot be accidental. 

178. In his footnote to the Caire matter that makes no mention of Caire and 

is not related to the Caire matter in any way, defendant's counsel represents that 

the FBI was "responsive" in its answers to Interrogatories Nos. 32 and 33. Once 

again the FBI and its counsel ignore the affidavits I provided and they did not 

refute or even dispute. What I stated thus is entirely undisputed. 

179. On May 28, 1983, I executed an affidavit addressing the answers of 

both field offices. On June 6 my counsel filed copies with the Court and sent one 

to defendant's counsel personally. A few of the uncontested statements I made in 

it are: 

that the FBI's so-called “responsive" answers are evasive, are 
nonresponsive and are keyed to the FBI's misrepresentation of 
and refusal to search in compliance with my actual request 

(with details not quoted here); 
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"The second and third paragraphs of these Answers are based on the 
FBI's misrepresentation that my request is limited to what the 
FBI chooses to regard as its "Kennedy assassination files.'" 
(again with full details following in my affidavit); 

that the FBI's supposedly complete and genuine search slips hold 
no reference to any ELSUR searches and that no ELSUR search 
slips were provided at any later time. (ELSUR or electronic 
surveillance is the subject of the interrogatory); 

that "In its claimed ELSUR searches the FBI represents that the 
only persons involved in the investigation of the assassination 
are the two Oswalds, Jack Ruby ... the FBI's case agent, James 
P. Hosty, Jr., and. George DeMohrenschildt; and the only 
organization involved in the assassination investigation was 
the President's Commission. It knows better." (The Hosty 
search slip was entirely blank); 

“Who did the alleged ELSUR searchings is not stated and there is no 
attestation from anyone who claims to have requested or made the 
searches. Instead, there are the entirely meaningless attesta- 
tions by FBIHQ SAs Willis A. Newton and John N. Phillips (who 
neither have nor claim any knowledge and who did not and could 
not have made the Dallas searches) that 'the answers are true 
and correct’ and the additional attestation of the Dallas SA 
who states that the alleged ELSUR searches were made under his 
‘direction.’ (I can claim that I ‘directed’ the Metropolitan 
Opera because I waved my arms to its music.);" 

and I noted the existence of known and acknowledged ELSURs not accounted for by the 

FBI in any any in this litigation. 

180. With regard to the New Orleans answers, I pointed out that they 

“are sworn to by the same FBIHQ SAs who neither claim nor have 
personal knowledge;" 

that there still are no New Orleans ELSUR search slips provided; 
"As I have stated earlier, it is false to represent that there are 

no ELSUR records pertaining to any of the persons he lists 
because there are wiretap and bugging records on and about Jim 
Garrison, whether or not on me... This has already been 
disclosed officially. A large volume of transcripts were 
released in connection with the Department's effort to convict 
Garrison of a crime (he was acquitted) and it was also 
disclosed to me in another case in which SA Phillips is 
supervisor;" 

I next stated that the New Orleans SA, Clifford Anderson, who signed the Answers 

was also the case agent in the litigation in which those records were disclosed to 

me and thus should have known that his attestation was false: 
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"Anderson is careful not to include my name among those he claims 
to have searched... Thus he admits that he did not have any 
ELSUR search made to determine whether or not I appear in any 
ELSUR records." 

I next state that in neither Dallas nor New Orleans was any search made regarding 

me, although I am the subject of Interrogatory ‘33: 

"My prior affidavits are quite explicit in stating that I used 
Jim Garrison's phones that were tapped, that he phoned me 
using those phones, and that I also used other phones that 
were used" 

in this anti-Garrison operation. 

181. This is only part of many pages of entirely undisputed description of 

what defendant's counsel, while taking his customary prejudicial and less than 

honest cracks at me, unashamedly refers to as “responsive answers" and he holds up 

as models of responsiveness. 

182. That defendant's counsel has knowledge of what I stated in my quoted 

May 28 affidavit does not rest on the presumption that he is familiar with the 

case record. It is one of the six affidavits that he claims prove I am a rejuvenated 

youth in perfect health, referred to at the beginning of this affidavit. 

183. He states (top of unnumbered page 3) that "there is no truth to 

plaintiff's rather confusing claim that the defendant has not previously 'asserted 

that the plaintiff had not provided documents and facts to support his claims, (but 

rather) simply sought to require him to produce a definitive list or compilation 

of those he relies upon to challenge the adequacy of the search." What " his 

claim$ avr is not stated. It is not indicated. It is not even suggested. The 

previous reference is to the threat against me and clearly "this claim" cannot 

relate to that. 

184. Whatever this may (or may not) be, it is followed by "As the defendant 

has demonstrated before, 3/ the procedural history of these cases establish (sic) 

. 
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that the defendant has attempted repeatedly to get plaintiff to articulate all the 

factual bases for all his complaints ..." 

185. I am familiar with the FBI's attestations in this litigation and I 

believe I have proven they, often are not truthful and have other major flaws and 

that the FBI has never once refuted me and on only a few occasions has even made 

unsuccessful efforts. So I got interested in seeing just exactly how this or 

anything else that depends on FBI evidence was "demonstrated." The footnote cites 

"Defendant's Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for a Protective Order." Once again, 

no page given. 

186. Still again, checking out defendant's counsel is rewarding. The first 

thing I discovered, on the very first page of his own cited Opposition, is that as 

of not later than the date of its filing, January 19, 1983, defendant's counsel was 

well aware of other of my objections to his discovery than he (after that date) 

represented to the Court, as I had attested. On its first page he refers to three 

of the others. One of these that he and the FBI since then have ignored is that 

“there is no need for the FBI to seek discovery from plaintiff on the search issue." 

(If this igs not true, I do not understand why, instead of all its horsing around, 

the FBI has not filed a rebuttal affidavit attesting that it does need discovery 

and what information it needs to make the searches it has not made.) 

187. This checking also discloses defendant's counsel's affection for words 

like "demonstrate." He uses it over and over again where he cannot and does not 

cite any evidence because it does not exist. What he refers to in his footnote 3 

is almost word for word identical with his language to which his footnote is 

attached. It is not proof and is not factual: "as will be demonstrated below, 

the history of these cases demonstrates that the defendant has consistently 

endeavored to get the plaintiff to articulate precisely the bases for his complaints 
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about the adequacy of the FBI's search so that it could resolve his complaints." 

188. In passing I note that one of my "complaints," repeated over and over 

again, is that the FBI had never searched to comply with my actual requests. I 

believe that it is required to do this. It also has never attested to searching 

to comply with my actual requests. I believe it now is required to do this, too. 

I believe also that this is a very basic "complaint" in FOIA litigation. It 

certainly has been "articulated" often enough, under oath and subject to the 

penalties of perjury. So I cannot but wonder, simple an affidavit as it would 

require, why the FBI just has not answered that one "complaint" properly - after 

all, it does allege that I am denying it the right to defend itself - by providing 

two simple attestations, one from Dallas and one from New Orleans. Each could 

state exactly the same thing, that the person attesting read, understood and by 

means of the searches described complied with the requests I filed, repeating the 

language of my requests of each office and stating that all pertinent records 

located were processed for disclosure. Why defendant's counsel, expert on the law 

that he is, has not thought of this kind of simple solution and saved himself much 

work I also do not see. 

189. From his self-quotation we have defendant's counsel stating as far 

back as January exactly, almost word for word, what he now states, that I just keep 

on refusing to "articulate" all my "complaints." This, he Says, is what on January 

19th he "demonstrated." Unfortunately, free as he sometimes is with footnotes and 

their content, he was stingy here on January 19 and has none. So he does not state 

here or tell me how to look where before, earlier, he "demonstrated" that from the 

beginning in this litigation he has failed in this alleged effort. This means two 

things: a) he tried to get me to and b) I refused to "articulate."' All without 

citations to the case record. 
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190. However, later there is a caption, "Procedural History of These 

Consolidated Cases." It goes on for several pages about my appeals and, not 

surprisingly, it states the exact opposite of not having been able to get me to 

"articulate." It states that on June 16, 1980, "the former Director of OPIA, 

Quinlan J. Shea, informed plaintiff's counsel that his office had completed the 

preliminary work with respect to the administrative appeals and solicited input 

from plaintiff concerning the scope of these appeals. Having obtained such input 
  

from Mr. Weisberg," the Department made its decision. (emphasis added) And I have 

been contesting that "decision," which ignores almost all my appeals, ever since. 

191. Here defendant's counsel himself gives the lie to his oft-repeated 

pretext that the FBI has not been able to get me to articulate my complaints. The 

FBI and its counsel just do not like them and do not want to face them. He knows 

very well that I did exactly what he keeps telling this Court I did not do. The 

defendant did get, his word, "such input" from me. And so there can be no question 

about what the "input" refers to, the words preceding it are, "solicited input from 

plaintiff concerning the scope of the appeals." 

192. Reflecting the FBI's intent to persist in misrepresenting and not 

searching or complying with my actual requests is defendant's counsel's reference 

to the late George DeMohrenschildt as "tangential" to my request. He knows very 

well that this is not true, but he must insist that it is not to expose his own 

client. My requests are specific in stating that they include "all records on or 

pertaining to persons and organizations who figured in the investigation into 

President Kennedy's murder..." 

193. George DeMohrenschildt was such a person as the FBI knows very well. 

Indubitably he "figured" in the investigation, quite extensively, and my request is 

for "all records on or pertaining to" him and other such persons. It simply is not 
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possible for any DeMohrenschildt record to be "tangential" to this request. An 

exemption might be claimed for some, but that has nothing to do with pertinence. 

194. On the same point, the Oswald case agent, James P. Hosty, Jr., the 

one pertaining to whom the "exhaustive" FBI search is still represented by a 

completely blank search slip, also is allegedly tangential. This, no doubt, 

because he was an active part of the investigation by being a witness on several 

occasions, before the Warren Commission and the House assassinations committee, 

and in the FBI's own internal assassination investigations; no doubt because he is 

among those disciplined by the FBI over alleged failings; no doubt because he is in 

its files on the investigation extensively; no doubt because of his personal 

involvement in several scandals that seriously embarrassed the FBI when "leaked" 

to the press years later. (This includes his admitted personal destruction of an 

Oswald pre-assassination written threat to bomb the offices of the FBI, which there- 

after insisted that it never told the Dallas police about him before the 

assassination because it had no reason to believe he had any tendency toward 

violence. Despite the FBI's knowledge of Oswald's threat, in advance of Hosty's 

1964 Commission testimony, the FBI warned Hosty not to volunteer anything in his 

testimony before the Commission - from which the FBI had withheld all knowledge of 

this Oswald threat to do violence.) 

195. Also allegedly "tangential" to my requests is another of defendant's 

counsel's misrepresentations here, under what he refers to as the "procedural 

history." It is that Gordon Novel is “an individual who plaintiff thought figured 

in the Bureau's investigation of the assassination." (emphasis added) (One of the 

Watergate exposures is that this Novel was to have erased President Nixon's tapes 

for Charles Colson by electronic bombardment of the White House.) This includes an 

additional misrepresentation by defendant's counsel, that my New Orleans request 
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is limited to the FBI's investigation. It also includes the Garrison investigation. 

Novel was one of the more sensational aspects of the Garrison investigation. He 

began working for it, in his account, and wound up being charged as a fugitive 

from it. During the time Garrison sought to have him extradited, the FBI obtained 

Garrison's military medical records from the federal records center - no other 

agency is known to have obtained them - and they were almost immediately leaked, 

to one of the FBI's favorite recipients of leaks, the Chicago Tribune, and to 

Novel's lawyer. Without doubt, Novel figured extensively in the Garrison investi- 

gation, the FBI knows this, and he is anything but "tangential." 

196. Defendant's counsel ‘offers no basis for his opinion that I merely 

:thought," by inference incorrectly, that Novel "figured in the Bureau's investiga- 

tion." I do not think this - I know it, as the FBI also does. Novel figures quite 

extensively in the FBI's main assassination files, and not only in New Orleans. 

He also figures in it as the New Orleans FBI's symbol informer (PCI), a relationship 

it ended as soon as Novel told it he also was working for Garrison. Thereafter, 

however, while he was a fugitive, the FBI accepted many phone calls from him from 

all over the country. He is one fugitive it made no effort to apprehend and deliver 

to local authorities. 

197. If the FBI did not pretend, knowing better, as it does, that Novel is 

"tangential," it would, in effect, admit misrepresenting my request. In Novel's 

case, this would also require disclosure of its 137 classification file on him and 

its informer-contact form reports. These as well as records reflecting who leaked 

those Garrison military medical records can be quite embarrassing to the FBI. 

198. As I continued to examine defendant's counsel's January submission 

he cites in his footnote, looking for the cited evidence that is not there, I did 

notice that he departed from the FBI's tricky language and punctuation with regard 
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to the "critics" search directed by the Associate Attorney General. Whether in- 

voluntarily or carelessly, he told the truth the FBI skirted in its attestation, 

that as he stated the FBI was to "search under all topics" mentioned by the AAG. 

This is what I attested the FBI said it did, instead of what it was supposed to 

do, knowing very well, as the appeals office also knew, that the FBI does not file 

by topic and cannot retrieve by topic. (The AAG did not mention any "topics.") 

There is little doubt that I "articulated" this complaint repeatedly and under oath, 

including after defendant's counsel admitted that its search was by topic, which 

Means no search at all. (That no search at all was made is indicated by the 

absence of any search slips related to "topics" when the FBI has attested to 

providing all the original records of all searches.) 

199. Without ever "demonstrating" how I had not "articulated" my "complaints" 

and citing only instances in which I had, repeatedly, sometimes strongly, and even 

acknowledging all my "input" relating to searches, defendant's counsel's January 

1983 account then skips to March 2, 1982, when the FBI proposed resolving this 

litigation, still without making the required initial searches, by "a sample 'Vaughn 

index.'" It is acknowledged that my Opposition included "that the defendant had 

failed to act on his administrative appeals which had questioned, inter alia, the 

adequacy of the FBI's search." It then is represented that a couple of specific 

illustrations provided by my counsel "failed to detail" my complaints. This does 

not mean that I had not already made them, as I had. (It even admitted that my 

counsel mentioned only "what he termed were 'examples.'") 

200. In short, checking the source cited by defendant's counsel discloses 

many matters of other pertinence, including the fact that defendant and defendant's 

counsel correctly understood my requests to include persons who “figured in the 

Bureau's investigation of the assassination." However, what defendant's Reply 
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cites states the exact opposite of what the Reply claims it states. It does not 

"demonstrate" that I had not “articulated" my “complaints" but it does "demonstrate" 

that I did precisely that. It acknowledges all my “input" pertaining to searches. 

It admits, without so intending, that my requests were correctly understood to 

include all persons who figures in the investigations and then discloses that the 

FBI pretends those persons are "tangential" and that those searches were not made. 

It discloses, exactly as without refutation I had attested, that the FBI, if it 

made any search for the "critics" at all - and the evidence is contrary to its 

attestations - it made only a phony topical search, phony because it knows it does 

not file and cannot retrieve by topics. This cited source really "demonstrates" 

that it is the FBI that has not "articulated" anything at all in response to my 

"complaints," which it does establish that I did make and that the FBI and its 

counsel know I made. 

201. There is particular significance in the above-quoted recognition by 

defendant's counsel of the fact that my requests include persons who "figured in 

the Bureau's investigation of the assassination." This significance is that the 

FBI neither made nor claims to have made any such search. Moreover, as it pertains 

to discovery, this is absolute proof that the FBI - and its counsel, whose words I 

quote ~- correctly understood that part of my request and that they require no 

discovery from me to make the search that the FBI and its counsel a) know it did 

not make and b) know is required to comply with my request. 

202. The Reply continues with additional representation of what its own 

cited (in footnote 3) source proves the FBI and its counsel know is not true. 

Defendant's counsel states on his own authority (he cites no evidence and the FBI 

has not provided any such evidence) that "plaintiff, on the other hand, has 

repeatedly attempted to avoid such an articulation, preferring instead to reveal 
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his complaints and their alleged factual underpinnings in an ever-expanding 

piecemeal fashion." 

203. What he refers to as the "alleged" factual underpinning of my appeals 

and affidavits (he made no reference to these affidavits in his January submission 

quoted above) is almost without exception the FBI's own records. I do not agree 

with his low opinion and deprecation of them. 

204. Having acknowledged his understanding that my requests include all 

persons who figured in the investigations, he reveals that in stating that I either 

"expanded" on my requests or that I made them "piecemeal" he states what he knows 

is not true. It is not possible 'to expand on a request for "all." My requests are 

and he understands them to be all-inclusive. 

205. My affidavits contain no new requests. They merely attest in 

refutation to the FBI's misrepresentations and untruths with regard to searches, 

my requests and the information I had already provided on appeal. 

206. He here cites as a supposed "example" of my allegedly "ever-expanding" 

request, my counsel's reference to "JUNE" files. He alleges that I had not stated 

this earlier, that it was not until "when he was finally forced to" under Local 

Rule 1-9(h) that "plaintiff cited the FBI's alleged failure to include 'June' 

files within its search." This does not conform with the facts and with the case 

record. 

207. "JUNE" is an internal FBI code word for surveillances. My appeals 

include many pertaining to surveillances and my affidavits refer to them. My use 

of the word "JUNE" in what he cites, an appeal, was merely to inform Mr. Shea that 

the FBI itself had used this designation on records not provided. "JUNE" records 

were filed separately. They can embarrass the FBI. 

208. In supposed support of his claim that I expanded my requests in my 
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affidavits he quotes out of context what I stated merely to show that I had made 

the appeals earlier, my July 21, 1982, affidavit: "I note that in my March 4, 

1979 (administrative) appeal (Exhibit 3), I called attention to 'the existence of 

an undisclosed Dallas "Juné" file and noncompliance with regard to those records.'" 

(As I stated in that affidavit, I had just come across that particular appeal and 

attached it merely as an illustraticn of the very fact he misrepresents, to show 

that my raising questions about nonsearches and noncompliances relating to 

surveillances is in no sense new.) 

209. However he may try to contort and misrepresent, this is the exact 

opposite of "expanding" in 1983. ‘It is without possibility of question that as of 

March 4, 1979, at the latest, and I believe I had also done this much earlier, my 

appeals reported " noncompliance with regard to those (surveillance) records." 

There is no expansion in this and it is not "piecemeal" in 1979 or in 1983's 

reference to the 1979 record. 

210. He next quotes from my appeal to represent untruthfully that in it I 

admit continuous withholding of information from the FBI that it requires to be 

able to make any search. This is not true in either sense, that the FBI requires 

such information from me to make the searches or that I did not provide this 

information. My words he quoted are, "While I have additional identifying 

information I do not now (emphasis added) provide it for reasons stated in the 

enclosed appeal."' He does not quote from the enclosed appeal, which I did file 

at the very same time. It can be retrieved readily from the government's 

chronological filing of them to ascertain the reason I provided separately - in 

the event Mr. Shea showed this appeal to the FBI. Instead, he says what is untrue, 

as he would have known if he had asked his client, the FBI, from which he provides 

no attestation, "The defendant has no idea what other ‘appeal' plaintiff is 
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referencing here. Accordingly, it is impossible not only to respond to the reasons 

for plaintiff's non-disclosure of the so-called ‘additional identifying information, ' 

but also to the broader allegation that the FBI's search did not include all 'June' 

files." From beginning to end, this is his fabrication and that, I believe, is why 

he provided no FBI attestation. 

211. I do not have to check to know my reasons. The FBI has a long history 

of noncompliance and stonewalling in my cases. It also has a history of, when 

compelled, disclosing only what I identify, not what it has that is pertinent. 

This matter also turned out exactly that way when I provided that information to 

Mr. Shea. The FBI withheld - and continues to withholi - all such information I 

did not identify to Mr. Shea. I hoped it would be required to meke the search 

it still has not made and still has not attested to making, for all that 

surveillance information. 

212. I believe it would be informative and helpful to the Court if, to 

justify his language about "the broader allegation that the FBI's search did not 

include all 'June' files," defendant's counsel were to provide what still has not 

been provided, search slips requesting and reporting any "JUNE" searches or 

surveillance searches of any kind, including but not limited to the FBI's ELSUR 

records. (There are ELSUR indices, and no search of them is claimed or attested 

to.) 

213. When I filed that appeal in 1979, the FBI had already claimed full 

compliance - more than a year and a half before the Dallas office made its first 

searches, according to its attestedly complete search slips - and they include 

nothing at all about any ELSUR, “JUNE" or any other surveillance index search. 

October 15, 1980, is the earliest date on any Dallas search slip - in response 

to my 1977 request. 
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214. One of the many examples in this litigation of the FBI's deliberate 

withholding of what it knew is relevant is its claim to compliance without 

providing its main files on the so-called "star witness," Marine Oswald, wife of 

the accused assassin. Thus it actually pretended that she did not even "figure in" 

its investigation. Another convenient example, and it is still incomplete, is 

included in a Phillips attestation to what was ultimately provided. My recollection 

is that the number of files provided in his attestation is at least three times the 

number of those disclosed when compliance was first claimed. 

215. With regard to Marina Oswald, the appeals office required the FBI to 

disclose its records on her. Pretending complete compliance, the FBI then provided 

a main file on her, its "subversive" file. However, I knew of the FBI's electronic 

surveillances on her because, although the FBI had made spurious claims to 

exemption to obliterate it from records it disclosed to me in this litigation, 

it in fact did disclose its electronic surveillances of her outside this litigation. 

216. Bearing on my reluctance to let the FBI know exactly what I know is 

what it did in this litigation to hide the fact of its electronic surveillances 

on her, apparently without realizing it had already disclosed existence of these 

surveillances. 

217. When the House assassinations committee was established, FBIHQ asked 

its field offices to provide an inventory of their holdings of main assassination 

files only. The Dallas response was extensively obliterated and fictitious claim 

to exemption was made to hide its inclusion of these electronic surveillance (or 

"June"-type) files on Marina Oswald. As FBI counsel should know, I have provided 

both versions, the excised and the unexcised, which are attached to my affidavits 

in which I also attested to what follows. 

218. New Orleans still has not provided its inventory, which it elected 
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not to file in any of the main files to which its restricted compliance with my 

requests. It has such an inventory. 

219. After I identified these files to Mr. Shea, he compelled their 

disclosure. It is that simple, the case record reflects it and defendant's counsel 

is aware of it, contrary to his histrionics and misrepresentations. This also is 

stated in my earlier - unrefuted ~ affidavits. 

220. But bearing on the phoniness of the Dallas search and later 

"compliance" from it is the fact that on the Marina Oswald search slip the 

identification of the bugging file is obliterated, even after I knew it (66-1313A), 

as I have also attested in this litigation without contradiction. Withholding 

that, under fictitious claim to exemption - as I have also attested without 

refutation - clearly had as its real purpose hiding the fact that the FBI neither 

got nor requested permission to bug her, and bugging required criminal activity on 

its part, breaking and entering. 

221. Also bearing on the FBI's intention not to comply is the fact that 

the one Marina Oswald record noted as destroyed on this search slip was not 

destroyed until after Dallas received my request. Other records noted as sent to 

FBIHQ as pertinent were not provided then. If they had been they would have 

established, for example, that George DeMohrenschildt is not "tangential" and the 

existence of the withheld "subversive" (105) file on him. 

222. Meanwhile, pertaining to the FBI's failure to "articulate" in 

response to my appeals and affidavits, it continues to refuse to make any genuine 

ELSUR, "June" or electronic surveillance searches. The fact is that it remains 

totally silent, save for diatribes by counsel, after I provided such evidence as 

the published statement by Arthur Schlesinger (who had been in the Kennedy and 

Johnson White House and was close to Robert Kennedy) that Attorney General Kennedy 
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had authorized such surveillances, in the plural. I also noted that, as with 

bugging Marina Oswald, the FBI conducted unauthorized surveillances. 

223. Contrary to the FBI counsel's unsupported representations - I emphasize 

the FBI has not sworn to anything about this and still has not provided any 

evidence in refutation - it is obvious that the FBI requires no discovery from 

me to make these and any other such searches. It still had not made them after I 

provided the Schlesinger and other unrefuted evidence of the existence of other 

electronic surveillance records, in both field offices. 

224. On his part, FBI counsel elected not to use as an "example" my 

attestation to the existence of electronic surveillance records on Jim Garrison, 

disclosed to me in other litigation in which FBI SAs Phillips and Anderson are 

FBI supervisors and disclosed as part of an unsuccessful effort to put Jim Garrison 

in jail. 

225. These and countless other similar matters support my attestation that 

the FBI requires no discovery from me to make these unmade searches. They reflect 

what I also attested to, without denial of any kind, that the FBI ignores and on 

the basis of its record would continue to ignore any information I might provide 

under discovery. The case record makes it clear that there is no end to FBI 

subterfuges, pretexts, evasions, stonewalling and false representations. 

226. How Phillips could have missed my earlier disclosure of my knowledge 

of the electronic surveillance of Marina Oswald I do not know (if he did miss it) 

because before the withholding of these Dallas surveillance records I used some 

of those records as exhibits in another case in which he is the FBI's supervisor. 

227. FBI counsel's completely unfactual and entirely misrepresentative and 

deceptive statements about "JUNE" matters concludes, "And this allegation about 

‘June' files is typical of Mr. Weisberg's other complaints about the FBI's search." 
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In ways other than he intended, for once he is correct. My unrefuted allegations 

and their attached documentation, not FBI counsel's misrepresentation of them, do 

establish that the FBI did not intend such searches, still has not made them and 

requires no discovery from’ me to make them now. 

228. For all the world as though I had ‘not provided all that "input" of 

which he personally informed this Court on January 19 of this year, for all the 

world as though I had not provided all those affidavits of which he complains 

without refuting them, FBI counsel appends this footnote to my quotation of him 

in the preceding paragraph: 

"The lack of specificity underlying plaintiff's 'June' file (sic) 
allegation (sic), as well as his other allegations about the 
adequacy (sic) of the FBI's search (sic), belies Mr. Weisberg's 
newly devised claim (sic) that he has ‘repetitively provided the 
defendant with both facts and documents precisely articulating 
(and documenting) his claims regarding the FBI's failure to 
conduct a proper search." 

229. To FBI counsel's knowledge, there is not a s!ngle factually correct 

statement in this footnote, save for the fact that I do and from the outset have 

alleged "the FBI's failure to conduct a proper search." (Nor has he provided 

attestation to any.) In each and every instance, as the unrefuted case record 

reflects redundantly, the truth is the exact opposite of his representation. 

Bearing on his intent as well as his knowledge is his own January 19, 1983, 

statement that I had been asked and had provided exactly what he here and elsewhere 

claims I refuse to provide. 

230. His complaint about my alleged lack of specificity is based on his 

own fabrication, as I show above, that I withheld the very Marina Oswald electronic 

surveillance information I provided. How he managed to fix upon the one instance 

in which the FBI complied, albeit not voluntarily but in response to the proof I 

provided Mr. Shea, I do not know, but he did. He has not complained that I have 
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been inaccurate in this. If he wants to add that to his complaints, because I 

was specific, he can use as another "example" the withheld information that I did 

provide, the number identification of the Dallas bugging file on Marine Oswald. 

I state it is 66-1313A, even though I know that the FBI's file classification 66 

means "Administrative Matters" and neither breaking-and-entering nor bugging, 

which requires this, seems to be an “administrative matter." I was specific in 

this, although he represents I was not, and I have been, to the degree possible, 

in all those many matters he and the FBI entirely ignore when they do not 

misrepresent. If I am incorrect in this specificity (which he calls a lack of 

specificity), it is a simple matter for him and the FBI to provide the unexcised 

records and show it. If there was no Garrison surveillance disclosure to me in 

the case in which both Anderson and Phillips are supervisors, they can attest to 

that - and, of course, risk my producing what I state was provided. If there was 

no disclosure of extensive electronic surveillance of Garrison, attestation to 

that likewise is simple, but it, too, entails the same risk, that I will produce 

proof. 

231. His fabrication that I lack specificity, which he refutes in his own 

citation of his own January submission, also is refuted by my many affidavits he 

has elected to ignore. If there is one thing that is beyond question about what 

he calls my "complaints," it is that they are specific ~ and documented. Knowing 

the truth but wanting to allege otherwise, he seized on a bad example and then, 

without any checking at all, on his own authority, was totally untruthful about it 

to this Court, as I show above. 

232. With regard to my insertions of "(sic)" above, it is not true to 

state, as he does, that there is but a single "JUNE" file; it is not true that I 

made only a single “allegation" of this; it is not true that I have ever referred 
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to the FBI's (non)search as in any way “adequate;" and it is not true that any of this is "newly devised" or in any way new. All that is new is this particular version of his misrepresentations. 

233. The Reply contludes by referring to my allegedly “conclusory claims," without citation of any one, and with as large an untruth as is possible when the question is of searches to comply with my requests in this litigation: 
"Notwithstanding Mr. Weisberg's conclusory claims, there is absolutely no evidence in these cases that indicates that a further search is warranted." This is followed immediately by what FBI counsel States on his own authority, without Citation of any evidence (which is impossible because he knows he has not adduced it and that it does not and cannot exist), "Moreover, the defendant would be able to demonstrate beyond any question that its original search was adequate if only plaintiff would comply with the Court (sic) discovery orders." 

234. The deliberate total dishonesty of these representations is more than merely established by my undisputed affidavits, some of which he referred to. Of the many illustrations, I select a basic one. I have attested - over and over 
again - that the FBI has hever made any search to comply with my actual requests. It_ has not denied this. It has not even pretended to produce any evidence that it has made those searches or that I am in error. As I state above, it Cannot 
because it has already sworn to this and given me its records which are explicit on it and neither can be refuted. So, it is as large and deliberate an untruth as possible to represent that on this one of many basic and entirely undenied points, "there is absolutely no evidence in these cases that indicates any further search is warranted." Because searches to respond to my requests have never been made 
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be refuted, there is an abundance of evidence - and it is the only evidence - 
  

that those searches have never been made. There is no other reason for the FBI 

not to make any effort to refute my attestations. Because these are the unrefuted 

facts in the case record, its only evidence on this point, it is obviously and 

deliberately false to represent either that these required searches have not been 

made only because I have not provided what is demanded on discovery or that if I_ 

provided anything at all - "if only plaintiff would comply with the Court (sic) 

discovery orders" ~ it is within human possibility that "the defendant would be 

able to demonstrate beyond any question that its original search was adequate." 

235. Literally - and I emphasize on his own authority because he has not 

adduced any evidence pertaining to this at all - FBI counsel actually represents 

that he would prove the "adequacy" of a "search" neither made nor even claimed to 

have been made - in response to requests of 1977. 

236. I have addressed each and every allegation in this Reply and to the 

best of my recollection all in the other submissions. I have done this at some 

length for a number of reasons, including to reflect their true character. I have 

extensive experience with the FBI's submissions in FOIA litigation and with its 

other records, coming from my study of almost two decades of an enormous number of 

its records and considerable experience in FOIA requests, appeals and litigation. 

In all this extensive experience, I do not recall as close an approximation of 

totality in untruthfulness as I document in the preceding paragraphs of this 

affidavit. 

  

HAROLD WEISBERG / 
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FREDERICK COUNTY, MARYLAND 

Before me this 6th day of July 1983 Deponent Harold Weisberg has appeared 

and signed this affidavit, first having sworn that the statements made therein 

are true. 5 

My commission expires July 1, 1986 

eis Westberg 
NOTARY PUBLIC IN AND FOR 

FREDERICK COUNTY, MARYLAND 
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C.A. 78-0322/78-0420 

Carre Consolidated 

Exhibit 6 

To Wain shea fros Harold Welaberg re 1970 FOLA request re 1/95/74 
iguule Caire 

Attuched te a copy of the worksheet (4) covering Voluse 6 of Kew Urleans VAI 
file U6). Sersal ‘720 te an YD 3O2 rwlating to Raywong Caire, aca Ronnie. 

Rhile ] believe you might be iaterented in koowlug why I made an PULA ruqueet 
relatiiug to Rim and any daterviews of him in Vy¥70, which inolude Oswald's having ts. 

aaked hin for a job, 1 do not now take the thus for this. . 
1% de my y coidection thet 1 was GOapwllet to enmcute a wH1!O Lore culo swan du 

& emall check afte: which I wax toid no records. | 
thie may uot be included in the list I sent You office goaw tle heck when I told 

you tho list of enmet reyuesta might be inoomplete, 

I am clear that 1 received notizing. It 1s easy for me to check my Caire file, as 
4 have done. It is not as easy for me to check my file of requests. 

It now appears that both YULHY and th. N.0. efrice hed Cxire reforéa I aid not 
Pecelve and thi. wy check waa ousinde 

While I don't like, aothing eypped, even if the sums ere omall and this vas aot 
the only ons, 1 do mint/being denied my rights under the Act and vbat deapite yoar 
recent testimony 1 rvgard as with dvikberatensen. 

There ehould be no doubt that if thie record alone reached FALN. it was dadexed 
anc should have turnedup after the most cursory esearch. 

1 am in a position to moure you there wae a New Orleans JFK assassination 
indea {mot only that still wi.tuheld from Dalles) and I will be sending you copies of 
New Orleana recoria Andieating even a eubject index. 

My reeolleotion is not dependable because Y may be confuming hin with a vickia of 
a herricane but I geem to recall that Catre died. Im any event, what interested me in 
Bin in 1970 wtill interests me and I would lixe to have all the Calre recerda in a 
single wit, please. After ali, thie is why I filed an FOLA sequent. 

If the Piil's records do vot show Ain sod a dubious semcciate using the addvess 
of a former & BAC the records are not complete, 

spt [Lloun duardl Ebel 
ol-70, pou!» 
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~ 77.0322 74-0820 
C.a-7 Cankel; doved 

EGXHIAB/T ”) 

To Quin Shea from the ole Wetsberg, Je agnassination records appeals 6/14/79 Honnie Cnire resect = Mow Orleans void Dalla... Piold Offices 
Hlewri tine and missnderpretdnge: my requests in order not to comply 
hy PA request; fonperprint not Oswald's on his literature request 

All records relatin,: to my PA requets should have been provided in compliance 

With U4 by Polly raid all the field offices because the request was reponted to all, 

All records relating to Rome Caire should have been provided by both New Orleans 

and Dallas field offices, 

I know 1 have filed a Ronnie Caire appeal earlier. I have also appealed non— 

compliance. with my request relating to the fingerprint that was not Oswpid's that was 

on the Literates. he (uupposedly! Alone distrivutee whoo he pi¢keted the carrier Wasp 

right after his last return to New Orleans. 

This is early morning and I'm not checking my files, which are bein; reorganized, gna 0) 665- 

so there may be some repetition. This relates to 10. 5645=5 4 copies of which I will 

attach. The New Orleans file is 100-16601, Dallas 100-10461.° 

As the first record (one of many drafted by T.N.Goble, who 1 think was/a Russian 
_Sfalating dp Cmira ! 

expert) nukes clcur, (hore are "two basic réquosta" in his interprotation. He is ws 

explicit enough on the virst, "ALT information about" Ronnie Cudre. 

Given this clear understanding the Ful did not comply, respomtfing inatead to the 

substhtution 1 will quote, huyx not nef mding fv write all. 
a 

Goble states there is a reference to Caire in Bufiles. Therefore it is not provided 

and remains withheld. (there If Wine Than one | AA 4 / willsre« ) 

He is not explicit in stating bhat this reference is the 7/20/67 N.0. airtel. He 

implies it, says it was in N.0. 89-69, with a copy to Dallas for 89-43. So finding this 

record presented no problen. to the FBI. - . ° 

The record is described as a transcript of a Jim Garrison interview with one Carlés 

wxkamg Quiroga, who was also an FBI source. The reference is to one of the matters of 

interest to me, one of which I wrote long ago, and the single specific provided I pub- 

lished in 1967, so there is no pecrecys I had other interests in (aire related to my 

efforts to follow Oswald's New Orleans career. Oswald reportedly applied to him for a 

job. The FI supposedly checked all these applications out for the Commission 1 not 

also on its owm.



a New Urieans was "directed to review its file for all information about Ronnie 
(E) Caire." Lt therefore provided me with none. 

At the top of pago 2 it tarna out that Bufiles held more than & single reference, 
thut it held a Dallas report of information provgded to Dallas by New Orleans. That fWasren A Arusrys 

~ 
Dallas report was comoiled by a N.O. agent/detailoa to Dallas for the JFK investigation, 
His specialties should have made him aware of “aire's record in Cuban activities. 

£ hiy fingerprint request is newt referred to. I asked for the identification of 
the fingerprint, which is not exactly as Goble puts iter, 

The note added indicates that Yoble is among those who had at his fingertips all 
the Ful's rocords on me, those being esscntial in complying with FOLA, or had searches 
of the files made when ny requests were received by the BI. His version of these 
records, based on his selections of them, which are not relevant to the request but 
are relevant to poisonin;, the minds of all who read his note, includes what has never 
been provided and I've ap ealed frequently, FRI analyses of my books. 

—_—— Assuming that Goble did not carry all this information in his head there are 
Gobls.* ans gearches slips relating to IN» snot only searches for Dd. I believe that all are 

within my PA request and all are relevant to the FBI's JFK investigation, so I ask for 
these to be provided under my appeal. Why anyone in the FBI had to know anything about 
me, if they'd learn accurately from FRI files, is not related to the FBI's JFK infesti- | 
gation of to its responsibilities under FOIA, 

  Please note that while the concluding sentenoe saya the allegedly Bingle reference 
(, o “aire at FRIHQ has "no? direct connection with the assassination," this is irrelevant 

because my request was for all information and I was not asking for the identifioation 
of assassing, i , 

The notations added to 5646 are ille bles I would like a copy of this record on 
that phous tv be 

. tt which they can be read. One is of a nuwher 146. In the FRI'g filing syatem this number 
ie for the transportation of prison-made goods. There is also a file the number of which 
appears to begin with a 6 and to inclije several 58, which eliminates the FBIHQ assassi~ 
nation and Commission files. Other entries appear to refer to the dates of redorda. | t
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For DAG Kleindienst Richards Rolapp required that I provided a DJ-118 form and 

check, which I did, although the letter in which Ifmade the request is much more 

detailed than the space on the form pemnits. As you will see my letter gives considerable 

detail. When I filed the form I reminded the Department, under date of 9/28/70, of 

a number of prior information requete that were without any response. So the Depart 

ment was always aware of this. (Appeals in those days also went to the Department, as 

some of my requests did. It was all under the DaG. ) 

In initial response to the Bac the 8:me note is repeated. But this record, 5646, 

atatatemd beara a fairly large number of initials, including those of the Assistant 

Director in charge of domestic intelligence. anf FOIA request had to be directed to 

hin? Personally? (Naturally I ask again that those files be searched in compliance, ) 

Here the duplicate filing includes 140-7536 as best I can make it out and a dif- 

erent 62 file, 62-8°555. Because this Serial is from 105-82555 this can't be an 

error in noting files. 1 take it that both files relate to me and I thus aak for a 

good-faith search of both files. (140 is security of governpent employees. In 1970 

I was not a government employee and was not considering seeking government employment. 

State Department records I have quote the FBI as. saying it never conducted any such 

investigation of me. And again, I see no relevance under FOIA, But I do appeal these 

and similar withholdings. Is this case the FBI knew where to search because the record 

provides the file identification. 

In Serial 5647, th» response to the DAG, the same Yoble reflects my fingerprint 

questa accurately, not inaccurately as quoted above: "He aake for information as .to 

Whose fingerprint this was..." 

However, this honesty appears to have exhausted Goble's supply of it because in~ 

stead of responding to my request for all information about Caire he tells the DAG in 

the Director's name only that there is."no information that Yatre was interviewed by 

the' Ful concerning the assassinations." 

He next identifies an FBI record located in New Vricans but it is not attached nor 

was it provided to me, an omission that appears to have satisfied the DAG's understanding 
a



) 

” 

of his and the Department's an! the Kultg responsibilities under the Act. (Thie 1s 

essentially ro -vocret becuuse I published the Vatre-arcacha association in the 

Crusade to Pree Subs and included the information in my initial request.) 

In addressing, my having said thuit Oswald had Coire's office address "masked" 

in his addressbook the 1 states thay have no information on this. 

rom the nature of the FUl"s investigation of what it conaidered relevant to 

the assassination o! a President and from its investigation of the addressbook (4n 

which it initially "masked" if I may use this substitution for suppressed from the 
Os wads notso relat un Ae ‘ 

Commission pittge:(\losty entey) I can understand this, as I can underatand the FRI's 

failure to ask me for either clarification or inforustion. They had a safely dead. 

* lone assassin and their,own investigatory oversights to keep safely dead. However, 
Cu mashoug 

a4 was a simple devise: the side entrance, a.matter in which the FBI had the sane 

blind spot relating to Oswald's use of the 544 Vamp Street address, whicl has as a 

side entsance 531 (approm) Lafayette, which was the address of its former SAC Guy 

Banister, with whom David Ferrie and others were associated. 

Other records 1 have read reflect an apparent FBI bewLlderment over my statement 

but no inquiry. There ure a number ot other entriea like this in Oswald's addreasbook, 

none investigated by the Ful from any record I've seen. I took photographs of the 

non—addresses the tirst tine I was in New Orleans. ++ ap ears not to have interested 

the Ful that Oswald found a need to post non—addresses in his dddressbook. 

The FLT told the DAG that it inveytivated the mutter of the fingerprint not 

Oswald's on a leaflet Oswuld is supposed to have given out. The diligence of the 

FBI's investigation of any associatos Oswald had is reflected by the fact that with 

two cleur latents, neithcr of which wag 0. malags, "The two fingerprints were not compared 

with the fingerprints of any other individual." 

While one could conjecture and wonder, and conjecture and wonder might include 

such fears as identification of someone associated with the FRI or even CIA, one does 

not have to conjecture whether the FBI knew and did not identify another or other Oswald 

associates. For this I refer you to my {reid relating to the Doyle, “artin and TV films 

of Oswald in New Orleans. The FUT knew he had another associate or associates on not 

  Emcor - Be cote mee ae SOTTO pes owegegenenpree gts so ee oo pears (ene TNE eS GF oN EE EIS



fewor haan the  aecusconn, twe ot winch were recorded on film, The fingerprint is 

of th third, which in time is th. firste 

However, the Fil did not let it drop here. It aduwits it could make the bees pt oution 

but recom®.nds the my rm quent "be donied since infornation concerning these fingerprints 

is contained in investivatory files conpiled for law enfemcement purposes." ‘ 
by now you have waple FHI proef from me that its TK investigation was entirely 

Ore law enforceucnt purpose. Were this not the case there is no douft that this 
onder the amiuded Aef- 

W ithheld information is within my now requests (and this is my appeal from its denial. 

Thore is the additional and false basis that "This request might be denied on the 

grounds that it wus not contained an the formal request." I have previously quoted 

hip, Gobleys €ont ary understanding. The intent to contprt not to comply is obvious. 

("Regarding the second request made by Hr, Weisberg, which concerned the fingerprint 

A
S
 

on the leaflet" and "He asks for information as to whose fingerprint.s.") 

To the note thare is an gdditional defamation added, with a unique interpretation 

of tho Acts"In view of Weisberg's character, he akakdinmky should nat be given the 

information he requests, and there is legal ground for our position." The underlining 

was by hand. 

S
Y
 

There should be sone record of this intersfretation of the Act. I believe it is 

relevant and remains withhbeld, which I appeal. 

1 am well acqwiint d with an FUL that fabricates defamations about those it does 

not like or whose work it doey not like but an FBI that invents law is something I'd 

like to learn more about and Te in the historical record. 

Cerial Cfo’ 
The New Orleans sponse iu filed in two other files,62-81830 and rd 140-7536 

q 
or 7556. I appeal their withholding. I also note that as of Ostober ho, when I was of 

an age that would have permitted my retirement from the government, ther:: was no basia 

for including me in a government employee security investigation file. This can sug 

. : | iwtand— 
gest that th: file is a memory hole from which the FsI only can retrievg, amt” iy Appeals fo 

includeg the effort to make a diligent search of this oma related files, with the same 

applying to the “administrat&ve matters" file, 

Uther illerible notations appear, some purtly eliminated in xeroxine. I request  



a legible, couplete copye 

N.U. told Fly that Cadre had an office in the Cigali Building. When I had told 

the F.1 that Oswald had th: address masked this alreél omits the address. The front 

onbrunce was. on Vanul, the side entrance on Capp, a block from the International “rade 

Mart run by Clay Shaw, about a block from the store of Carlos Bringuier and the bar of 

Orest Pena, both of whom figubed an the FRI's investi¢ation and both of whom were FRT 

sources. For these and other reasons the FBI knew the location and the area well, and 

in connection with its JFK investigations. 
begins by repoatiyy . 

The ALFEST yenpmere att FBINQ told NO and Dallas. The airtel does not state that 

- its files held no other information about Caire. Later the airtel does refer to other 

inforiution, including what it sent to /BIHY and PUIMQ did not report having, Caire's 

registration act regi:tratione (An illegible note about Caire was added at FHTHM, along 

with indexing notations, ) 

The registration notes that Caire's agency, to which Oswald reportedly applied for 
on 

a job, what the FLT uppaars not to have inwestigated, also representd the Cuban Revo- 

lutionary Council, which was formed and funded by the CLA, and that as of that date, 

11/2/62, At waroat the ous addreas Omid awed on the Literagure the 9 cearared not 

to ppovide to the Warren Comission and failed to provide when the Conumission asked 

for it, 544 Camp Street. 

With regard to the fingerprint there are several records cited, I recall no 

records from the N.O. files provided that would represent a real investigation of this. 

Especially with the fingerprints coning from tuo of Oswald's leaflets. 

In the Dullas reply, which parrots that it has only what Bufiles have, it is 

suggested that if 1 wore to "clarify" the stagjont about the masked address “it is 

possible that somo portinent observation could then be made." (Serial 5649, prepared 

by the case supervisor, k.P, Gemberling.) FBIM did not desire any -clarification and 

asked for none. 

I do not wonder why. ; 

A t Co file 

This record ~was pluced in the iaws idontified above also and he has illegible entries. 

Houullde4y
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a. 1 ~- Mr, T. N. Goble 

Airtol . . 

‘ 

To: SACs, Dallas (100-10461) (Enclosuros - 5) 
New Orleans (100-16601) (Enclosures - 5) 
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From: Diroctor, PBI (105-82555) 

LEE HARVEY OSWALD — oo oo Te 
Is -R Oe 

; Enclosed for cach yocipiont is one copy of a lotter os 
from tho Deputy Attorney General datod 10/2/70, captioned fag 
“Freedom of Information Act,” with its four onclosures, . dg 

Weisberg makos two basic roquests 4in his 9/28/70 oe 
(h - letter and form and his 9/15/70 lotter. (1) “All information se 
/ A nbout and FRI Reports of duterviows with Ronnie Caire, questionod jie 

for Warren Comnuission,” oe 

Bufilos contain only one referonco to Ronnie Caire, on 
His name appeared in tho onclosuro to New Orleans’ airtel, TT 
dated 7/20/67, subnittted to the Bureau under the "Assassination" 
caption, Now Orloans file 89-69. Two copies of this airtel eg 
aud the enclosures wore furnished to Dallas, Dallas file 89-43, Fa 

oe Reciplonts will noto that the LIM submitted with this airtel 
- contains a transcript of an interview between New Orleans* 

Dintrict Attorney Jim Garrison and Carlos Quiroga, conducted 
. on 1/21/67. The reference to Ronnie Caire appears on page 10 

of this transcript and ig'a comnont by Quiroga that Sergio Arcacha 
Y Snith worked for Ronnie Caire at one time, 

New Orleans is dirooted to review ita files for all 
information about Ronnio Caire, . 

  

t . 
ol Rocipients noto that Weisberg states in his 9/15/70 
‘ lotter, paragraph two, that Oswald had Catre's office address 

—_ tasked in his addrosys book. A review of the Information which 
wwe —----was in Oswald's addrors book fntlm to indicate what Weisberg 
aT is referring to. Dallas Aig tostracted to furnish 3 ite obseryne 
hee ae —~tions on thiag potnt CLD PO S.$2 O45 
aahee = MAILED 20 \' / —. C16 a 

“ed “= THG: nob oct 9- 1970 RECA SB co ‘9 $09 % I, 

“ 6) rel SFE NOTA PAGE WO NX . 
SO nc COM PTS ef, 

S90cTr sho py a 
cle Gorm 
lar ow a be . 

wedgy MATL ROOMY, TELETYPE UNITL_} 

A. “oo ae ante ee . ee wee ce eee ee ee em ae en me aenemeeel - een  
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Abel to P07) potlag 
Par des Pooevoy Guyeld 
dos Lys 

You Inlaaattor ef Vecdoierwts, a wevloy ef °7' Pots Jy Yepords an the Goole enco ye. als that na Roymoad Je Ure, ea tod OMecols Lh Peo, tego Sbodghen waa dures whe Daa VSP T/Ck.  Whets ante: fice As Kronor ted 
GA ws RI a? THlhag Maooeout oP GA Pe ieyrg Qytood 1/3/63, Booey, Sa de came ae cei en we Sr ewe ds doect the Rothe Sat gy daiea vile whi one boy id tise, aetecoit at Ta tte tie Gh to Wade o: Puy AN hoy Gelms,  Ghoo Loowle od Aah eho eo tcl a (hetorud Lo pocwens who yvlilted Mote Chby, 8420-20 /0%, Leche $n 0545 Exoud wees ena Arcet Coivo, a etoucout at Ie deteay 6) Ou Uotve co bly. Bethke ts covioda ne dulor at dou that olthes of thoes tyvo PD. -pLO 4G reluted te keanloe Chive, 

@) TA paracsraoh five og hts 9/15/70 louter, Wel eeg vebtos that the por Weoosoverul a Llucceprint en a hoadioe wotcd Ohcald nel dies TLatet, Vadehery au Af the Lda pelat owe Gant ef ALYOod Gora ted wha dhe 2 2 tnatdon We wboatdua. Now Ovloans Js Cleoeiol to voview dtu alles Lor dnvorirtion Reyardlag thos Welsborys reyuest, 

Rovdoteats hawt. eouotly ro vesults may be Nivutahed ty tiie Lepity Atiosnoy Genoval, 

NOTE: 
The request reculvel by the Departmont for infcrinnation from FRY filos is from avoid Volsberg. Wolsberge is the man who has weltcen severak books eclliont ot the Wake Coe sotom, tia 

MBI, Scuret Sovvice, polico agcacies and other branches of the 
Government relating to the Assassination invostinzation, is weitings have contrinced dusceuvictes, falschoods, and dela .crate slanting of facts to fit ht: pULpos3., Ne was one of tea ennloyces fived by the State Department duving 1947 bocrmso of susnicton 
of being a commutntst or hovtny conmmmistia sy.pathios. Later, ho was allowed to resteun without projudice but he was not rostored to his former position. Check of Dnllas and New Orleans files 
is necessary to bo certain we can tive the Dopartnent connlete 
infornation on Weisbery's gtostions, Weisberg's Laquiry concerned 
Nonnte Catvo and Bufiles contain only one referenco to this 
tudividual, a reforence which had no direct connection with the 
assu:isination, 3 
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kD STATES vo ONE C, \RTMENT OF JUSTICE Gb 

Memoranuum i po | 

TO * Mr./J. Edgar Hoover ; " DATE: Oct. 2, 1970 
Director, F.B.I. ee 

co FROM! Richard G. Kleindfenst Mr tie fe, 
Deputy Attorney General . ls FN, in 

Mr. ‘Bre 
v 

we SUBJECT: Freedom of Information Act _ (i Mr. Col le pk 

f bee Hanvey® Oswald. (ew 
r 

e
y
 

. My. Felt oh 
os Attached hereto are copies of a request from ae Gale ne 

ww Mr. Harold Weisberg for information concerning the By ae ea ce 
assassination of President Kennedy. Mr. Waltertnne ot 

SC ts ce 

Would you please have this request reviewed and Ties ee , 
send me your comments so that I can make an appropriate. 

+ 

A 
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2 Kicoorls Rolzpp . 
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The Deputy Attorney Ge 

Ox tobe: 9, 1970 

neral 

Director, YBI 

1-~lr. KM. rR lauipach lL1-—w-Mr. T. N 
‘ ' 

- Goble 

FRELEVOM Or INFOICIATION ACT 

Reforonee is 1970, and to its 
from Mr, Narold wet 

mado to your Leiter dated Oetenar 2, sy attachnents which pertain to a request 

pXaA 
assassination of P): 

sbere for inforn 
osident Kennedy, 

ution conccrniny the 

We have ins tructed our Dalla Offices to review thetr file 
3 aud New Orleans Ronaie Caire and 

analyzed, 

10 

whe 
you will pb 

8 for all tniorvmation concerning n the results are received and have been © furnished our conicnts, 

$2555 — $ (! IL, 

ach, b 

S- 

TNG: 

(5) 

NOTE: 

The request 
from FBI files is from who has written sS¢veral books cr | the FBI, Secret Service, police or the Guverinent relating His writings have cont dc liberate Slanting 
ten euployces fire Of suspiclon of be 

received b y the Department for information | Harold We isberg, Weisberg is tue man \) { itical of the Warren Conmission, \' sy “Cebe Les gind go whe BVouches 4 Oo to the Assasstnation Jnvetigation, iy \) ained inaccuractes, falsehoods, and “4 of facts to fit his purpose. fe Was one of d by the Stato Department qduring 1017 because int a oommunist or having communistie 
Synpathies, Later, he was allowed to restr without progjudice 
but he was not restoved to his forner position, Check of 
Dallas and Ney Orleans files is necessary to be verlata we 
Can give the Pepartnent conupleto information on Wetcherg's 

| unestions., Weisberg 's inquiry concerned Ronnie Caire ane 
Bus cau Liles contain only one reference to this Ji. 

\ 
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es 

do Ky 
ttecn 

sole ee 
Meche 

Hist ys 
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individual, 
a reforence which had no direct Connection with the assassination, 

-ocrg 1970 || V b | ar . i . 
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T10 Deputy Attornoy Genoreal 

it's Director, PBI ley 
. 

‘ 1 - } 

FREEDOM OP INFORMATION ACT | 

w. MS Raupach 
N. Gobloa 

te 
Mae . 

4 - vé . 

vs 

. Rofcronce ia made to our letter datod October 9, 1970, and to your letter datod October 2, 1970, which rolate to a request fron Mr, Harold Wolsberg for informn- : tion concerning the investigation of the assassination of v Presidont Konnody, 

Mr. Woisberg'’s formal request (DJ-118) asks for "all information about and FBI roports of interviews with yon Ronolo Catre, questioned for Warren Comnission, Further . detaile in letter of 9/15/70." In the September 15, 1970, . * lotter, aftor furnishing some Loformation about Ronnie Caire, ho makos a socond request, Ho writes that the FBI discovered aa o® finrorprint on a leaflet which, he assorts, Loc Boryey, ’ “Onvnld distributed, We asks for information as to whose fingerprint this was and indicates he 149 aware that the ¥BI dotermincd that 1t was not tho fAnverprint of Oswald, 

a
:
 

i Concerning the first roquest, the files of this “ Bureau and the files of our Dallas and New Orleans Offices ' . contatn no {nformation that Ronntoe Caire was interviewed by the FBI conoorning the aasassination of President Kennody . or concerning Oswald. (Files woro also reviewed for the ba. variations of tho namo, that ia, Rouny Catre and Robert James Caire,) We 
a 
fe 

a 
: *. * Front, Room 6, 644 Camp Street, Now Orleans, Louistann, to ‘ conduct an advertising Canpatyn For this organization for "——-tho purpoas of building public. support and raising money. ce 

» 

Met eG Aon, NATURA . W4 | Hekee ——— (5 \ OCT 2 81970 (/ 

—, \ eowisons | sap = eae NY nee oY \ ae 10 

AGONOM GIT 
a ( 0 NOV Eon warty 

‘ : 
whens 

Tho filos of our New Orloans Offico reve on Novembor 17, 1961, an individual, who ddontd fied’ as Ronnie Caire, Ronnie Cairo Advertising 
Building, Now Orleans, 

that 
inself 

wency, 704 Cicald 
Louisiana, tolephon cally contacted that office and advised that he had boon approached by 

Sorgio Arcacha, a reprosentative of the Cuban Revolutionary 
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Tho Doputy Attorney Gonoral 

wm Olt a ze oy ae ‘ Cae ma a: ee. . . . 

“MotA ery, . ye wet . ' ot nh 2 rn ‘eo tae 7 Soe . . . 

a? ee 
a IDI wan to determine if this organizn ion wag legitimate 

. and rocognized by tho United States Govornnont, Tho caller 
als was advised that the FOI could not commont regarding this 

me organization or the individual mentioned, 

ae ier Aooording to the onller, hin purpose in contacting the 3 
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s
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a 
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he Ghortly after recoipt of this inquiry, on ° 
t2..7 -“Deooomber 2, 1961, a New Orlonns newopapor, the "Tinmos-Picayune," 

- reported that m two-month “orusade to froe Cuba" had begun 
caps Ap tho New Orloans area. The objective of the "crusade" was 

i“ _ to raiso monoy to educate the peoplo of New Orleans to the 
. danger ropresontod by a cormunint-orionted Giba. Sergio 
-= os Avcnoha was lintod as ono of the orgauizors and a Robert J. 

Caire was listed as tho Public Relations Chairman, 

od | “The files of this Buroau rovoal further that the 
4, | Ronny Catre Advortintng Agonoy, Ino., was rogiatered with 

7 tho Rogintration Seotion of tho Department of Justice in 1962, 
yo*2: Thia agenoy wan located at 704 Cigali Building, New Orleans 12, 
mf Louisiana. Officers were listed as Robert Jancs Cnire, | 

Prosidont and Tronsurer, and Mre, Robort Janes Calire, 
’, Vico President and Soorotary, sooording to the registration C— 
vO information, This agency ropresontod tho New Orleans Chapter 

Sao 43, Of the Cuban Denooratilo Revolutionary Front, 544 Canp Street, 
“OM New Orleans, Louisiana, for publicity and fund raising, 

wo a Tho only other reforenoe to a Ronnie Caire located 
at in the giles of thia buroau appears on pays ten of the euclosure 

Bow. to a momorandun propnrod at New Orlonns, Loufs.ann, on July 20, 
Me's "4967, ontitled “Ausnssination of President John Fitzgorald Kennedy, 
¢. Novenber 22, 1963, Dallas, Texas." hia mesorandum wag dissemi- 
= natod tio the Criminal Diyasion, Civil Diviston and Internal 

oo Bcourdity Diviaton of tho Department of Justico on July 27, 1967, 
¥ Tie enolosure in which tho roforonco appears 16 vw transcript 
A received from one Carlos Brinputor of an interview betwoen 

Now Orloans Dintriot Attorney Jamos Gaveison and Carlos 
St Quiroga, Tho roferonoo to Ronnie Caire was mado by Garrison 

MS? who asked Quiroza whon Sergio Arocagha worked for Ronnio Caire, 

hn to whioh, Quiroga ropliod that 4t was in 1062, aftor Arcache - 

* "> went to Miami. No othoxr muontion da made of Ronnio Catre, 
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Joa 6 0 Fe gee . o as. . ie . e —.4 oe - e -° . 

EEE a ne Yn his lotter of Soptenbor 15, 1970, Mr, Wolaberg e
R
 

“oe etatod that Ouwald had Ronnie Catro'pz office address NY “magked" in hig addross book, ‘the files of this bureau | ‘ a contain no information relating to this etatement, . ‘ 
‘ With regard to br, Wolsberg’s request for information ae’ ae. CONCDYning Ronnie Cairo, it ia the recomnondation of this - Yar Bureau that the request bo dontled because the information < OSonoorning Ronnio Caire ie contained in investigatory files “p Oompiled for law enforcement purposes, 

  

aA 
ke Rogarding tho sooond request made by Mr. Wolsborg, :. Ne, whioh concerned the fingerprint on the loaflet, Woisberg tes 7 " appoara to be referring to the inoident reported by a menber : Sep. of tho Now Orleans Harbor Polifoe, Mr. Girod Ray, This inoident } 7 «(Wass Anvestigated by this Buroau and the results were furnished “ eat’ to the Warron Commission, Your attention is directed to : . Pago 803 of Volume XXII of the "Hearings Before the President's " ee Comnission on tho Assassination of Pronident Kennedy." Ja . a Juno, 1963, Patrolman Ray waa on duty on the New Orloanes us riverfront near where the afroraft carrier U.8.8, "Wasp" wae ae berthed, <A Naval offfoor aboard the ship roquestod oo Patrolman Ray to approach @ man, who was in the vicinity of the “Alag. atroraft oarrier, dietributing leaflets concerning Cubn. wit, Patrolman Ray talked with the man and asked him to stop distribue he tion of the lonflets., Tho patrolman obtained several of the 

o
d
 

he
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ae
 

oe
. 

ar Oy. -loatlote from the man, Bubsequontly, Patrolman Ray believed. na wy kes tho unknown man wag Loo Harvey Oswald, Ho based his identifie os Sea’ Gation on observationn of Ouwald on toleviaion and of photo- a fr, .. €vaphe of Oswald whioh appeared in tho press, ‘ i 
The two lenflots whioh Patrolman Ray obtained from the mao were examined by the FBI for latent Lingerprinte, Ono such fingerprint wan doveloped on cach leaflet. In view 
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Fe. of tho bolief of Patrolman Ray that tho man who distributed the - “3 leaflets was Leo Harvoy Ouwald, these two latent finverprinte 49°. Wore Oomparod with tho fingorprinta of Oswald. It was doternined a7 wie that thoso two latent fingerprints wero oot Adentical with ‘hes 5 the filogorprints of Onwald. The two fingerprints wore not | a: 
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Oompnred with the Lingorprinte of any other individual, 
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Tho Deputy Attorney Gonerad 

It 19 the Yecomnoendation of thin Puronu that 
ir, Wotabers' sy FeCond KFoquest be" 7°? sine infornation 
Concoerntne thesny FIn-v-ovprints 4, ned in Livosticatory 
files compiled for law enforcem sed, Nis roquagt 
MACht also bo doute “4 tho grout. ‘Lit was not contatnod 
dn the formal requ. 7118) gubinlticog by Mr, Weluborg, 
NOTE: 

The request recetved by the Depvertment for information 
from FBX files is from Yarold Woisborr, Weisberg is the man 
who has written sovoral heoks_erition} of the Warren Commission, 
the FBI, Secrot Service, police agencics and other branches of the Govoranent relating to the Assassination investigation, Nis writings hove contained inaccuracies, falsehoods, and dcliberate Slanting of facts to fit his purpose. He was one of 
ten employees. fired by the State Denar tiavuat during 1947 because 
of suspicion of being a communist or having commupistte Sympathies, Later, he was allowed to rosign without prejudice 
but he was not restored to his formor position, Dallag and New Orleans filns have been reviewed on the questions raised 
by Weisberg and above is result, Bufiles were also reviowed, In view of Weisborg'g character, he should not be given the information ho requests, and there is legal ground for our | position. 
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4 “e New Orleans files reveal the following information xy ¥ woe 

. ‘relating to ROBERT JAMES ‘CAIRE who is probably identical to the . .. ma 
_- RONNIE \CAIRE mentioned in reBuairtel: n ee 
a . t WW ge 
’ Me On 11/17/61, an individual who identified bimself as ey ORS 

- RONNIEACAIRE, Ronnie Caire Advertising Agency, 704 Cigali Building, . 2 ft 
kw New Orldans, Louisiana, telephonically advised that he had been Nt wD 

* *’ approached by SERGIOQ\ARCACHA, a representative of the Cuban so E 
pr Revolutionary Front, oom 6, 544 _Camp Street, New Orleans, La., pe Me 

a to ¢ conduct an advertising campaign: for the; sban Revolutionary e ee 
+ "Front for the purpose of building public suport and ‘raising ~ Bb 
y.. qaoney: 1 He informed that the purpose of cont\cting the FBI was to t a 

\, * determine whether this group was legitimate and recognized by the ° Pe 

v1 mu, 8. Government, . ee 

wpe i 
Bs ie ' Re was informed that this office could not make any B . 
Ate tatement regarding the organization or the individual mentioned; d tt 
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NO 100-1660) 

Bey however, it was ¢ ted that he might want to contact the lc office of the Statcr vpartment, as well as the office of the 
4 

ro. U. S. Attorney in New 8, to det -ine whether he would be Ae required to register. . 

hoe ' There appear o the New Orleans Times Picayune “Rewspaper dated 12/2/61 an article which announced that a two< ‘ month "crusade to free Cuba" was beyun in the New_Orleans area, The aim was tS raise monéy to educate New Orleanians of the. yv, ; _ danger that Communist-orientated Cuba presents to the United ~~~ , States. This article-“lists SERGIO ARCACHA as One of the orpanizers of this crusade and the article further lists one ‘ - ROBERT J VCAIRE as Public relations chairman for the crusade, oe 

. let to New Orleans dated 11/2/62, captioned, ‘ “RONNY \CAIRE ADVERTISING AGENCY, INC.; REGISTRATION ACT CUBA,“ enclosed a photostat of an abstract prepared from a 
registration statement filed by the Ronny Caire Advertising Agency, Inc,, with the Registration “at Xe of the Department, 
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KORE en IRE att CEPEM TOL 

wl \ the enclosed photostat” ofthe aUstract reveals that ao f. ‘ the Ronny, ‘atre Advertistny Agency, Ine. eo ts located et wud 
Cigali_Bui ving, New Orleans~12,"Louisiana.~ The officers are listed as ROBERT ¥AMESACAIRE, president and treasurer, and me Mrs. ROBERT JAMESNAIRE,Svice president7and secretary. The ue ue abstract indikates Vhat this f{rm-1is representing the New Orleans chapter of the\Cuban Democratic Revolutionary Front, 544 Camp Rtreet, New Orlkans; Loulaland, to publicize and raise funds, 

   

. New Orleans files do not reveal that ROBERT’ JAMES 
| CAIRE was ever contacted or interviewed in captioned matter, 

New Orleans files reveal no additional information . regarding RAYMOND J, CAIRE not already known to the Bureau. oe 
oo In regard to the fingerprint on a leaflet OSWALD had a 
ee distributed, which is mentioned in referenced commubication, . A 

, the following observations are being set forth: ee 

. . od us 

we ve 
‘: ‘ - 2 ~ ; ‘ . ) 

{ “s : . , . : , * . / . , et?



NO 1100-16601 

In paragraph five of WEISBERG's letter to Deputy - Attorney General KLEINDIENST dated $/15/70, WEISBERG indicates thet OSWALD picketed the carrier "©. Pp" and indicated that ing this picketin | ALD distributed leaflets, The FBI obtained a copy of the jeaflet and identified a fingerprint on . it as not being OSWALD's, . 

Investigation relating to this incident was conducted | aod the results set forth in New Orleans LHM 7/22/64, Ta : . 
This investigation revealed that a member of the New Orleans Harbor Police had observed an unknown individual distributing leaflets about Cuba on the New Orleans river front near where the carrier "USS Wasp" was berthed during June 1963, This patrolman was requested by a naval officer . aboard the ship to contact the uhknown individual and request him to stop distributing the leaflets. The harbor patrolman obtained a couple of the leaflets from this individual ana felt sure that this person was LEE HARVEY OSWALD and he based this identification on the fact that he had observed OSWALD on television and his photographs in the newspapers, 

These -two leaflets were submitted to the Latent l\ Fingerprint Section of the Identification Division by New Orleans airtel 7/28/64, By airtel to New Orleans dated 7/31/64 u the Bureau advised that one latent fingerprint had been : \) feretoped on each of the leaflets submitted; however, the two latent fingerprints were not identical with the fingerprints of LEE HARVBY OSWALD, 
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. For the information of the Bureau, Cover Pages 
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wy bearing above caption, contwin the results of investigation in + ‘ 
Aj | .Ruasia by CIA concerning notations which appear in OSWALD's Fs ‘, Jap [i addrdss book. . ie 
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° — ‘ NY A complete roview of a photograph of OSWALD's Cee 

wos address book available at Dallas fails to reflect any information “ol al 
Ne] | indicating RONNIE CAIRE's office address is in this address = om 
WA] | book. It would appear that WEISBERG's claim that CAIRE's "E Wi 
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2 relato how Such address igs "masked" it is possible that some 
YY ut Obsorvation could then be made, | 
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Two coptes of this airtel are furnished the 
a New Orleans Offico in view Of Bureau request of that office 
wi “Nd no further action is being taken by Dallas, UACB, - 
ta , : mo . a ° ma toe . . 
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